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Abstract 

1 examine a set of texts and instruments, d e d  parapegmnta, which 

were used in the classical world for tracking cyciical phenomena such 

as steiiar phases, weather, hebdomadal cycles, lunar cycles, and 

more. 1 argue that these texts are prirnarily astrological rather than 

astronomical or calendrical. 1 trace the possible connection between 

parapegmata and calendrical cycles in Greeœ, Rome, and Babylon, 

but 1 maintain a sharp distinction between caiendars and 

parapegmata: the parapegmata were not used for chronological 

pufposes, but rather for the regulation of various activities, most 

prominently agriculture. Different types of parapegrnata were used by 

the Greeks and Romans for tracking stellar and lunar phenomena, 

and these distinct phenomena were used by them as signs for the 

timing of various activities, partly in an attempt to aügn their actions 

with sympathetic forces in the Cosmos. In order to understand how 

the parapegmata were used, 1 devote a chapter to unraveling the 

modes of predictive signincatiori in the parapegmata, showing how 

these texts and instruments eliminated the need for astronomical 

observation. 



I show that some simiiar astronomical phenornena were tracked 

by the Babylonians and Egyptians for similar purposes, although the 

paxaiieis we fînd in these cultures show a much closer connection to 

other, more diverse types of omina than the classical tex& do. 

The work includes a descriptive catalogue of ali the 

parapegmata known to me. 
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Abbreviations Used in this Work 
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1970- 
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Histoy ofAncient MathematicQl Astrommy, 

[Neugebauer, 19751 
InscripHones Gmca3 (Berlin, 1863-1 
tablets in the Kouyunjik Collection in the British 

Museum 
KeüscMflexte CIUS Assw teügi6sen Inholts,  (Ebeling, 

1915) 
Liddell and Scott's Greek-Engüsh Lericon 
mon th[$] 
MULAPiN: An Astrommicnl Compendium in 

Cuneijom, [Hunger and Pingree, 19891 
Ihe Oxfonl ClassW Mct[oncuy, Mord, 1996 
nie Oqrhyzchus Papyd, London, 1898- 
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Chapter One 

Introduction 

This work fills out a chapter in the history of ancient astronomy, one 

that begins with the earliest classical tex& and forms a continuous 

thread through to the Middle Aga. It Iooks at the early agricultural, 

navigational, and medical uses of astronomy to predict changes in the 

atmosphere, on both a seasonal and a day-to-&y basis, from Hesiod 

through to late antiquity. My starting point is the thesis, first 

articulateci by Bowen and Goldstein, that early Greek astronomy is 

concerned with a fundamentslly different set of problems than later 

astronomy . Specifically , early Greek astronomy is more interesteci in 

the annual phases of the fmed stars than it is with planetary motion. 

Their thesis h d s  strong conhat ion in this work. But above and 

beyond their starüng point, 1 show how this fîxed-star astronomy 

persisteci in a tradition of weather prediction all through classical 

antiquity, and this astrometeorology existed side by side with Mer 

developments in planetary astronomy and astrology. Moreover, 1 

show how this nxed-star astronomy is not unique to the Greco- 

Roman world, but has cognates in both Mesopotamia and Egypt. 1 

also look at how the Greek instrumen-using this word in a very 

broad sensethat were used to track the motion of the fixeci stars 

and to predict the weather were later modified by Romans and put to 



other uses, such as tracking certain lunar phenomena and the days of 

the week. 

in this work I &O address the broader question of how one 

mode of prediction, cyclical astrologid prediction, functioned in the 

ancient world. 1 examine a diverse set of tex& and instruments 

collectively known as pampegmata. These were used for predicting 

and tracking such things as astronomical events, day-to-day weather 

changes, lunar phenomena, and certain types of astrological 

influences. AU the phenomena predicted in the parapegrnata happen 

to be inherently cyclical, and this affects the way in which the 

predictive reasoning works. It also conditions how the predictive logic 

itseif is justifieci, and [connected to this] how the tex& thernselves 

receive their authority . 
Now, the reader will notice that 1 just referred to day-to-day 

weather changes as 'cyclical', and this may seem strange. Certainly 

the other phenomena mcked and prdcted by the parapegmata are 

easily seen as cyclical: the days of the week, the phases of the moon, 

and the rriotions of the sun and stars, for example. But how so the 

weather'? The answer is that, on the ancient understanding [and this 

was accepted, as we will see, throughout the ancient Mediterranean 

and Near Eastern world) certain weather phenomena recurred at 

certain times of the year, or under certain heavenly configurations. 

Certainly no one t&y would be shocked by my saying that around 

the stunmer solstice the weather fs wanner than it was or wil i  be at 

the winter solstice, or that springtime is rainy. And it is clear that 

these general weather phenomena are cyciical. If we simply aiiow an 



extension of this logic in the direction of an increased spedflcity,~ 

then we can see how the ancients saw certain types of weather 

patterns as remment at certain times of year: on the day of the 

setting of the Hyades, for example, rain was preùicted. Thus, on the 

andent understanding, certain but not dl weather events were seen 

as cyciical, and were relateci to other cyciical [astronornical) events. 

These astironornical events functioned as sigm of the corning weather, 

and sometimes ais0 were seen to be causes of that weather. 

Because they aiways treat of cyclicai phenomena it is difficult 

to disentangle the past fiom the present and the future in the 

parapegmata. Some aspects of them seem oniy to make sense as 

predictive (i.e., forecasting events for the future), other aspects as 

what we might c d  stacioe (i.e., reporting events that are happening 

'today'l. These current phenomena are reported because they are 

either in prfnciple unobservable [say, the current day of the week], 

circumstaritisUy unobservable (the rising of Arcturus on a cloudy 

morning], or are completely observable [the rising of Orion on a clear 

night). In this last case, however, the fact that the parapegma tells 

us that Orion wii i  tise eliminates the need for actual observation: we 

need only consult the text. in addition to this stative function, 

parapegmata always situate current events in a relative temporal 

framework, such that past and fiam even&+tornorrow's weather or 

Sunday's lunar phase, for exampl- easiiy seen. 

1 do not ofler this as a genedogîad account. 1 make no clafms that this Is how 
the idea to predict day-to-day weather deveioped in the andent world. 1 use thfs 
illustration rather as a way of br[nglng the modern reader to the ancient 
understandfng. 



An important part of my argurnent is the contention that these 

texts should be seen as primarily crstroZugÙd rather than calendrical 

or even astronomical.2 The types of events they predict and report 

cannot be reduced to asb-onomy in the modern sense of the term. 

While it is true that the ancients did not always draw such a clear 

distinction between astrology and astronomy as we do now, I think 

the distinction is one which needs to be made, if only to draw a 

sharper contrast with previous work on the parapegmata by Rehm, 

v a n  der Waerden, and others, who have treated these texts as though 

they were primariiy astronomical or calendrical. 

Because of both the relative obscurity of these texts and the 

ways they have been interpreted by the few scholars who haw worked 

on them, 1 wiii need to do some fàirly detailed historical work. 

Accordingiy, 1 begin with a description of what the parapegmata are, 

and how they worked. 1 then catalogue all the parapegrnata known to 

me, as weii as any related texts and instruments. This catalogue is 

meant to supersede Reh~n's,~ and includes or reclassifies many tex& 

of which he was unaware or dismissive. 

1 go to some length to conceptuaiiy disentangle calendars, 

cycles, and parapegmata in chapter four, where I examine a group of 

speculative interpretations and reconstructions of the parapegmatic 

tradition. 1 end this chapter by trying to see what positive daims we 

can make about the early Greek astrometeorologicai tradition. 

2 1 use the tenn 'astrolog2d in its btoadest aense. When 1 need to refer to the 
cestlng of personal h o m p e a ,  1 w gemtNkrlogy. 

Rehm, 'Parapegma', RE. 



Chapter five aims to establish a W e w o r k  for speaking of 

predictive signification. In it 1 argue that the predictive sign should 

be understood in a broad sense, and that it should include causative 

relations as well as synchronous or observational ones. 1 then 

address the philologid problem of one of the most frequent and 

poorly understood technical terms in the parapegmata: the verb 

t m ~ ~ a h m .  I argue that it is an intransitive and impersonal verb 

which should be taken to mean "there is a change (in the weather] ." 
As in medicine, where its related noun Èntqpaaia is used as z 

technical term for one phase of a cyclical fever, it has lost ail sense of 

the 'signification' which seems to be implied by its Linguistic 

denvation, and has corne instead to refer to an actualized, factual 

process or even t . 
From there 1 go on to look in detail at one of the primary uses 

of the parapegmata: the regulation of agricultural practice. I argue 

that the events tracked by the parapegmata [stellar and lunar phases, 

for example) were seen to ex- a certain physical infiuence, called 

sympathy, with which it was in the b e r ' s  best interests to accord 

his actions. This agriculturai schedule has often b e n  seen as a kind 

of caiendar, but 1 argue that this reflects too loose an understanding 

of the idea of a calendar, and that this confusion has led to some 

questionable [relconstnictions of los te caiendars. 

Chapters seven and eight move us out of the classicai world to 

Babylon and Egypt. W e  shall see that Egypt developed its own 

decanal astrometeorological tradition. Babylonian texts, on the other 

hand, were concemeci with a broad range of orninous phenornena. 



Astral meteorologicai omina can be found in the omen series E n w ~  

A u  En& and MUL.AP[N shows parallels to the classical parapegmatic 

tradition. 

Whiie it is difflcult to trace direct Muences in rneteorological 

omina fiom Babylon to Greece or Egypt, we do find calendrical cycles 

possibly king exported fkom Babylon and incorporateci into the Greek 

astrorneteorological tradition as early as the fifth cenhtry B.C. These 

cycles were used to caübrate the parapegmata, keeping them in line 

with both the solar year and the lunar caiendars of Greece. 

The extremely broad scattering of the sources for ancient 

as trome teorology , ranging from agricul tural treaüses to calendrics, 

astrology, astronomy, graffiti, epigraphy, and more, cornbineci wiîh a 

broad linguistic and cultural diversity, have made this materiai 

undeservedly obscure. I hope that by bringing these texts together in 

one place and showing some of the relations they bear to each other, 1 

WU have shed new light on a set of wide-ranghg ancient 

astronomical pracüces. 



Chupter huo 

What is a Parapegma? 

1: Whnt is a Parapegma? 

The word parapegma (pl.: parapegrnata] refers to an ancient 

instrument which was used to keep track of astronomical, 

astrological or astrometeorological cycles using a moveable peg or 

pegs. By extension, the word also r e f m  to a group of tex& which 

were derived from these instruments, and which tracked the 

astrometeorologicd cycle typically by linking it to a calendar. Broadly 

speaking, parapegrnata either (a) correlate and temporaiiy situate 

weather phenomena and particular kinds of astronomicai phenomena 

Isee fig. 11, or [bl cornelate and temporaiiy situate lunar days, the 

seven days of the astrological week ( d e d  the hebdomadal days], and 

often nundinal daysl (see Q. 2). By tempordy situate I mean they 

provideci some means for locating the current day in the context of 

the hger temporal scheme, either by indexing the cycle to a calendar, 

or by indicating the m e n t  day with a peg. 1 call this process 

trmkbzg a lunar or astrometeorological cycle. In inscriptional 

l For an explanation of which, see section L 4  below. 



parapegmata, each entry would have a hole driiled beside it to receive 

a moveable peg. The peg would be shîfted on each consecutive day, 

and thus the inscription b i d e  the peg would contairi the 

information pertaining to the current day. 

There were also non-inscriptional, literary parapegmata in both 

Greek and Latin. A typical example of these would list the dates of a 

corning year in, for example, the Roman or Egyptfan dendar, and, 

for parücdar dates, offer astronomicai and weather predictions for 

that year. in this respect, they are rather iike a pared-down version of 

a more modem Fariner's Almanac. These calendats were used in 

Greece from at least the fifth century B.C., and there are Western 

European and Byzantine examples dating weil into the Middle Ages 

and beyond. 

The Romans translateci Greek parapegmata into Latin, and they 

were developing their own versions by the f h t  century B.C., with 

some interesting modïfîcations. in parüculat, their inscriptional 

parapegmata were often used to keep track of lunar days, hebdomadal 

days and nunclinal days. There was &O a corresponding Egyptian 

tradition dating fkom at least the fourth century B.C., which may or 

may not be independent fiom the Greek. 

The astronornical phenornena fkquently recorded in the 

parapegmata are the solstices and equinoxes for a given year, and 

what are called the 'phases' of the more important fîxed stars. 



30 
O The sun is in Aquarius. 
O [Leo] begins to set in the morning 

and the Lyre sets. 
0 0 

O Cygnus begins to set acronychally. 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0  

O Androrneda begins to rise in 
the morning. 
0 0  

o The middle of Aquarius rising. 
O Pegasus begins to rise in the 

morning. 
O 

3 The whole of the Centaur sets in the moming. 
O The whole of Hydra sets in the rnoming 

Cetus begins to set 
acronychaiiy . 

9 Sagitta sets, the season of the west 
wind accompanying it . 
0 0 0 0  

The whole of Cygnus sets acronychaiiy. 
9 [Arcturus] ri[ses] acronych- 

~ U Y *  

figure 1 : part of a pegged astronomiml parapegma [Miletus O. The 
peg uns rnouedfrom one hole to the next each day, and 
any important astronomimî or asbometeoroiogical 
phemmena for the day could then be read beside the peg. 



m e  2: O pegged astrologioalpcuapegma (Thenna3 ZMatùl. lhis Spe 
of pampegma used more than one peg to back dmerent cycles. 
Here there uxls one peg for the hebdomadal deüiès (seven holes in 
the top row wider the -es of;fiom &fi to nghf [SatumJ' Sol 
Luna, M m ,  Mercury, [Jupiter]' and Venus), anotherpeg for üze 
days of Me mwnujfteen RLunberedhoIes down Me &fis& and 
m e n  dom the @w, and a M p e g  for the su& or the moon's 
pasiaonùtMezodiclc(24hoks~~0undthe zodiaoalcitcleinthe 
middle of the paf~pe~ma] .  



1. i. 'Ihe Phases of the F M  Stclrs 

W e  aii know that the sun has a motion fkom east to west, which it 

repeats e v q  day, moving the 360' around the earth in 24 hours.2 

But the Sun also has another, l e s  obvious motion fkom west to east. 

This can be ohserved as follows: go out just at sunset and watch the 

sky begin to lill with stars as the brightness of the setting sun 

recedes. You should take special notice of the stars in the general 

vicinity of the recenîiy-disappeared Sun. in parücular, rernember how 

far they are from the western horizon a little after sunset. The next 

day, go out again and observe the sarne stars. You will notice that 

they are closer to the horizon than they were at th& exact üme3 the 

day before. The next day they WU be closer still, untii one day they 

wiU vanish enürely in the obscuring brightness of the Sun. This 

vanishing is one of the four important 'phases' of a star, cailed its 

'heüacal set-', its 'euening setting', or just its 'setting'. It is said, in 

Greek terms, to be due to the slow west-to-east motion of the sun 

(relative to the fixed stars], which it completes in one (sidered year, 

rnoving at a rate of approximately 1 per day.4 

2 For the purposes of this work, the earth si& süii in the centre of the Cosmos and 
the sun, stars and plane& aU move around it. 

3 1 say that sunset anvs *at the same tirne* each day since it îs one of the events 
which defines 'time' Sn the andent world. Hours were counted reiaüve to sunset 
or s u n r k  in antiqufty, rather than from an artifidally determjneâ 'mlnnight' as 
we do It today. 

4 The measurement of thfs motion in degrees only began in the second centuq BC. 
in Greece. For that matter, it îs not ewn ciear in the earliest sources, such as 
Hesfod, whether the sun or the stars were thought to be moving. 



After about 30 days (assurning the chosen star is on or near the 

ecliptic) the star wiii rise from the eastern horizon just before sunrise, 

thus ending its period of Invisibility. This first appearance is the next 

signi&ant phase of the star, d e d  its heliacal rising', 'ntoming rising; 

or just its 'rlsing'. 

After this phase, the star wiU rise earlier and eariier each day 

untii its 'ucronychal rising',5 or 'evening &hg', when it riçes in the east 

just as the sun sets on the western horizon. A little whiie later, the 

star wiii set on the western horizon just as the sun rises in the east, 

making its 'acronychcù sefting', or 'mu- setting '. 

Stars north or south of the ecliptic have some Merences in the 

sequentiai order of these phases,6 but the terminology remains the 

same. 

Ail the phases I have discussed above, the heliacal and 

acronychal risings and settings, are apparent insofar as they are 

observable phenornena. Sorne parapegmata, however, distinguish the 

tme rising and setting fkom the observed phase? The tme heliacai 

rising, for example, occurs when the star rises at exactly the same 

time as the sun rather than (as in the apparent rising) a Little before 

it. Due to the brightness of the Sun, the true phase is never 

'AcronyW cornes fkom the Greek hrp6wxq. 'at nightfdn. 
Details c m  k found in Neugebauer. ttrlMA. p. 760 f. 
BOwen and Goldstein. 1988, p. 54 f., dfsagree. but Ptolemy goes to some length to 
distfngulsh true and apparent phases in his introduction to the Phaseis &31. 
and they offer no convindng account of the occasional distinction in Gemfnus 
between a star's 'tising and its 'becoming visible'. 



observable, but must be calculateci. An example of the distinction 

between a m e  and apparent phase can be found in Gerninus8 

On the 27th (of Cancer]: According to Euctemon, Sirius 
rises: the weather changes. .. . 

And four days later, we see: 

On the 1st day [of Leol: According to Euctemon, Sinus 
is visible, it becornes veiy hot: the weather changes. 

Not a i l  cases are so clear, however, and it is often dificult to tell from 

a given parapegmata whether the true or apparent phases are referred 

to. 

The nundinai day is the market-day for a given Italian town, which 

occurred, from archaic times onward, every ninth day on the Roman 

reckoning [every eighth day counted as we would do]. The local 

market &y was a holiday ftom agricultural work,Q and fanners could 

thus corne to town to exchange wares and produce, as weli as to keep 

up on local affairs, politics, laws, etc.Io 

Various Fastiil have the days of the month label& 

consecutively from A through H (the 'nundinal letters'], where one of 

these days, would be the local market-day.12 There are ako nundinal 

Gemlnu~, p. 212,L. Q- IO; 16-17. 
Macrobius. Sut. iists the nundlnae as ferlre (1.16.5) but points out that there was 
a divergence of opinion in antiquity on the matter [see 1.16.28-3 11. 

Io  Mambis, Sat, L 16.34 
1 1 See ûegmsd. 1963. vol. W 1 2  Michels, 1967. p. 23 f.; and espedally 187-190. 
12 For a discussion of the pmblems surroundhg which ietter represented the local 

nundlnae, see Michels, 1967, p. 27-8. 



lists independent of the Fasti, which have the names of eight different 

t o m  inscribeci, indicaüng that the market day occmed in eight 

difkrent towns on eight different days, thus the market day in Rome 

was foiiowed reguiarly by that in Capua, then Calatia, etc., then it 

would again be market &y in Rome after eight days. Michels sees the 

nundinril as representing an archafc Roman week whfch was replaced 

by the seven-&y week beglnnfng in Augustan ümes, or possibly 

earlier. l3 She states that "the system of market days had originally 

been detemineci by the old count for nundinre and then been 

transfmed to the seveday week,"l4 based on the parapegrnata which 

show both the nundinal days and the hebdornadal days.15 But her 

argument c m o t  account for why boUz the nundinal and hebdomadal 

days should be on the same parapegma. I therefore disagree with her, 

and Wnk that these texts were meant to keep track of two or more 

distinct cycles-one nundinal, one hebdornadal, one lunar-such that 

with one giance at the pampegma, anyone could tell what day it was 

in the local nundinal cycle, what day of the moon it was, and what 

deity was presiding over the day. 

II: Where are the Pampegmata Fowid? 

Unül the early twentieth century, the only known parapegmrrta were 

found in the astronomicai or divinatory manuscripts of, for example, 

13 See MichelS. 1967. p. 89. n. 6; p. 192. 
14 Mich&. 1967. p. 192 
l5 See the clans of Astmkiglml Pmagegmatn in chapter 3. below. 



Ptolemy, Geminus, and Johannes Lydus. A îypical enûy from one of 

these looks like this: 

(Month ofl [Thoth,] [dayl 1: [at the latitude where the 
day isl 14 1 /2 hours [longJ, the (sCar) on the tail of 
L m 1  sets. l According to Hipparchus , the Etesian 
winds stop. According to Eudoxus, min, thunder, the 
Etesian winds stop.18 

Looking at entries such as this, it was unclear why this sort of text 

was calleci a rraphrqypa in Greek, which derives from the verb 

na p amj yvvpi. meaning 'to fIx [something) beside borne thing elsel .' 
The sense of this derivation remained obscure untii the discovery of 

the Miletus parapegmata at the beginning of the twentieth century.19 

These newly discovered parapegmata differed from the literary ones in 

three respects: They were carved in stone rather than king written 

down in manuscripts, they containeci no miendrical information [Le., 

no dates in any civil or reiigious caiendar], and they had holes bored 

into them beside or near the weather or astronomical entries. These 

holes corresponded to the nurnber of days between, for example, taro 

phases of a star. An excerpt from MiIetus II should help to illustrate 

this. 

-- 

l6 Lm. See Toomer. 1984. p. 368. 
17 Here as eisewhere in the parapegmata. 'setting and 'rishg are abbrevhtions for 

heiiacai setting and rising, respcdvely. 
l8 Ptoemy, Phar., p. 14. 
1s Pubiished in Mels and Rehm. 1904, and FZeiun, 1904. 



.. . J O 

O Scorpio] sets [acronylchally, 
according to Eudoxus alnd the Egyptians. O 

O The north anld the south wind blow, according to 
Eudoxus [and the Eglyptians. According to 
Cal[lane]us of the Indians, Scorpio sets, with 
thun[d]er and wind. 

O O 

The holes were used for inserüng pegs. Rehm thought that these 

would be used to correlate the parapegma with the local dvi l  or 

religious calendar[s]. Greek civii calendars were lunar, which means 

that the 12-month 'year' was 354 days long.21 When needed, a 

thirteenth month wouid be added [a leap month'] to keep the lunar 

calendar roughly in Une with the solar year. These ciifferences in year 

length meant that the lunar caiendar date on which a particular 

steiiar phase occmed could Vary by a half month or more nom year 

to year. The Stone parapegma could thus be used, as Rehm thought, 

to determine what date in a given lunar year would see what phases 

or what corresponâing weather pattern. But this would require that 

the pegs be labeled somehow to indicate calendrical dates. 

20 Eudoxus Ls Mels and Rehm's suggestion. which seexns plausible. Compare 
Geminus, iibra 17 and 19. 

21 See Samuei, 1972. 



No complete pegs have ever been found, however. In the 

Th- Traiani parapegma the remains of only a single peg were 

found, not a host of them, as Rehm's theory seerns to require.22 If 

Rehm is rïght, then there wouid have to be at least 30 pegs per 

dendar, and possibly as many as 384. But in the parapegma 

describeci by Petronius, a single peg seems to have been used to keep 

track of each cycle. Moreover, on Rehm's theory, there would be no 

need for the peg holes marking eventless days, as in Miletus 1. It 

seems therefore probable that there was only one peg which was 

moved each day frorn hole to hole, thus indicaüng only the current 

date, and the current astronomical or astrorneteorological situation. 

The empty peg holes would aliow one to count the number of days 

between now and the next significant event. 

III: What Kinds of Information are in the Pampegmnîa? 

In sorne parapegmata, stellar phases are W e d  with both day-to-day 

weather phenornena Like min, snow, and storms, and with annual 

variations in the climate at large, like the 'Etesian winds' which blow 

over the eastern Mediterranean at the same üme each year. Annual 

events of agriculhiral interest are also noted, as weU as seasonal 

indicators such as solstices and equinoxes, or the return of the 

swailows in springtime. 

22 See Degrass(. 1963. vol. Wr2.  p. 304; The remains of another W e  peg was 
found in the PaUSilypum para-. ibfd, p. 308. 



Some astrometeorological parapegmata Link parücular 

predictions to particuiar people. Thu 'min, according to 

Dernocritus.' 'the equinox, according to Eudoxus,' or 'Aria begins to 

rise. accordhg to Calllppus.' M i l e f u s  I, and the Clociius Tuscus 

parapegma, on the other hand, simply give the phases or weather with 

no ascriptions whatsoever, and Ptolemy's Phaseis gives his own 

cdcuiations for risings and settings exclcsively, but gives attributions 

for al of the weather predictions. 

Occasionaily, predictions offer specifc locations (or perhaps 

applications] to which they are supposed to apply, Use 'a storm at 

sea.' Elsewhere, location may be implied in predictions such as 

'wind, according to the Egyptians.' 

0th- than the astrometeorologiiml parapegmata, there is a 

large class of astrological parapegmata. I t  is interesthg to note that 

the astrological parapegmata do not seern to overlap with the 

astrometeorological ones: there are no parapegrnata which clearly 

contain both weather predictions and either lunar days or 

hebdomadal deities.23 although the sun's position in the zodiac does 

feature in both types. In contrast to the astrometeorological 

parapegrnata, the astrological ones offer no predictions. They are 

instead tools for keeping track of one or more astrological cycles such 

as the sun's position in the zodiac, the day of the moon [easüy 

converted to its phase], the planet presiding over the day [the 

'hebdomadal deity'), and occasionaliy also dencirical cycles such as 

23 With the possible exception of the Puteoii parapegma. Rb, beiow. 



the days of the month or the nundinal days. This combination of 

calendrimi and astrological information is not unique to the 

parapegrnata. It also shows up in iriscriptional dates such as the 

[In Ja]nuar[y], Thursday, in the Consulship of Flavius, 
fïrst day of the [mlwn. 

W e  see here a combination of consukir and calendrical dating, with 

exactly the kinds of information which the astrological parapegmata 

were used to keep track of. 

IV: Who Wrote the Pampegrnata? 

Some parapegrnata are amibutive, that is, they attribute either s t e m  

phases, weather, or both, to some prior authority, such as "rain, 

according to Euctemon." 

We do not know for certain what form the sources for these 

attributions took. Whether, for example, Dernocritus had composed a 

work that looked anything like a parapegma is unanswerable. It is 

certain?y possible that the work from which Ns predictions were 

excerpted in the later parapegmata was of an entirely different 

structure. For aii we know it may have r a d  more like Hesiod than 

Ptolemy. For example, it may have been a text on some other subject 

containing scattered references to s t e m  phases and /or weather, 

24 Daüngprobablyhm LheflfthcenturykD. See Worp, 1Q91. For other 
examples, e Ertkkson, 1956, p. 28-9. 



without dating or ordering them systematically. This fact makes it 

difEcult to know how valuable an exercise it is to excerpt the 

'calendrical fhgments' of, Say, Dernocritus or Euctemon fkom the 

Nonetheless, it wilI be worthwhile to List the authorities cited 

in the parapegmata, dong with what little we may know about them. 

Bmon: 'the Roman', is mentioned only in Lydus and at the 
end of Clodius Tuscus.26 He is otherwise unknown to me. 

(ksar: is mentioned in the parapegmata of Ptolemy, Lydus, and 
Clodius Tuscus. Piiny seems to associate the caiendar 
reform of Julius Caesar and Sosigenes with the parapegrnatic 
tradition,27 and so 1 think the Caesar cited in the 
parapegrnata rnay weii be Julius Caesar. 

Callaneus of the indians: is mentioned only in Miletus 1, and is 
otherwise unknown, aithough he may be the same person as 
the gymnosophist Calanus mentioned in the Aiexander- 
history.28 Pingree argues that Callaneus was using a Greek 
rather than an lndian method of astrometeorologicai 
prediction .2Q 

Callippus: is known from Aristotle's Metaphysics as having 
irnproved Eudoxus' concentric spheres model.30 He also 
inaugurateci the 76-year cycle named for him.31 He was a 
contemporary of Aristotle. He is mentioned in Geminus, 
Pliny , Ptolemy , Lydus , and the Eudoxus Papyrus.32 

Chaldæans: Colurnelia mentions that they observe the winter 
solstice on Dl K. J m 3 3  Pliny also mentions them.34 

Conon: fi. second half of the 3rd century B.C. He is rnentioned 
by both Archimedes and Apoilonius as a mathematician, 
and by Seneca, Callimachus and Catullus as an 

As Rehm and van der Waerden have done. See Rehm, 19 13, and van der 
Waerden, 1 S84a. 
Wachsnuth, 1897, p.. 158,L 1,295.1.6, etpcrssfm 
Pliny, AE& XVïIT211. 
This suggestion was made by Di& and Rehm, l9O4, p. 108. n. 1. 
See Pinlp'e, 1976, p. 143-4. 
Arlstotle, Mettxph A 8, 1073b32-8. 
On which, see below, chapter 4. 
For an upto-ciate bibiiography on Callippus. see Jones. 2000. 
CuIumeila, RR, XI.11.94. 
See e.&, Pliny, XVm.246. 



astronomer.35 Ptolemy says he observed in Italy and 
Sicily.38 He is also mentioned in Piiny.37 

Crito: is mentioned once by Pliny.38 Rehm suggests he may be 
the hïstorian Crito of Naxus mentioned in the Suda.30 

Dernocritus of Abdera: is the famous fifth-century presmratic 
phiîosopher. He is mentioned in the Geminus, Pliny, 
Ptolemy, Clodius Tuçcus and Lydus parapegmata, as weli as 
in the Eudoxus Papyrus. 

Dositheus: pupii of Conon, late 3rd c. B.C. Ptolerny says he 
observed at Cos. He is &O mentioned by Geminus, Pliny 
and Lydus.40 

Egyptians: Neugebauer and Rehm thought this referred to 
Greco-Egyptian o b ~ e ~ e r s ,  but 1 argue in chapter 8 that it 
may refer to native Egypüans. They appear in Miletus II, 
Piiny, and Ptolemy. 

Euctemon: is fkequently associated with Meton in the ancient 
sources. Together, they are known for a solstice observation 
at Ath- in 432, and Euctemon is also associated with the 
19-year Metonic cycle.41 He fs mentioned in Miletus II, 
Geminus, Pliny, Ptolemy, Lydus, and the Eudoxus Papyrus. 

Eudoxus of Cnidus: the astronomer, geographer, and 
mathematician. He lived duMg the k t  half of the fourth 
century B.C. He was the originator of the homocentric 
spheres mode1 of the Cosmos, and is associated with an 
eight-year cycle. He shows up in Miletus II, Geminus, 
Columeiia, Piiny, Ptolemy, Clodius Tuscus, Lydus, and the 
Eudoxus Papyrus. 

Hipparchus of Rhodes: fi. late second c. B.C., astronomer. 
Many of his observations are cited in Ptolemy's Almagest. 
Hipparchus discovered the precession of the equinoxes, and 
was also responsible for incorporaüng many Babylonian 
observation reports and numerical parameters into Greek 
astronomy.42 He appears in the Colurneiia, Ptolemy, 
Clodius Tuscus, and Lydus parapegmata, as weU as king 
mentioned in connection with tmuqpaoiai in P. Oxy. 4475.43 

See Neugebauer, HMM, p. 572. 
This and the sfmiiar enkies h m  this list ["Ptolemy says he observed at x m e  di 
taken h m  the Phusefs, p. 67. 
For more information, see G. J. Twmer's OCD article on him, and 1. Bulmer- 
Thomas's DSB article. 
Phy, XVm.312. 
See Rehm, 1941, p. 37, n. 1. 
For more Informadon, see D. R. Dfcks's DSB article on Dositheus. 
On which, see chapter 4, below. 
See G. J. Toomefs detaiied DSB article on Hippamhus. 
See p. 14% 143 in vol. LXV of the P. Oxy. series. 



Meton:* century astronomes, fresuently associateci Mth 
Euctemon (see above]. He is mentioned in Geminus, 
Columeîia, and Ptolerny . 

Metrodonis of Chios: pupil of Democritus.6 Ptolemy tells us 
he ohserveci in Italy and Sicily. He &O tums up in Clodius 
TuScus and Lydus. 

Parmeniscus : is mentioned once b y Pliny ,46 O therwise unknown 
to me. 

Phiüppus: is probably Philippus of Opw,47 student of Plato. 
Ptolemy says he observeci in the Hellespont. He appears in 
Miletus II, Pliny, Ptolemy, and Lydus. 

Tubero: is mentioned once by P l i n ~ , ~ a  otherwise unknown to 
me. 

V: Who Used the Parapegmata? 

Frorn their prominence in Roman agriculturai works, we c m  infer 

that the parapegmata were used by f m e r s  and estate owners in 

antiquity for both keeping track of expected weather [useN when 

planning any outdoor work] and for keeping track of the agricultural 

'seasons' which were independent of most ancient caiendars. Indeed, 

it is tellhg here that J d u s  Cæsar, the reformer who brought his civil 

calendar best in line with the agncultural year, may have been a 

parapegmatist* 

When 1 refer to agricultural seasons, 1 do not mean the four 

seasons as d&ed by the solstices and equinoxes. 1 mean rather the 

times for pfanting, harvesting and tending various crops. A look at 

- 

44 The best short reZerenoes are Toomer's DSE and OCD articles. 
45 Neugebauer. HIMA,  p. 929. dates h h  to "posslbly the thhi century". 
se Pby. MI, XVm.312. 
47 S e  Neugebeuer. MUW, p. 740: 574. * Plsny, Mt. m.235. 



Hesiod's Works and Days shows quite clearly that the s t e m  phases 

played an important role in agricultural practice from an early date. 

At the rising of the Atlas-bom Pleiades, begin the 
harvest, and you shouid plough when they setors 

Urge the slaves to thresh Demeter's sacred corn when 
strong Orion would k t  appear.50 

But given that their calendars were not synchronized with the 

sidereal year, the calculation of these phases Ln advance or even their 

determination during a cloudy spell would require a little effort for 

the f m e r  or estate-manager. The need for simple determination was 

filied by the parapegmata. 

Another group for whom stellar phase reckoning was important 

in antiquity were seafarers. Again from Hesiod: 

Fifty days after the solstice, at the amval of the end of 
the season of weary heat, that is the time for mortals to 
sail. ... Then are the winds orderly and the sea 
propitious .sr 

48 Hesfd, Op.. 3834. 
50 Hesfûd. Op., 597-8. 
51 Hesiod. Op.. 663 f. 



And the man on board ship has seen the wavy storm, 
remembering dread Arcturus or another star, 
which draw themseives fkom the ocean 
in the moming dusk or at the start of night.52 

Such advice was important not only to sailors [and travelers) but to 

merchants as weli, who had to arrange for the movement of goods 

from place to place at various times of year. What sailors and 

captains learned about the weather nom parapegmata couid affect 

tracrie and w d a r e .  This does not apply just to seasonal periods of 

general stormy weather, but also to predictions iike 'a storm at sea' 

on particirlsir dates as found in the parapegmata. Such information 

would have helped sailors decide when to venture out ont0 the open 

Lastly, kom the appearanœ of parapegmata in medical writers 

such as Aëtius, kom references to astrometeorology in Stephanus of 

Athens and Galen,53 and fkom the medical prescriptions in the 

Quintilius parapegrna, we can surmise that physicians in antiquity 

sometimes consulteci parapegmata. But thh should not be 

surprising, since it fits in quite weli with the andent medical concem 

with climate, weather, and seasons as seen for example in 



the Hip-tean Epidemlcs, and such works as On Airs and On 

Regùnen 

VI: Touxuds a Hktoy of Parapegmata 

1 have pointed out that there are several kinds of parapegrnata, each 

adapted to a different purpose. 1 take the Miletus II parapegma as 

paradigrnatic, since it is the earüest parapegma which shares at least 

some features with all the others. Miletus II is a Greek inscriptional 

astrometeorological parapegma, and thus shares rnorphology with the 

inscriptional astrological, astronomical, and astrometeorological 

parapegmata, and function with the iiterary astrometeorological 

parapegmata. On the other hand, the older parapegmata, P. Hibeh 27 

and the Ceramïcus Parapegma, for exarnple, are l e s  generaüzable. 

1 see the development of the vanous types of parapegmata as 

the instantiation of two types of change: on the one hand, 

morphological change [a change in form], and on the other hand, 

functional change. Conversely , morphologically different 

parapegmata show functional con tinuity , and functionally dineren t 

parapegmata show morphological continuity. 

Using this model, and taking Miletus II as our starüng point, 

we can see that the Roman astrological parapegmata are 

morphologicaliy similar, but functiondly quite different fkom the 

Greek inscriptional astrometeorological parapegrnata. While they are 

phys idy  comparable, insofar as they have holes for a moveable peg 

which is used for tracking some cyclic phenornena, they are 



functionally distinct, insofar as they seem not to have been 

astrometeorologicai. The iiterary parapegmata, on the other hand, 

are functionally simLlar to Miletus II (they are astrometeorologidl, 

but morphologicdy Merent, insofar as they are textual, and 

t y p i d y  index the astrometeorological information to a dendar 

rather than to a moveable peg. 

This is not, however, to Say that Miletus II necessarily 

represerrts the earliest type of parapegma. There Is no denying that 

the Ceramicus Parapegrna is much older, and seemç to represent some 

functionaily different type of parapegma, since no other known 

inscriptional parapegma before the Roman ones indexed a series of 

sequentiai numbers to a peg. So also, the morphologically different P. 

Hibeh 27 and Aratus' Phcenomena both predate Miietus II. The type of 

parapegma represented by Miletus II might thus stand as a fusion of 

two distinct traditions: a textual astrometeorological tradition, and a 

technological tradition represented by the Ceramicus parapegrna. We 

can date this inscriptional astrometeorological tradition to 1 O 9  B.C. 

[Miletus II) or earlier. On the current archeological evidence, then, 1 

hypothesize that the Miletus II type came into king as a combination 

of the function of astrometeorological texts like P. Hibeh 27, and the 

morphology of parapegrnata of the Ceramicus type. Further 

functional change took place after îhis t h e ,  which led to the 

morphologidy-denved Roman astrometeorological and calendrical 

parapegmab* 
In clearer terms: the oldes t known parapegma is inscriptional, 

but of unknown use. Apparently unrelated to it is a textual 



astrometeorological tradition da ting as far back as Hesiod. This 

tradition came to use the morphology of the (=eramicus type of 

parapegma to track astrometeorologiml cycles, which resuited in the 

Miletus II type of parapegrna. Alongside of the occasional production 

of inscriptional astrometeorological parapegmata, Uterary P. Hibeh- 

type parapegmata were still king produced and used right up into the 

Middle Ages. Frorn either the Cerarnicus or the Miletus-type 

parapegmata, however, another tradition developed in the Roman 

world which used the shape and operation of these inscribeci 

instruments to track a new set of phenornena with a peg: lunar, 

hebdomadal, and nundinal cycles. One example of a calendrical 

adaptation of this type of inscriptional parapegma is extant, the 

Guidizzolo Fasti, which uses a peg to track the Roman calendar. 

From this tradition (or possibly before it?] derïved the inscrip tional- 

graffiti-type of parapegmata, which consisted of the writing out of a 

cycle on a wall, for tracking lunar, hebdomadal, nundinal, and 

calendrical cycles without the help of pegs. 

As we Gnd and catalogue more parapegmata in future, or as we 

corne to better understand the current ones, we may change this 

picture, but on the currently available evidence, this seems to be the 

best explanation of the development of the Greek and Latin 

parapegmata* 



Chopter hree 

What are the Extant Parapegmata? 

1 have divideci the extant parapegmata into seven classes as foIiows: 

A) AstrometeorologM Pampegmata are those which relate 

astronomical phenornena with weather. BI AstrologM Pcmpegmata 

are those which were used to keep track of astrological cycles such as 

the days of the moon, the zodiacal sign of the Sun, and the 

hebdomadal deities. Some of these inciude civil calendrid 

information and nundlnal days as weii. The presence of the nundinal 

days in the astrologid parapegmata rnay at first seem anomaious, 

but these were an important part of the Roman calendar, and so may 

have been incorporateci for this reason. 1 doubt they had any 

astrological signÛicance. C] Ashonomical Parapegmata are those 

which simply provided a means to keep track of the phases of the 

fhed stars, with, so far as we can teii, Little or no accompanying 

meteorological or astrological information. D) Other Parqpegmntcl are 

those which are either too frcigmentary to determine their use, or 

which do not fit my other classes. El Reports of Parqpegmata are 

ancient aamunts or descriptions of parapegmata. FI ReIated Texts and 

Instnunertts are those which pertain to the dates of, or date- 

diffefences between, the phases of the fixed stars and/or seasonai 

weather patterns. They arc much more general than the 

parapegmata, but it seems likely to me that they are relateci to 



them either in function or derivation. Lastly G] Dubia is where 1 list 

any calendars, inscriptions, etc. which seem not to be parapegmata, 

but have b e n  &.imed to be so by previous authors. 1 give rny reasons 

in each case for not munting them as p81apegmata. 

1 do not distinguish In this classification system between 

M p t i o n a i  and literary parapegmata, apart from noting the 

ciifference in my description. The calendars are undated unless 

O therwise indicated. 

It wiü be noticed that my classüication differs greatly from 

Rehm's.1 in the fmt place, he distinguishes primarily between 

inscriptionai and literary parapegmata, whereas 1 have chosen to 

class them according to their use, rather than their morphology. 

Secondly, and more irnportantiy, Rehm lists many of the parapegmata 

that I include as genuine, under the heading of Tna~~thentic 

luneigentliche] Parqpegmata' [his class III]. His reason for this seems 

to be that he was working under the assumption that the literary 

parapegmata, most of which are astrometeorological, were 

paradigrnatic, and therefore only those inscriptional parapegmata 

which were astrorneteorological were counted as genuine. The 

Ceramicus parapegma squeezeci in on Rehm's questionable 

assumption that it was used to count days in a zodiacal month, and 

was therefore related to the Geminus parapegma.* 

1 have chosen instead to treat aii inscriptional parapegmata as 

genuine, and 1 class the literary ones relative to these. My reasons for 

Rehm. 'Parapegma', RE. 
1 argue in chapter 4. below. that Geminus does not use a zodiacal month. 



doing so are twofold: fîrst, the very word parapegma irnplies a pegged 

inscription (the Greek naparfjywpi means 'to put a peg beside 

sornething') . Second, 1 think the ciifferences between the 

astrometeorological and astrological parapegmata are l e s  pronounced 

that Rehm did. Both are took for tracking extra-calendrical cycles, 

and their different tunctions even get combineci in the later 

ephemerides. Thus I see any instrument which uses moveable pegs to 

keep track of astronomical, meteorologicai, or astrological 

information as a real parapegma. 1 ciassify related texts and 

inscriptions according to their sirnilar uses. 



A.U P. Hlbeh 2 P  is a Greek parapegma kom the Saïte Nome of 

Egypt and dated in the Egyptian caiendar. It probably dates from the 

reign of Ptolemy Euergetes (early third centuq B.c.). Smyly argued, 

based on equinoctial dates, and cornparison with the Eudoxan phases 

in Geminus, that it was probably the work of one of Eudoxus' 

followers. This is, 1 suppose, possible, but, as Grenfeu and Hunt 

note, the text is "much disfigureci ... by m u e n t  blundersn4 and so 

one wonders how flexible we need to be in our understanding of 

"follower" and what value the text has for Eudoxan scholarship 

generdy. Neugebauer is very sceptical of a Eudoxan influen~e.~ 

The text itself consists of a brief letter from the compiler to a 

student, followed by the calendar itself. Part of this letter is word-for- 

word the sarne as part of P. Par. I [see parapegrna F.v& belowl. The 

calendar is not attributive, but simply lise rlsings and settings, the 

lengths of days and nights, some weather and, uniquely, Nile-depth 

forecasts and Egyptian religious festivals. 

A. ii] Amtus' Phamornena is a third-century Greek poem, very 

popuiar in antiquity, which describes the constellations and various 

weather signs ,6 including atmoûpheric signs, such as the appearance 

-- - - 

InGcenfeiiand Hunt, 1906, p. 138-157. 
GrenfeU and Hunt. 1906. p. 143. 
See Neugebauer, tt<lMA. p. 687 f. 
The section on weather signs is at Aratus. Phen. 733- 1 154. 



of the moon or Sun, and animal signs [as in Theophrastus' mp\ 

qp~lwv) .7  In the astronomicai parts of the poem, Axatus includes 

some astrometeorological information, such as that the Etesian 

winds begin just after the rising of Sirius, that Capella heralds 

s tom,B  or that the north wind is associated with Pisces.0 

A.iiij Miiletus 9 1 0  was found, f i e  Miletus 1 [paxapegma C.& below), 

at the theatre in Miletus in the winter of 19O2/ 1903 by a crew 

working under the direction of T. Wiegand. Unlike Miletus 1, it is 

attributive for both s t e m  phases and weather predictions. Like 

Miletus 1, it is inscribed in Greek, is fkagmentary, and has holes 

drilleci for keeping track of days. It is the only known source which 

mentions the "Indian Callaneus," to whom several predictions are 

asdbed. in his RE arücle, Rehm iinks a kgment of introductory 

material [inv. no. 456 C) to the parapegma frsigments [inv. no. 456 A, 

456 D and 'N'],il although in his original publication the 

introductory fragment had been linked with Miletus 1, [no. 456 BI. He 

changed his mind for "epigraphidn rasons. l2 The introductory 

fiagrnent has the name [Eplicrates Pylo[roul written across the top, 

who was an ephor in 89/88 B.C. 

Theophrastus, De sig. 
8 Aratus, P h ,  148 f. 
g Aratus, Phen, 240, ?. 
10 PublIshed in Dieis and Rehm, 1904; sec also Rehm, 1904. 
11 456ClsinDlelsandRehm. 1904. p. 102.and456AandDareonp. 107-110. 
W is publfshed in Rehm, 1904. 

12 FMm, 'Parapegma', RE, col. 1299. 



~ . i v ]  The PuteoZi Pampegm13 is a marble fiagrnent 14.5 cm high x 

8.5 cm wide, bearing a numeral ( ' .  and a paNy destroyed Latin 

inscription mrrelating the evening setting of Delphinus with a storm. 

Both the date and the weather prediction have peg holes. It reads: 

O 
XII I 

DELPHIN[US] 
OCCID[IT VES] 
PERI T[EMPES] 
TAS 

The XII may represent a lunar day, as in the astrological parapegmata 

(ciass B, below],l' a zodiacal day (i.e., X I I  Scorpionis), or a calendar 

date (i.e., XII ante Mencius]. Rehm argues15 that since the setting of 

the Dolphin here foiiows what he assumes is the calendrical entry 

XII, ther! its setting must have been on the XIII. Since this phase 

does not happen on the 13th of any known or reconstnicted solar or 

zodiacal caiendar, then we must have before us a unique poçt-Julian 

example of the Greek lunar calendar, in Italy, in Latin. But this rests 

on the assumptions that the two en- are in immediate sequence 

- -- 

l3 Degnisi. 1963. vol. Xm.2, p. 310; For a ciearer drawing of the m e n t .  see 
Ahgazdd, 1928, p. 203. 

l4 1 offer thfs possibility hesitantiy. since, if correct. thls would be the only 
combination astro10gical and astrometmrologid inscribed para-. 1 note, 
however, that P h y  combines lunar days with astrometeorology in hts 
para- te.&, P h y ,  NH, xVm381. 

15 &hm. 'Parapegrms. RE. col. 1302. 



(which is not demonstrable], and that the XII must be calendrical, 

which, again, is uncertain. 

A.u) The Geminus Pampegmal6 is someümes d e d  the Pseudo- 

Geminus Parapegma, since it is often thought not to have been 

written by Geminus, although it appears appended to the end of al1 

MSS of his Isagoge. Although the Isagoge dates from the first century 

B . c . , ~ ~  the parapegma does not cite any authors after Dositheus (late 

third century]. Specifically, Hipparchus, whose work shows up in the 

Isagoge, is notably absent from the parapegrna.18 The absence of 

Hipparchus indicates to me that the parapegma probably predates the 

late second century B.C., but 1 do not think this implies that it must 

have been appended to the Isagoge by someone other than Geminus. 

As for B&kh's other arguments, that the season lengths of the 

parapegrna do not agree with those of the Isqoge, and that Geminus 

argues against astrometeorology in book XVII, 1 would point out the 

foiiowing: (11 if he did append an older parapegrna to his book, there 

is no reason to expect Geminus to have correcteci the season lengths; 

he may have been simply letüng the text stand as he fourid it; and (21 

his argument in book XVII is not against astrometeorology per se, but 

against a stellar injuence on the earth. He nowhere says that 

parapegmata do not work. What he does say is that the associations 

-- 

16 Gerninus, p. 210 f. 
l7 For a discu&on of this date, see Jones, 1999b. 
18 For the origuial arguments agalnst Its authenticity, see B8ckh. 1853. p. 22 f. 

Aujac, 1975 (p. 1571 treats St as genufne. 



Lehoux, What Are the Exfant Parapegmatn? 

of stars and weather are based on repeated observations, but this is 

not an argument against astrometeorology. 

The pampegma is cornplete for the whole of a year [although it 

does not List al i  dates for the year, it does iist aU s i g r n i t  dates, and 

covers the entire year) . The year begins with the summer solstice. It  

is attributive, both for phases and weather. I t  correlates phases and 

weather with zodiacal days, i.e., 'the h t  day of Cancer, the second 

day of Cancer,' and so on. In chapter 4,1 argue contm Rehm and 

others that this parapegrna does not use a zodiacal calendar. 

Amui] Ovid's Fczsti (early first century AD.) includes the dates of some 

s t e k  phases, often with weather predictions. Only one entq has a 

weather prediction with no stellar phase accompanying: 

XVIII Kal. Mai.: 
Luce secutura tutos pete, navita, portus: 

ventus ab occasu grandine mixtus erit. I g  

The days of the nundinal week [A though H) are included throughout, 

as are the designations of dies fasti, nejaîi, or comitales. 

Amvii] Columella's Parapegma20 is included as part of his treatise 

on agriculture, dating to the mid-fmt century A.D. I t  is a long 

iiteraxy parapegrna, annotated with agricultural instructions. It 

correlates dates in the Julian calendar with s t e m  phases, weather, 

and seasonal indicators such as the migratory patterns of birds. For 

- 

lQ Ovid, Fase IV.625-6. 
2o CoIumella, RR, XI.2.4.1. 
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further commentary on this calendar and its role in Roman 

agricultural practice, see below, ch. 6. 

A.uiiu Pliny's Parupegmo,21 in book XVIII of his N a t u m l  Hktoy 

(first century A.D) shows up f h t  as a short excerpt of seasonal 

incikators, combined with stem phases, Julian dates, weather, and 

agriculturai instructions (many attributed to previous authors), as 

weii as iunar days and other Ilifonnation. It  is a cornplex 

intertwining of many dinerent sources, as we should expect fkom 

Pliny . 

A.W Ptolemy's PhaseW2 is a detailed parapegrna from the second 

century A.D. Listing dates in the Egyptian calendar, and comecting 

these with their corresponding s t e k  phases for Merent climata. It 

is the only known parapegma which offers different rising and setüng 

dates for various latitudes. Weather predictions are attributed to a 

host of astronomers. 

A.x] The Polemius Siluius Fast33 is a fifth-century codex-calendar 

written in Latin and organized according to the Julian calendar. It 

includes meteorological predictions for the year, which were largely 

taken from of C0lumella.2~ The only astronomical entries are the 

21 P h y ,  NH, XVIIISO2 f. Rehm this as taro parapegmata. his B 6 and B U). 1 
see no reason to do sa 

22 Ptolemy, Phas. 
23 Degas&, 1963. vol. XiII.2, p. 263-276 
24 See Degrasi. 1963, vol. Xm.2, p. 263. 



solstices and equinoxes, which do not have weather associated with 

them. AU meteorological entries are tied soiely to calendar dates, but 

the fhct that these weather predictions seem to have been excerpted 

£rom Columella, who does cordate stellar phases with these weather 

phenornena on the same dates as Polemius SiLvius, leads me to class 

this calendar as astrometeorologicai. 

A d )  The Antiochus Pampegma25 is a short calendar correlating 

stellar phases with changes in the weather (Irnaqpada)26 and 

o c c a s i o d y  with specinc predictions such as "Jdy 14: The whole of 

Orion rises at the same time as the Sun; it causes rain and wind." Ali 

dates are in the modiûed Julian calendar.27 which seems to have 

begun to be used in the fourth century A.D. rather than the sixth, as 

Mommsen though t -28 

A.xif) The Pampegma of CIodius Tuscus,2Q is quoted in its entirety 

in Lydus' De ostehtüs, and refend to there as Ephemeris for the Ulhole 

Year,frorn Claudius hrscus, iItamlated into ( o u ]  Lunguage Ii.e., into 

Greek from Latin]. The calendar it uses is a unique combination of 

the traditional and modifieci Julian calendars, such that entries read: 

Bou, 1910a. 
On the meaning of thfs word, see chapter 5, beiow. 
Le., dates are aven as Juiy 1, JuIy 2, etc. rather than by the tradltional method 
of munthg down to the Kalends, Nones and Ides. 
For this argument, aee Femma, 1985. 
Lydus, De ast p. 117; for pubkatton of further MSS of U s  parapegma, one of 
whfch is attribut& to Hermes Trismegrstus, see Biancht, 1914, p. 3-48. Uniike 
Btanchf, however, 1 finci one of his MSS IparMms gr. 24191 to be suftldentiy 
Mixent h m  the others to warrant counting it as a cbünct parapegma, A& 
below. 



a'. Kahiv8ay ... 
p*. fi rrpb 6' v o v G v  'lavouaplou ... 
y'. fl rrpb y* vovOv ... 

and so on. Every date has an entry. It  correlates these dates with 

stellar phases, weather, the sun's entry into the zodiacal signs, the 

beginnings of the seasons.30 and some birâ behaviours. The entry for 

April first tells us that on that date, "the sun moves one degree." On 

July 27th, we are told that "grapes are beginnLng to ripen," and on the 

30th, "nuits begin to ripen." Another peculiarity of this calendar is 

some entries that are tempting to interpret as observational reports: 

In addition to m u e n t  entries which read drorpov ~pvrrr6v. or ~pihpiov 

drcmpov ("the stars are hiddenm],31 we h d  ~ b v  61 bm6v qaoi 6ij~uûai 

[They say that Sagitta sets"Ie3* Even more unusual, however, is the 

entry on Sept. 24th: E ~ A ~ i y r i s  m h q v i a ~  ["A lunar eclipsen] , which 

obviously could only apply to one particulzir year, rather than being a 

generalizable prediction or observation. This is the only entry in any 

parapegma pertaining to an eclipse. 

1 am also puzzled by entries such as 6 6~hq\v &&da1 P E A E T ~  

["Delphinus tends to setn]= and 6 k a i  ra86hov fi Ù&s ("the Hyades 

generally setn] -34 

The seasons are sametimes assodateci with ZOd18ca.i sigm and sometfmes not. 
Compare, for example, Aug. 17. L p M  ~0i'vonOpou with Sept. 16. ~b 
6o&~aqp6piov &pi(~-tai TOÜ p~~olfcjpou. 1 am undear. however, on why this 
iatter entxy should fall thra days More b f i A q  h> &y+ (Sept. 19). which is two 
days More fi prronopi* mwpla [Sept. 21). Compare also Nov. Q and 10. 1 am 
i hwi se  puztled by the 7-day diff' between 'the sun is in Sagittarlus' (Nov. 
181 and 'the sun is at the fi& degree of Saglttarlusa (Nov. 251. 
CC. Jan. 14. Feb. 1, Feb. 9. Apr* 14, Julp 2. Aug. 15, Dec 11, and Dec 18. 
Feb. 19. 
Jan. 29. 
Apt. 26. 



Asiii j  The P. Iriarte ~ a r a p e g d  is a Greek calendar correiating 

some s t e m  phases with weather predictions and dates in the 

modiEied Julian caiendar. It  ais0 predicts the behavior of birds, such 

as ~ ~ h i 6 6 v o s  nai~ouai. Bianchi dates it to 300 or 400 years a h  

Clodius Tuscus, although the preserved MS (Matritensis gr. CX) dates 

from the late fifteenth century. It is related to the Aëtius parapegma, 

below, but is much more complete. The year b e g h  with the month 

of March, and entries are in the reforrned Juîian calendar. 

Asiu] The De mensibus P ~ r a p e g m ~ ~  is a collection of dated 

astronomical and astrorneteorological predictions excerpted from 

Johannes Lydus' sixth-century De mensibus by Wachsmuth. Dates 

are in the Roman calendar, and sources such as Dernocritus, Caesar, 

and Eudoxiis are cited for both s t e W  phases and weather 

predictions. 

A.=] The Aëtius P~zrapegrna~~ appears as a chapter titled mpl 

Èrtuqpaucov a d p o u  in Aëtius of Amida's sixth-century medical 

work, the Tetrabiblos. The calendar includes steiiar phases, weather 

predictions, and some medical information directly associated with 

the weather. Aëtius explains this by saying that ~ f i v  i r / ia iv6vrov T& 

ocbpa~a ~a ' i  rrohha p&Mov ribv vouow~ov ahho:oü-rai mpbs Mv TOC 

35 Pubiished by Bianchi, 1914. p. 49 f. 
36 In Wachsmuth. 1897. p. 295-299. 
37 Pubhhed in Wachsmuth, 1897. p. 289-293. 



ùtpos ~a~drmaoiv.  More spedncaily, he says: pqvi TG airra (SC. 

Z ~ m ~ p @ p ( q )  KE' iuqp~pia ~ ~ ~ I V O T T O ~ V ~ ~ *  ~ a 1  y iv~ra t  p ~ y i a q  rapah roc 
hipor r p b  rpiov fip~pov- 6i0 srapacpvA&-rr~dai wfi ~ $ 8  cphr~orop~iv 

pq& ~ a e a l p ~ i v  pq6' &Ahos ~b d p a  aiv~ïv uqdp@ ~ iv f i a~ i .  1 note aiso 

that this entry, iike many others in this parapegma, assodates the 

phase of a star with the weather sewral days before the occurrence of 

the phase. The dates are iisted in a schematic combination of the 

Syromacedonian calendar and the Julian calendar, where 

Syromacedonian months are straigh tforwardly equa ted with Roman 

ones, both beginning on the same day, rather than with the tme 16- 

20 day lag? Unlike the Quintiüus parapegma, Roman dates are 

iisted in the new marner, as, for example, Februnry 26, rather than N 

KaL Mar, 

Axui)  The Quintilius Pampegm&g appears appended to part of the 

Geoponica in Vat. gr. 2 16 (fourteenth century) . It begins with an 

unattributed passage liftecl from Aëtius (the whole introduction to his 

mpi Cmuq~aaiGv a m i p o u ) ,  foUowed by the heading &oripov inirohal 

 al 66a~is uarà Kviv~ihhtov. The parapegma shows sirnilarities to that 

of Aëtius, with his mediml prescription, quoted above, presented 

almost word-for-word, although instead of forbidding phlebotomy for 

only 3 days, Quintilius forbids it for 9. As in Aetius, the dates are 

listeci in a combination of the Syromacedonian and Roman 

Calendars, but Quintilius has a better correspondence between the 

38 Compare this with the Q u l n ~ u s  parapegma. below. 
Edited in BOU, 19 10b 



taro calendars,40 and it moûtly uses the traditional Roman dating 

system, although occasionally dates such as Juiy 3 or September 7 do 

creep in. The impossible IX Nones Oct. &O occws. 

A m i u  The Iudicia Parnpegmdl appears, incornplete, appended to 

one tweîf'th-century manuscript42 of Pseudo-Ptolemy's ludi&, and 

then tums up again, complete, in the P. Liechtenstein 1509 prinüng 

of the Iudicia. It seems, as Burnett has argued, to be largely (or even 

wholly] based on ancient parapegrnata, quite probably sharing a 

source or sources with the Aëtius Parapegma [though lacking its 

medical information). It may also derive some of its idonnation from 

Pliny, either directly or by way of astronornical Scholia. The text is 

very compt, and information shared with Aëtius is crudely 

translated. For example, some active verbs in Greek have ken 

rendered passive. Where Aetius has pnvi TG a h @  (SC. hrr~@iv) 16' 

a p ~ ~ o ù p o ~  ~ L T É M E I *   ai irhhoioi a i c i j s  fipipa (rbv hipu). the Iudkia 

has Quarta d e c h  die eiusdern [SC. mensis septembris] Aniturus - id est 

Septemtrbn - upparet cum Solis orhL Mutatur aer in crastinum This 

parapegma is unique in that a few weather predictions specify the 

duration of the weather phenornena in hours: PNrui die mensis 

septembris, Icarus custos plausbi appafet c m  %lis ortu, et mutatur aer 

in .vil horis, hocn inter diem et noctern Or: Vlcesima septa die (Aprilis] 

40 See BOU, 19lOb. p. 24 f. 
41 Pubifshed with commentary in Bumett, 1993. 
42 Bumett, foiiowing Krchnak? 1963, p. 176-7, dates it to before 1 160. althou* 

Lehmann, 1930 dates it to between the thtrteenth and Nteenth centuries. 



Orion ueçpertînus ponet, et mubb~t- aer usque in 9 die<i> homs9 And 

lastly: Me 9 [Iunü) vespeitlnus apparet Delphinus et mrmtatur aer in 10 

homen> dlei 1 note that, like A&tius, the dates are in the modifieci 

Roman dendar. 

A~cvii i ]  The Florentinus Parapegmcr" is a short list in the 

Geoponku which correlates the beginnings of the prominent winds 

and seasons with dates in the Roman caiendar, and the sun's 

position in the zodiac [sometimes in degrees]. It also dates the rising 

and setting of the Pleiades to IV Ides January and IV Nones November, 

respectivdy . 

A.xUE) The Parapegma, calleci On the Dags of the Greek 

Calendnr is an eleventh-century sumrnary of Siniin ibn Thabit's tenth- 

century work KTtab al-an@$ a now-lust work on meteorology. It is a 

compendium of the Greek parapegmata known to S i ~ n  [Ptolemy, 

Geminus and Johannes Lydus], with the addition of Arabic weather 

traditions and other Greek sources such as Hippocrates. It includes 

some dietary and medical advice for certain dates, the dates of 

festivals among different peoples, and the risings of the Euphrates 

and the Nile. There are also ritual prescriptions, such as the 

admonition that on the 16th of Haz28n one is best "to rise in the 

* Bumett does not expiah the sarltch to Arablc numerals Ln the later part of his 
edltion of the dendar [beglnnlng on the 19 Aprll]. It  may posslbly reflet the 
usage of the 1500 edidon. vemus the eariier incamplete MS version. although 
Burnett does mention "oriental t o m  of Arabfc numerals beglnnfng on fol. 6 P  
in the MS. 

44 Geoponfca, 1.1; a h  publfshed Ln Wachsmuth. 1897, p. 320-321. 



moniing nom sleep on the left side, and to fumigate with &on 

It  mentions but a few astronomical phenomena, and those only 

in passing. This stems fkom Sinan's argument that the weather 

phenomena are tied to parücular dates rather than to stellar phases: 

Regarding the cause of these anwi:* scholars do not 
agree among each other. Some derive them from the 
rising and the setthg of the k e d  stars, among them 
the Arabs. . . . Others again from the days themselves, 
maintaining that they are peculiarities of them, that 
such is their nature, at least, on an average, and that 
besides they are increased or diminished by other 
causes .47 

The exact relation between this calendar and other Arabic 

astrometeorological calendars is stiü unclear.48 

A.xx] The C. Marcianus 335 Pampegma is presemed in a fflteenth- 

century Byzantine codex and published in the CCAG? I t  seems to 

be quite a late text, and is unusual in discussing mostly storms ut 

sea. 1 include it here for only the sake of completeness, because 

Rehm Lists it as a parapegma. 

45 a l - B W .  Chronobgy, p. 258.3940. 
46 anwàCis the plural of the noun nau. which Ss used in the singular throughout 

this caiendar to translate the Greek verb (1) irrioqpalmi. I tNnk anwac is being 
UA here in the same generai sense as imq~aola is used fn Ptolemy's 
htroduction and conclusion to the Phclse&: Le., to mean 'weather changes'. 1 
note that anwâccannot here mean "Wuence of a lunar mansion", since the 
anwiicbelng &ecîs of the heavens b expIfdtly ruled out by the 'other authors,' 
who we are iater told inciude Siniin. For further arguments on the issue of the 
date vs. the phase, see &Biruni, Chromy,  p. 261 33 f. 

47 al-Biruni, ChromrsSy, p. 231.15-25. 
48 See, for urample, Dozy. 1961; Pellet, 1986. 
4Q Cumont, CCAG, II.2 14. 



A a i ]  Bianchi published the nfteenth-century MS Par. gr. 241 9 

claiming it to be a M S  of the Clodius 'hiScus para~egrna,~O but it is 

sufnciently different, 1 think, to iist it separately here. While a 

cornparison with the Clodius Tuscus parapegrna does reveal a number 

of simiiarities, particularly in the dating and wording of 

meteorological predictions, the steliar phases are often quite different 

fkom Clodius Tuscus. Entries are indexecl to the reformeci Julhn 

calendar . 



Lehoux, What Are the Extant Pampegmatn? 

B.£] The Themue Trahni Pampegma was found in Rome in a 

house at the bath  of Tmjan. It dlsappeared sometime in the 

nineteenth century. A copy of a sketch of the more-or-less complete 

consists of pictures of the gods presiding over the days of the week 

uiscribed horizontally across the top, with their corresponding holes 

bord just beneath them. The days of the moon from I-XV nxn 

v e r t i d y  down the left side, and from XVI-XXX down the right. A hole 

appears just above and to the right of the hole for XXX,  but it does 

not seem to be for an unnumbered day XXXI, as has k e n  

speculated.52 Erikkson argues that this hole was used to mark either 

fuli or hoîlow months, but his argument is uncompelling.53 1 think 

cornparison with other, similar parapegmata [see especially Dura- 

Europus, Latium, Ostia, and Pompeii, below) reveals this mysterious 

3 1st hole to be most likely the result of either accidental damage to 

the inscription itself, or else an artXact of the original copyist. 

In the middle of the calendar is a circle divided into twelve 

sections, with each division bearing the picture and initial (Latin] 

51 Degrassi. 1963. vol. Xm.2. p. 308-9. There is a h  s terracotta copy made h m  
the original in the Kunstgeschtchtlfchen Museum der Universitat Würzburg, 
although thls copy has b e n  wimproved" by the restoration of Sa- and 
Jupiter. It does not have the 31st hole between days XXVIIII and XXX. A plaster 
cast of thfs copy can a h  be found in the Museo delia Civiîtà Romana. See 
ManimU. 1981. 

52 See Rehm, 'Parapegma', RE. col. 1364; Erlkkson, 1956. 
53 Eslkkson. 1956. p. 24-5. 
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letter of successive zodiacal signs running counter-clockwise. There 

are two holes driiïed per sign, representing the beglnning and middle 

of each sign. A f'ragment of a bone peg was found in one of Gemini's 

holes. This c i d e  seems to have been used to keep track of the 

movement of either the sun or the moon through the zcsdiac. 

Erikkson speculates that the peg was lunar and was moved each day 

for six days, and then it rested on the seventh day.54 But this would 

süîi leave a d&cit of one day every three lunar rnonths, or about four 

days a year. 1 suspect that such inaccuracies wouid have been 

intolerable, and that either [a) some more complicated system of 

movement was used, or (b) the motion of the peg, whether 

representing s o k  or lunar phenornena, was dictateci by observation 

or by some extemal text. In any case, such reconstructions are 

unprovable, and the other parapegmata do not shed any iîght on the 

matter. 

B.ii] The Dura-Eurupus Pampegma55 is a graffita found scratched 

into a piastered waU in a Syrian house which served as a miiitaxy 

barracks during the Roman occupation. The inscription therefore 

dates from between 165 and 257 A.D? M u c h  of the inscription was 

destroyed during excavation, but the remainder is now at Yale. This 

parapegma is simiiar in many respects to that of the Thermar Traiani 

Mkkson, 1956, p. 25. 
55 A reproduction based on a partial tracing. a panial photograph, and a "carefui 

description" is pubiished in Rostovtzdf, Belîinger et al., 1936, p. 42; also in 
Snyder, 1936, p. 15. 

56 For these dates, see Drower. Gray et ai.. 1996 
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in that it has the gods of the hebdomadal days pictographic-y 

represented across the top, possibly with holes âriiied into the plaster 

above them for a moveable peg. The word LWA appears just above 

the head of that goddess. The numbers from I to X X X  are inscribed 

v e r t i d y  down the two sides of the calendar beneath the heading 

LUNA, but do not seem to have had peg holes beside them. Just to 

the left of the middle is a column reading NüNDLNE, VUï, VII, VI, V, 

IIII, LU, PRI[DIE], again, without peg holes. As Snyder pointed out this 

is interesting as it is the only example of a nundinai List found 

outside of Italy. Snyder argues (1 think plausibly] that this colurnn 

should be read as counting down (in the rnanner peculiar to the 

Roman calendar) to the nundinal day, which may have had some 

ceremonid or military simcance for the local Roman population.57 

1 would, however, add a note of caution with regard to tNs 

parapegma: the pubiished drawing and description were both executed 

after the parapegrna itseif had b e n  badly damaged by rain. The 

drawing was made iargely korn rnemoq aided by a photograph. 

B.iii] The Latium P a r a p e g 4  is a marble fiagrnent 53.5 cm high, 

33 cm M e ,  and 3 cm thick, comprishg probably the right-hand 2 / 5  

of the original. It has the names of the days of the week [with their 

corresponding holesl written horizonMy across the top, the 

nundinal days [with holesl written verücally down the right-hand 

side, and the remains of the numbers I X X X  [i.e., days of the lunar 

-- 

57 S e  Snyder, 1936. 
58 For a drawing and reconstmctfon, see Degrassi, 1963. vol. Xm.2, p. 300-1. 



monthl with th& peg holes arranged in a unique floral design in the 

rniddle. The inscription LUNAR appears in the upper right corner, and 

Degrassi has speculated that the calendar originaily had [DIES] 

LW-]. The presemed fragment also indudes the dates and 

lengths for two seasons as follows: Alestas ex Xi k Mai. in X k August. 

Mes U E X X l I D ,  and Hiemps ex X k. Nov. in XIIII k. Febw. D u s  

L x x m .  Based on the preserved fragment, we cannot be certain 

whether or not this parapegma originaily containeci either a colurnn 

for the zodiacal signs, or even possibly for weather predictions. 

Degrassi's speculation that there was another column of nundinal 

days down the left side is based only on an assumption of symmetry, 

and 1 think it unlikely. What purpose could a second column of 

nundinze possibly have? 

B.iv] The Veleia In~cription5~ was found in 1762 In Veleia in 

northem Italy. I t  is a group of marble fragments from the upper left 

corner of a larger inscription, with two smailer bits fkom elsewhere in 

the calendar found later. I t  has drawings of a few five- and six- 

pointed stars and a crescent moon on the top part. The numbers III- 

HW] and [XVIlI-mI] are extant, written horizontaiiy beneath the 

pictures. These presumably represent lunar days. The number XV is 

written twice; the second time it is circled (perhaps as a deletion 

mark?]. E3elow the row of nurnbers are more pictures, with at leest a 

srnail lunar crescent visible. 

Sg CIL, vol. XI. no. 1 194; Degrasi, 

1 believe these may be parts of images for 

1963, vol. Xm.2, p. 313. 



the hebdomadal days of the Moon and Mercury, as in the Dura- 

Europus and Thermae Traiani parapegmata. No peg holes are 

mentioned by the editors, although there are smaU holes, probably 

just decorative indentations, apparent in centre of each star in 

Degrassi's photograph. 

B.d Neapoliton Museum 407P is a marble fragment of uncertain 

origin measuring 4 1 cm hi@, 41 cm wide, and 2.5 cm thick. It 

contains a partial list of dates [XVI-HfX]] with the word DIES partially 

preserved above them, and the days of the hebdomadal week 

[MERCURI, IOVIS, VENERIS [..J below . The named days and the 

numbers have correspondhg peg holes drilleci above thern. 

B.vu The Ostia Inscrlption6i is a partially preserved grato found 

in a third century private house. It reads: 

Lanciani sees a partiai V at the end of the third line, after the XX?C. 

He does not mention holes near the numbers. The inscription seems 

to be for the purpose of correlating lunar days with hebdomadal days. 



B.viU The Pompeii CuZendaS2 was found in 1927 written on a 

shop's wall with a narrow stylus. It consists of the names of the 

hebdornadal days of the week in Latin, the nundinal days, the dates 

of a calendar month, and the lunar days 1-XXX written in successive 

vertical columns. There are no holes for pegs. It rads: 

DIES 
SAT 
SOL 
LUN 
MAR 
MERC 
IOV 
VEN 

NVNDLNAE 
rnMPHS 
w c m  
ATEtLA 
NOLA 
CVMXS 
PVTIOLOS 
Rom 
CAPVA 

I 
II 
III 
IV 
v 
VI 
VII 
VIII 
VIIII 
X 
XI 
XLI 
Xlll 
m 

In the drawing reproduced in D e g r a ~ s i , ~ ~  there is damage to the wali 

at the top of the inscription between columns 3 and 4, and in a small 

part of column 7. Curiously, no obvious damage is indicated below 

the Vin column 4, but some dates are nonetheless not visible. They 

may have been erased in antiquity, or ebe the reproduction is faulty. 

The WI in column 4, just below the K [for Mende) is read as a 

month name by both Della Corte and Degrassi: NOV by Della Corte, 

and LAN by Degrassi. But I think neither of these suggestions is 

really plausible. Degrassi sees the entries beneath this, the W, VI, V, 

as mistakes for IV, LU, PRI, but 1 doubt this very rnuch. 

62 Dra- in Degrasst. 1963. vol. Xm.2. p. 305; originalIy pubkhed by Della Corte. 
1927, p. 98. 

63 Orlginally published in the CE. vol. IV. no. 8863. 



[nstead, I thhk it fair to assume, fkom its similarity to other 

calendrical and astrological parapegmata, that this inscription aras 

meant as a kind of perpetual calendar, and that the dates are meant 

to be used for any month, not just a parti- month. Moreover, VLU 

foiîows the pattern throughout the rest of this particular dendar 

nicely, where the dates begin counüng down immediately d e r  the 

feast day, and the next entry is clearly W, followed by Wand V. This 

is an idealized month. 

But even so, this calendar has a pecuiiarity not pointeci out by 

either Degrassi or Della Corte: it contahs Lmpossible dates. ui no 

month of the Roman calendar is there an ante diem XWll Kale-, 

nor an ante diem MII or VII N o m s ,  nor an ante diem Vlnl Idus. I can 

offer no suggestion to account for this strange feature. 

B.viii] The PausiZypum ~ a m p e g m a ~  is a marble f h m e n t  

measuring 26 cm high and 59 cm long, which lis& the names of the 

days of the week, with their correspondhg holes, and the nundinal 

days below these. I t  reads: 

O O O O L*. 
SATIR SOUS LVNAE MARTE[ ... 

O O O O [*.. 
ROMAE CAPVAE CALATIAE B E N E W T I  .*. 

M M  dates it to the firçt century ~ . C . 6 5  



Lehoux, What Are oie Extant Pampegmnta? -52- 

B.W The Trier Nebdomad~l P ~ r a p e g m a ~ ~  is a clay fiagrnent found 

in M e r  in 1930, consisüng of the images of the h t  five hebdomadal 

deities, from left to right be-g with Satum, each above its own 

peg-hole. 

B a )  The Trler Pampegmtic  Moulds7 is an unique h d  fkom a 

pottery site in Germany. It is a mould meant to impress on wet clay 

the image of a hebdomadal pampegrna, with the persodfied Images of 

the four seasons below, and the thirty holes for the days of the moon 

down the two sides Ififteen per side; not noted by Rehm). So far as 1 

know no impressions from this particular mould have been found. It 

seems to indicate some scaie of production for parapegmata, and 

therefore a corresponding local demand. 

BA) The Soulosse Hebdomadal Pampegma6* is a fragmentary 

lirnestone relief, 16 cm high by 27 cm long, showhg images of four of 

the hebdomadal deities, from left to right: Mars, Mercury, Jupiter, 

and Venus. Under each is a peg-hole. 

B.xii] The Arlon Hebdomadal Parupegm@ is a Stone fragment of 

unknown provenance m e a s u ~ g  20 cm by 19 cm, and 12 cm thick. It 

seems to be the leftmost part of a bas-relief. On the left is an image 

describeci by Espérandieu as a veiled goddess which he presumes to be 

66 Dom. 1950. 
67 For a photograph, sec DBlger, 1850, pl. 5. 
68 Espeandieu. 1907. vol. W. no. 4857. 
6Q Espérandieu, 1907. vol. V. no. 4016. 



the moon, (although notably lacking her usual lunar crescent] and to 

the right is an image of the Sun. The stone breaks off to the right of 

the sun. There are peg holes beneath both of the images. 

Espérandieu suggests that the relief depicts the hebdomadal deities, 

but is rneant to be read from right to l&, and that it began with Mars 

rather than the more usual Satum. Duval notes that among the 

representations of hebdomadal deities fkom Roman Gaul, this one 

would be unique in both respects.70 Given its state of preservation,7] 

1 do not think we can rule out the "veiled goddessw king Satum. who 

has a sLmilar headdress in the Dura-Europus and M e r  parapegmata, 

as weil as the AEsia disk.72 indeed Saturn, lacking obvious 

characteristics such as the Sun's rays, Luna's crescent, or Mars' 

helmet, must be deduced by Dolger as the fîrst god In the Mer 

frag~nent.~S The cowl typically wom by Satum Ln Roman iconography 

can be quite subtle.74 Moreover, the Moon is usually accompanied in 

pictures with a lunar crescent sitting prominently either on her head 

or on her shoulders,75 a feature which is conspicuous by its absence 

in this image. 1 think it safe to Say, then, that the Arlon relief 

probably begins with Satum on the left, with the Sun to its right, 

foliowed [in the lost part] by the Moon, etc. as wouid be expected. 

70 Duval, 1953, p. 287. 
71 Çee the photograph h Espérandieu, 1907. vol. V. no. 4016. 
72 See also the photographs of the hebdomdal deitîes from M W  in Wlger. 1950. 
73 Doiger, 1950. p. 202. 
74 See e.g.. Espeandfeu. 1933. p. 384. 
75 Although in the eariiest representatfon of the hebdornadal deities, the Pompeii 

calendar medallfons, she has an almose full moon behind her head, lookhg 
rather more üke a halo than a moon. See Long, 1992. 



Lehoux, What Are the Extant Patapegmata? 

~ . x i i ÿ  The Rottuieil Parapegm476 consists of a hgment showing 

Jupiter and Venus with peg holes beneath each. There is an 

inromplete series of holes beneath these, but it is unclear what 

information they were used to keep track of. From cornparison with 

other parapegma, 1 do not think it unlllrely that these were for 

counting lunar days. Another fragment shows part of the image of 

Capricorn. 

76 S e  Goesser. 1928; Duval. 1953. p. 287. 



Lehoux, What Are the Ertant Parapegmatn? 

C.U P. Rylands 589,77 a second-century B.C. papyrus fiom Egypt, 

onginally included what the text itself describes as a parapegma, 

although most of it has been lost. The introduction to it says: 

Of the parapegma itself, only bits remain, including a table equating 

Egyptian months with the sun's position in the zodiacal signs for one 

year, the Egyptian dates of voupqviai for four rnonths of one year and 

nine months of another, and some mention of what may be religious 

festivals . 
It is interesting to note that this text seerns to have b e n  used 

only to fix the motions of the sun and moon in terms of Egyptian 

calendar dates in a 25-year cycle. It is unclear from the text if this 

would have primarily had astrological or calendrical signÜicance. 

Another possibility is that the cycle was used to correlate 

parapegmata (which we know were king indexed to u>diacai signs in 

Greece by the late second-century B.c.]'~ with the Egyptian calendar. 

77 Tumer and Neugebauer. 1949. 
78 See my mmments on the Geminus parapegma and Mtletus 1 in chapter 4. below. 



The vovpqviai dates msy have ken used to count lumu days, as in 

the astrological parapegmata, above, or may have rdected a local or 

cult calendar. 

C.iQ nairetus 1 is a hgmentary inscriptional Greek patapegrna 

published by Diels and Rehm in 1904.7Q There is an introduction on 

a separate hgment, linlced to the parapegma by Rehmm bastd on 

epigraphic similarity, which dates it to the year 1 1 O/ 109 B.C. The 

parapegma itself has steUar phases Listeci, and holes for moveable 

pegs around them. The phases are organized by the sun's position in 

the zodiac.81 There is almost no weather information in the 

preserved fragment. The oniy meteorological entry is: "Cygnus sets, 

the season of the west wind [Zephyrus) accompanying." 1 interpret 

this as a seasond marker rather than a strictly meteorological 

prediction. Since it is the oniy such entry surviving in what appears 

to be an otherwise strictly astronomical parapegma, 1 choose not to 

class this parapegma as as trometeorological. It should serve, 

however, to remind us just how artificial these modem classes are 

when it cornes to grouping and sorting such a diverse set of texts. 

An excerpt from the sign of Aquarius can be seen in chapter 2, 

fig. 1, above. 

7g Dlels and Rehm, 1904; Dessau, 1904. 
Rehm, 'Parapegma', RE, col. 1299-1230. He had odgfnaiiy iinked a dln'ent 
introduction to it. See Diels and Rehm, 1904, p. 102. 

81 thls, see chapter 4, below. 



Rehm's theory that Miletus I was meant to be used dongside 

something like Miletus 1182 assumes that a strictiy astronomical 

parapegrna would have been unthinkable. 1 do not a m .  lf we 

assume that the people using the parapegmata know certain niles of 

thumb, then the correlations of phases and weather do not need to be 

expiicitly stated in the calendar: to take a modern example, 1 do not 

need to buy a special calendar that tells me to plant my annuals (in 

Southem Ontario) on the weekend of the 24th of May. I only need to 

know which weekend is the 24th and I trust my memory for the rest. 

C.iii] The Antikgthera MechanismM is a remarkable geared 

astronornical cornputer pulied from a first-century B.C. shipwreck by 

sponge divers. It seems to have been used to show the relative 

motions of the sun and the moon according to the Metonic cycle and 

the Egypüan calendar. It includes an astronomical parapegma. One 

of the geared diah on the front of this unique 

calendncal/astronomical instrument is divided into graduated 

zodiacai signs. Part of Virgo, al l  of Libra, and the very beginning of 

Scorpio are presmed. There are 30 graduated divisions in Libra, 

which Price reasonably interprets as degrees. Above the f h t  degree of 

Libra the letter A is clearly rnarked. Price also thinks [but is not 

certain] that he can see a B above Libra 11, a r above Libra 14, a A 

above Libra 16. a E above Scorpio 1,  and [most of the way around the 

-- - 

e2 Rehm. 'Parapegma', RE, col. 1300. 
Pubiished by Price. 1974; compare also the sixth-century AD. device pubifshed by 
Field and Wzdght, 1985. 
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dial, an O above Virgo 18. Price proposes (1 think correctly) that 

these letters are keyed to the "parapegma inscription" just below the 

dial. The largest preserved hgment of this inscription reads: 

e]veni[ng. 
The Hya[des selt in the e]v[e]ni[ng. 
Taunis [belgins to rlisIe. 
Vega rises in the e[v]ening. 
The Pleilades riIsle in the moming. 
The Hyades rise in the morning. 
Gemini begins to ri[se. 
Aquiia rises in the eveniing. 
Arcturus sets in the m[orning. 

I t  appears that the Greek letters [in the left column of the inscription) 

were meant to correspond to the letters inscribed over particular 

degrees of the zodiac on the parapegma dia1 itself', and the steiiar 

phase corresponding to each letter on the dia1 could thus be read off 

from the inscription. 

Much of the inscription following the letters A through N has 

now been unfortunately destroyed by efforts to study and preserve the 

instrument, but notes taken by Rehm have allowed Price to 

reconstmct it with some certainty. Pnce tentatively reconstructs the 

remainder of the inscription by comparing it with Geminus, but this 

is rnisguided, since even the preserved fragment cannot be made to fit 

we11 with Geminus." By counüng day-ciifferences fiom the autumnal 

equinox [A on the Antikythera diall to the other letters [if indeed they 

are secure) and comparing this to the day-ciifferences in other 

s4 S e  Priœ's table 4, p. 46. and his comments on the problems with It on p. 49. 



parapegmata, 1 have found closer correspondence to steliar phases in 

the foliowing parapegmata [the equinox is itdidzed]: 

[a) Columeiia: Sept. 1 1, 24, Oct. 4,8 [one day late), 10, 
13 [one day latel, and 28; 

b) Ptolemy, for the clima where the day is 14 hours 
long: [no entryl , nioui 28, Phaophi 7 [one day earlyl, 
i l ,  12 [one day earlyl, and 26 [two days earlyl; 

[cl Ptolemy, for the clima where the day is 14 1 /2 hours 
long: Thoth L 7 [two days late), 28, Phaophi 8, 10 
[one day earlyl, [no entxy), (no entqd, 27 [one day 
earlyl; 

[dl Parisinus gr. 2419: Sept. 8, 19,29, Oct. 3 [one day 
iate), 5 [one day late], 20 [one day late]. 

Since so many difkent possibiüties are attested, and since most of 

the letters on the dia1 are insecure, 1 think any reconstmction of the 

entries for A through E. and W. would be doubtfui. Moreover, there is 

no guarantee that ail of the letters on the dial represented purely 

astronomical phenomena. They may have included important 

seasonal markers such as winds (compare Miletus 1, above). 

C.iv) The Venush ~ a s t p  is a hgmentary Latin calendar dating 

fkom the b t  centuxy B.C. It is complete fkom the Kdends of May 

through to XII K. July. Apart kom listing the nundinal letters and 

the dies fasa nefmti and comitcrles, it has four astronomical entries: 

Degas&, 1963, vol. Xm.2, p. 5582. 
86 The leftmost colurnn is for the nundfnal letters, A through G. 



Unlike the Menologh Rustica,*7 which 1 do not include as 

parapegmata, the Venusia Fasti contains the date of a stem phase, 

a d  the dates of the sun's entry into the signs of Gemini and Cancer 

are @en precisely. In the Menologia, the sun's position in the zodlac 

is listed only roughiy, such that each sign is equated with a 

particular month. 

C.d The Geoponica Phase Llsf,88 attributed to Quintilius, simply 

lists the rising and setting dates of certain prominent fixed stars and 

consteiiations (Arctums, the Pleiades, Orion, etc.], but does include a 

mention of the Etesian winds. Dates are given in the modifieci 

Roman calendar. Most of it seems to have k e n  excerpted fkom the 

Quinülius parapegrna, although there is one entry missing fkom 

Quintilius: fl if ro6 ' lovhiov. ~ r p o ~ i j o v  iao~ hrthhr i  which occurs in 

the Geoponica phase list at a point correspondhg with a corruption 

in Quintilius.89 Dates in this phase list can be displaced by one or 

more days from those in Quintilius, although sometimes they do not 

Mer.  

87 S e  kgrassi, 1963. vol. Xm.2. p. 286 f.: Broughton. 1936. 
08 G e o m  1.9. 
8Q Sec fkom N Nones July to IX Kal. August in Boll, 19 1 Ob, p. 7. 



D] Other Parapegmata 

D.i) The oldest known parapegma, the Cemmicus P ~ m p e g m a , ~  is 

represented by only a small fkagment found in the Ceramicus district 

of Athens, dated by Briickner to the Hth century B.C. It simply has 

the ordinal numbers %fth' through 'ninth' inscribed in Greek beside 

holes into which pegs could be inserted:gl 

Rehm's theory that this parapegma was meant to correlate civil lunar 

dates inscribed on the pegs, with zodiacal dates [i.e., 'fifth [day of 

Virgo ...]') inscribed on the stone itself, is unlikely.92 It appears much 

more likely that a singIe peg was moved from hole to hole, ~ t h e r  than 

the entire set of holes king occupied by a set of labeled pegs. 

Since this fkagment is so smaîi, we cannot nile out the 

possibility that the Ceramicus Parapegma was solely calendrical, or 

even that it served some other function, completely different from any 

known later parapegma. 

Qû PubMeci by Brückner, 1931, p. 234, with photopph. 
01 The coiumn of holes afkr the numbers is difncult to make out in the photograph 

published by B ~ c k n e r ,  but shows up clearly in the drawing pubiished In IG 22 
2782. 

82 Rehm. 'Parapegma', RE. col. 1301; see my arguments against multiple pe&s in 
chapter 2, above. 



~ . i f J  The Giiidizzolo FusW is a fkagmentary stone parapegma 

m e a s d g  16.5 cm by 16 cm by 4 cm thick, dating fkom someüme 

after 8 B.C. It is a unique parapegma insofar as it seerns to be strictiy 

calendrid, with only dates and f a t s  listeci. Holes are drilleci h i d e  

each entry, and the preserved fr-agment is as foIIows: 

Iulr IDNIS m s  
APOLLgNARlA 
X K AVGNSTIS 
NEpTvN[ALIA 
Dmvs AV~GVSTIS 
X K SEPTEMBRES 
VOLKANALLA 
III IDVS DECEMBRES 
SEPTIMONTWM 
xvl K LANVAR(LASJ 
S A T v R N '  
XV K W N ~ ~ s  
EPON(A)E 

The first two colurnns may weii represent November and December, as 

Degrassi supposeci, assuming the fasti were written at the end of the 

caiendar section. It seems clear that this parapegma was meant to 

keep track of the calendar year and its various fasti, such that a peg 

would have been moved for each day of the calendar month. A 

separate peg seems to have been used from tirne to time to mark the 

parücular h t i ,  but this kind of intermittent column [i.e., lacking 

holes for the dies nefasti between the fasti) is unique, and 1 am not 

sure what to make of it. There may have been a single hole marked 

DIES NEFASTVS, so that a feast-markhg peg was either there or in 

one of the fîxed [or moveable?] fasti on any given day. It is also 
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possible Lthough less likely) that the peg was moved from the calendar 

section over to the feast section for the feast &ys oniy, and then 

moved back to mark normal days. 

D.i13/ The Coligny Cczlendafl is a long inscription (1 -48 rn by 90 cm 

high] on bronze of five y e m  of a lunar calendar, written in the Latin 

script, but believed to be written Ln an ancient Celtic tongue. The 

days of the month are each accompanied by a peg hole, and they are 

written vertically, beginning with the name of the month, foilowed by 

the nurnbers 1-XV, then the word ATENOVX and then the numbers 1- 

Xllll or 1-XV, depending on the month. There are 7 months of 30 days 

and five of 29 (for a total of 3551, although it has been argued that 

one of the 30-day months, Equos. occasiondy had 28 days to keep 

the year to an average of 354 days. Over the course of the five years, 

there are two intercalary months, each of 30 days. The symbols [ I , }, 
t, ( ) letters [M. D, NI and words beside the dates are stül largely 

unexplained.Q5 A sample fkom the calenda+ should give the flavour: 

Rrst pubiished in Comptes rendus des seMces de I'année de l'cimdem[e & 
haiptbns et belles-lettres (1897). p. 703; Pl. 141; and (1898) p. 299 f.; See also 
Ricci, 1 898; Ricd, 1 900. The most complete and sober pubiication is in Duval 
and Pinault, 1986, hcludîng excellent photographs and comrnent8ry. See a h  
McCluskey, 1998. More speculatlve reconstructions, such as those of Hia, 199 1 
and Olmstead, 1992, have been attempted, but these are best approached with 
caution. More recently, Gaspani and Cernuti, 1997, have tried to put the 
Coligny calendar hto a broader astronornicai context. but again. much of their 
treatment is speculatlve. 

95 Not to say that attempts have not ken made: For a summation of the fssues. see 
G W ,  1914, v. Di, p. 80 f.; Kubitschek, 1828; and espedally Duval and Plnault, 
1986, p. 421 f. Generally D and Nare thought to refer to dàg and nIght 
respectively, but 1 do not see what this muld mean in the cuntext of the 
calendar. 

96 Ricd, 1898, pl. II.7. 



o A Z ü l M  D NOS 
O X V  D NOS 

MEQVOWM 
O I D 
O D PRnvr LACJVaS 
O m M D SMNOS 
omr D was 
O V D AMB 
O VI M D SlMIVISO 
O trlf D ELmmf 
O ml D E W U B I  
o m  DELEMBI 
O X D 
101 D AMB 
[O XD D 
[O] Xm D -VIS 
[o]Xmr D s E M N I S  
[ojxv D SEMICANO 

ATENO UX 
0 1  M D S E M N I S  
O II M D SEms 
O m D A M B S W  
O m D 
O V D AMB 
O VI 1f.l D S ~ ~ J S O  

O XIII I  I I I  DNODOBCANT 
DIVERTOIMV 

MSAMONMAT 
O 1 [. ...... .) MAlVIvOS 
O U  I[ ........... 1 
O m t I I [......] Nos 

.......... O mr [...] D [ ]WwVO 
O v AMB 
o w  M D  
O VZl PRaVIWVD N 
O vm D DVU 
o m  D 
o X  M D  
O M D 
o m  M D  
O m t i i  D 
O X I I I I I t l  D 
O X V l l t  D 

ATENOUX 
O I D DVMAN 
O ~ I I ) M D  TR~~VVXSAMO 
O m D AMB 
o R I l ( l l  D 
O V l t l  D  AMB 
O VI II}MD 

E q w s  and Samon are the names of the months, the colurnn here 

usuaüy labeled D is sometimes eisewhere labeled N. Twenty-nine-day 

months end with the word DNERTOMV. as above MSAMON here. AU 

month names are preceded by the letter M a s  are EQVOS and SAMON 

here. 

The abbreviations beside the month names, ANM and MAT 

[sometimes MATV] seem [based on Celtic cognates] to mean 'ungood' 

(*-TV-) and 'good' (*MATV-, cognate with the uish maith?] 

respectively . M beside the dates may be an abbreviation for MATV. AU 

29-day months are ANM and aU 30day rnonths are MAT except the 

month of EQVOS which seems to have fluctuated between 30 days [in 



years I. Iïï and VI and 28 days [in years II and [VI?' MacNeiU argueci 

that NOS referred to a feast of some kind, but Duval and Pinault 

believe it to be uncertain. Parisot's th- that it refers to possible 

solar eclipses is implausible, as is his idea that DNERTOMVis an 

extra &y occasionally inserted to correct for the lateness of the 

signiscant phase of the moon.e8 If DAERTY)IMV were a day occurring 

after the 29th, then it should have a peg hole beside it, which it never 

does. 

The calendar represents the oldest known document in a Celtic 

tongue, possibly dating f'rom the second century A.D.*Q and as such 

is of great importance, but its highly abbreviated character and lack 

of p d e i s  (apart kom the tiny fragments of the Villards d'H&ia 

calendar]loo, make it difficult to interpret. 

DJu) The Ariminum Nundinal Pampegmolol is a puzzling 

fragment bearing an inscription apparentiy pertainuig to a nundinal 

Ut, with peg holes preserved beside the inscription. 

D8v) The Suessula NundUial List102 is a s m d  stone inscription, 

lacking peg-holes, with a partial k t  of nundinal days written 

Q7 S e  MacNeili, 1928. p. 27-30; Duval and Pinault, 1986. p. 41 1415. 
Q8 See Parlsot, 1985. 
99 Accordhg to Duvai and PLnauit. 1986; MacNeill, 1928 dates it to the iate first 

century B.C. or early flrst century AD. 
100 Pubiisheû in Duval and Pinauit, 1986. p. 251, f. nie  VLllards d'Héria caiendar 

seems not to be a parapegma, as near as can be deterinined h m  the few 
remahhg fhgments. It does seem to be w13tte.n in the same language, and to 
use some of the same abbreviations as the Coiigpy calendar, however. 

101 Lkgmsi.  1963. VOL Xm.2. p. 306. 
102 See Degras& 1963. VOL Xm.2. p. 303. 



verticaliy : [TJLANESI, VS]  CAMPAN[ISJ ATELLANI[S] SVESSEWNIS] 

D.uu The AlllfeP Nundinal ~ f s t s ~ ~ ~  consist of two fragments each 

listing eight different nundinai days verücally, with no peg-holes 

preserved. A third fragment was lost sometime after 1750. Unlike 

Degrassi, 1 see them as essentiaiiy three different Lists. They read 

jW ALTLNATflBUS] 
L N T E M -  US] 
TELFSINIÇ 
SAEPLNATLB VS 
PVTEOLANIS 
ATELLANIS 
CUMANIS 
NOLANIS 

[B]EN[E VENTANTIS] 
N UCERflNIS] 
[L]UCERüVIS APVLIS 
[SlVESSANrS 
[CAJLENIS 
[ S V E S r n I S  
[SINWSANIS 
[ C U f l I N I S  

The third fragment had oniy ALLIFANIS, CEREATIS. 

i(X3 Pubiished In Degmsi, 1963. vol. Xm.2, p. 302. 
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E] Reports of Pwapegmta 

R u  Cicero, in a letter to Atticus104 announcing that tomorrow will 

be the beginning of his year in office in Laodicea, says (following di 

modem editions): Ex ea die, si me amas, nap&mlypa tviairaiov 

commowto. The next day he sends another letterlos saying Ex hoc die 

c l a m  anni mowbis. A number of problems have arisen in the 

interpretation of these passages, which have not k e n  cornpletely 

resolved. 

The Loeb edition, translateci by Winstedt, l follows QreU and 

Purser's 1890 edition which offers the following commentary : 

A few 

n a p a ~ y ~ a ]  The very same meaning is conveyed by 
clavwn mi mowbis in the next letter. The phrase is 
said by the old commentators to take its rise 'from an 
old custom which came nom Etnuia to Rome, whereby 
the Pontife* MCLlCUnus, on the Ides of September, stuck a 
nail into the right wall of the temple of Jupiter Optimus 
Maximus, to keep count of the years.' Commoueto, iike 
movebis, in the next letter, is used as a Latin equivalent 
for ~ i v ~ ï v  in the sense of 'to take in hand,' e.g. trivow 
Brjpaov 65 ~ a ~ d p a r a .  Eur. Bacch. 724. lo7 

years after this was written, the Miletus and Puteoli 

parapegrnata were discovered, offering an alternative interpretation 

noted by Constans and Bayet in the Budé edition. In a note on the 

phrase n a p a m y p a  tviaùoiov conunoveto, they Say 

Cicero, Ad AR, V. 14. 
105 Clm.  Ad An. V.15. 
106 WLnstedt. 1928. vol. 1, p. 373. n. 1. 
107 weii and Ruser, 1890. vol. m. p. 52. n. 



C'est-&-dire: compte de ce jour mon année de charge. Il 
s'agit d'un calendrier B fiches mobiles. On a trouvé 
récemment ti Pouzzoles [Puteoli] un fiagrnent de 
caiendrier latin de ce genre.108 

But they refer to the older interpretation in their note on Cicero's 

next letter, commenting on clauwn Mni muebis: 

Clauom (sic] ami mouebis: littéralement 'tu déplaceras 
Ésur ton calendrier m o b i b  la fiche marquant l 'a~ee' .  
Cf'. Att-, V, 14,I: rrap&nqypa &vicxhov cornmoueto.-Mais 
l'expression semble être une metaphore assez usée, 
remontant l'ancien rite de la 'plantation (annuelle) du 
clou', par le pmtor maxtnus ou un dictateur, dans le 
mur du temple de Jupiter au Capitole. log 

Shackleton-Bdey , in his edition of the Letters to Atficus follows 

Constans by mentioning the Puteoli calendar as an example of the 

kind of tirne-keeping device referred to by Cicero, but he does not 

repeat the nail-in-the-temple-wall st0ry.I l0 

While 1 think that Constans and Bayet's double entendre is not 

impossible, 1 would argue that Cicero primarily has in mind a 

calendricd parapegrna in both passages: in the first, because he says 

so explicitly, and in the second, because he refers to 'moving the nail, 

a practice nowhere attributed to the Pontiiex Maximus, who was 

supposed to have added a new naii for each year. 1 11 1 note in this 

context that a clauus does not correspond directly to our word 'nail', 

but can refer also to a metal, woaden or bone peg, such as was used 

in the parapegrnata. 

108 Constans and Bayes. 1969. vol. III, p. 242. n. 2. 
lm Constans and Bayet. 1969. vol. IV. p. 246. n. 
l0 Shackleton-Wey, 1968. vol. iîï, p. 21 5, n. 

l l I The veradty of thls andent story does not mncem me here. AU that matters Is 
what Cicero may or may nos have beiieved. For an anclent amunt of driving the 
naii into the temple. see ag.. Livy, W.iii-4 f. Sped8cally note that Cindus 
reports ha- sxn chas [plurai] markhg the number of y-. 



Looking at the Latin parapegmata published by Degrassi in 

1963, we c m ,  1 think, be fairly certain that Cicero was referring not to 

the kind of parapegma found at PuteoU, as Constans and Shackleton- 

Baiiey supposed, but to one more üke the Guidizzolo Fasti. Unllke 

the astrometeorological fragment h m  Puteoli, the GuicihoIo Fasti 

seems to be strictly caladrical, with the peg moved daiiy to keep 

track solely of dendar dates. 

It is worth pointing out that the text of Cicero is corrupt at just 

this point, insofar as none of the MSS reads map&mypa in this 

passage. Instead we find n a p h ~ h ~ a .  llATTETMA. or TTATTETMA. 

obviously none of which are acceptable. l l2 Curiously, Tunstall's 

emendation of this to nap&mypa. made in 1741, was based on no 

knowledge of inscriptional parapegmata, which were ody discovered 

in the eady part of this century.113 This fact led to the odd 

interpretations found in the nineteenth and early twentieth-century 

editions, as  noted above. The discovery of the Puteoli fiagrnent 

seemed to vindicate what was a good bit of dSinatio on Tunstall's 

part* 

In any case I think it safe to conclude that Tunstall's 

emenàation is essentialîy correct, though for reasons Tunstaii could 

not have foreseen, and that Cicero is referring in these passages to a 

calendrical parapegma simiiar to the Guidizolo Fasti. 

-- 

l i2  SeeEmesü, 1810. vol. V. p. 566. n. W. 
1 13 To be sure aome had been found eariier, but they were not yet known to be 

parammata- 
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E.iO Petronlus in the Satyriconl 14 has Encolpius mention seeing 

something that sounds very like an astrologid parapegma in the 

house of Trimalchion: 

sub eo tüulo et lucema biiychnfs de oamempendebaf et 
due tabulfe in utroque poste d e ? ,  quarwn aîtem, si 
bene memini, hoc habebîzt hcdptwn- "LU. et p a i e  
Kalendas IanuaricLs C. naster foras c e ~ ' a I t e m  lwlar 
m m  steClanunque septem fmagines pictas; et qui dies 
boni quique lncommodi essent, distinguente bulla 
notabantur. 

Under this inscription there hung fkom the ceiiing a 
double iamp, and the- were two boards fked to the twe 
posts, of which the one, if 1 rernember comectly, had 
this inscribeci: ' I l l .  and pr. K. J a n ,  our C. dines 
outdoors.' The other [had Iliscribed) the course of the 
moon, and painted pictures of the seven stars, and 
which days were good and which bad were marked by a 
peg that disthguished them. 

The seven stars surely refis to the deities of the hebdomadal week' 15 

[and if so, this is an early reference to thern]. Discinguente buüa is in 

the singdar, and so cannot mean "distinctive knobs," as Heselüne 

believes.116 The 'course of the moon' rnay well have been simply the 

numbers 1-XXX as in so many Roman parapegmata, and these would 

seem to have been marked by a separate peg fkom the weeb:days. 

Rehm agrees that the calendar marked the hebciomadal days and 

lunar days, but thinks there were many bulIrt? which he argues wouid 

probably have been of différent colours, or painted with letters to 

mark the two kinds of day.117 D6lger thinks that a white peg was 

- 

l4 Petronlus Arbitier, Sat, 30. 
I ls Heseltine*~ note that the -seven starsm &ers to the %un, earîh [Il, and planets 

Mercury. Venus. Mars. Satuni, [and] Jupiter" is absurd. See Petronius Arbiter. 
Sut, p. 53, n. 1. 

116  See Fkmnfus Arbiter, Sat, p. 53. 
I l 7  Rehm. 'Parapegma', RE, col. 1363. 
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used to mark lucky days and a black one to mark unlucky days. l l8 

But 1 am unconvinceci: if particuiar hebdomadal days were seen in 

themselves as lucky or unlucky, 1 see no reason why coloured or 

marked pegs must have been used. That is, the days (good and bad in 

thernselves] were simply rnarked with a peg. The peg need not have 

specifîed the qualities. 

E.iia Dialorus SicuIusl l e  paraphrases Hecatæus of Abdera's third- 

century B. C. report of an astrorneteorological parapegrna in the tomb 

of Ramses II. According to the story told to Heca-us, the cdendar, 

made of gold, was plundered by Cambyses in the sixth century B.C. It 

is reported to have had entries for 365 days, listing the stem risings 

and settings and the changes in the weather for each day "accordhg 

to the Egyptian astrologers." 

If Hecatæus' source is correct, then this would be by far the 

oldest astrorneteorological text. But of course the more-than-third- 

hand story, told to one Greek by another, who heard it kom some 

unnameci person [perhaps a local "guide," as untrustworthy then as 

now] carries no conviction on its own. 

E h )  Pïoclus mentions the making of parapegmata in his 

commentary on Piato's Republic. 120 In a discussion of how 

- - -- 

1 18 Doiger. 1950, p. 205. He bsMs thk on Mactobius* comment that the Kalends. 
Nones and ides were %lackm [abas] days. S e  Macrobius, Sai. 1.16.21. 

l le  Diodorus Siculus. 1.49.5. 
120 Proclus. In R., iim. 
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astronomers mode1 irregular steiiar phenornena using a combination 

of several regular mathematicai operations, he says; 

So also those who make parapegmata imitate, with the 
usual arithmetic, nature, which created those thirigs 
before arithmetic and contemplation. 



MOUX, What Are the Ertnnt Parcrpegmntcr? 

FJ Related Texts and lnsbwnents 

F.U The Babylonian omen series hiuma Anu EnliI indudes some 

weather predictions fkom fixeci stars. These are not ordered or dated, 

and the exact relation is left unclear: "Entenabarbum [is) for early 

wind," where the relation Uis) form] is simply expresseci with the 

preposition ana For a more detailed discussion of this text, see 

chapter 7. 

Fa iÿ The Babylonian as tronomical compendium MLIZ.APRV associates 

the annual motion of the sun with seasonai weather changes, as weii 

as giving schematic lunar calendar dates for s t e k  phases, and a list 

of stellar phase date differences. For more on this, see chapter 7. 

Faii i ]  The $af# d-@ema N a d 2 1  is the only extant Egyptian 

example of an astrometeorological text. I t  dates from the early fourth 

centuxy B.C. For a detalleci description of it, see the chapter Egyptian 

Astrometeorology, below. Its relation to the Greek and Latin material 

is unknown. 

Faiv] The letter from Diocles of Carystus [fourth or third century 

B.C.) to King Antigonus of Macedonia ends with a list of the 

beginnings and ends of the seasons122 relative to the solstices, 



equinoxes, and the phases of certain stars.123 Diocles correlates 

these with  the prominent iiinesses for each season. He also tells us 

how long each season is, in days. He does not correlate the seasons 

with any calendrical dates. 

F.u) The Hippocratic treatise Ped Hebdom~don~*~ contains a short 

chapter which Usts the divisions of the seasons according to the 

solstices, equinoxes, and the phases of certain prominent fixed stars. 

For each season it lists the maladies which are common at that tirne 

of year. 

F a i ]  The Hippocratic work O n  Regimen125 also divides the seasons 

in the same way, and tells the reader what food and activity are 

proper to each season. It mentions a few pieces of irformation 

simiiar to that in the parapegmata, such as winds and the return of 

the swaliows, but these are attached to seasons genedy,  rather than 

to specific dates or phases. 

F.vii) The Eudoms Papyrus [P. Par. 11 was published by Friedrich 

Blass in 1887.126 I t  is a Greek text dating fkom probably the second 

century B.C. 127 and at least partly derived korn P. Hibeh, though 

much garbled. Apart from the acrostic, which rads EG5eou rixvq. 

- - - -  

123 See Rehm. 1941. p. 37 f. for a discussion of the Greek seasonal divisions. 
124 Hippocrates. vol. Vm. p. 6 16-673. 
1*5 Hippwstes, vol. VI, p. 594 f. 
126 Reprinted by 2e.i- Firr Papyrologie und Epigraphlk in 1997. See Blaçs. 

1997. 
12' Blass, 1997. p. 79, Grenf '  and Hunt. 1906. p. 143. 



the text has iittle obvious connection to what we know of Eudoxus' 

astronomy.128 The only content pertaining in any way to a 

parapegmû is a List of the number of days intervening between certain 

steîiar phases, similar to the one found in Varro.12Q For example: 

"From the (setting of] the Pleiades to the setting of Orion, 22 days; 

from [the setting ofl Orion to the setting of Sirius, 2 days; from [the 

setting on Sirius to the solstice. 24 days ..."13o This is foliowed by a 

bt of season-lengths according to Eudoxus, Dernocritus, Euctemon, 

and Callippus. No dendar dates are given other than the report that 

"according to Eudoxus and Dernocritus, the winter solstice [happens) 

on either the 19th or 20th of Athyr."131 There is nothing in the way 

of weather. 

Since no known parapegmata contain an explicit k t  of day- 

differences, and since this text contafns oniy one entry resembling 

any parapegma, it seems unfounded to suppose that this text 

represents a kind of parapegma, as Rehm, Neugebauer and others 

have done. l 32 

'28 See Neugebauer. NAMA, p. 687 f. 
129 Varro, RR, 1.28; There is some slmllarlty, too with Colurneiia, RR X14.  where he 

says that there are fortyeight ckys of spring, w W  he déflnes as the tfme 
between the equinox "whfch occurs on about [&Ca) the VX K. April, Ln the 
eighth degree of Arfesn and the risLng of the Plelades. He also mentions that 
there are roughly lfere] thirty days fkom the [summer] solstice to the rising of 
Sirius, and roughiy fifty from Sirius to the rising of Arcturus. But the ambfguity 
and incompleteness of his nurnbers precludes this from king an &cmpov 
Giamvara as Rehm daims [Rehm, 'Parapegma', RE, col. 1309). 

lm Blass, 1997, col. XW. 
131 B b ,  1997, col. IMII. 
132 R h .  'Parapegma', RE, Neugebauer. HAMA, p. 686 f. 



~ . u i i U  ~ a r r o , ~ ~ ~  in his first-century B.C. work On Agriculture, gives a 

short description of the seasons in terms of the number of days 

intemening between certain stehr phases and the solstices and 

equinoxes. in its entirety, it reads es foUows: 

In more amrate divisions of the seasons there are 
some things to be noted, and [the seasons] are reckoned 
in eight parts: the Grst fkom the west wind to the vernal 
equinox, 45 days; fkom them to the rising of the 
Pleiades, 44 days; fkom this to the solstice, 48 days; 
then to the rising of Sirius, 27 days; next to the 
autumnai equinox, 67 days; fkom that to the setting of 
the Pleiades, 32 days; fkom this to the winter solstice, 
57 days; then to the west wind, 45 dap. 

While 1 think this sort of text, Use the Eudoxus papyms, is clearly 

relateci to the parapegrnata, 1 do not think it is sufficientiy similar to 

wafiant inclusion as actudy being one. 

Fe&] The citation fkorn Hyginus' De clpibus in Columella134 is a 

description of the seasons dative to the solstices, equinoxes, and the 

phases of the fixed stars, with some discussion of the behaviour of 

bees at each season. 



F x ]  The A m  Pack Sundial135 in Rome used an Egyptian obelisk as 

a huge gnomon to indicate the sun's position in the zodiac. The 

inscriptions are in Greek. Pliny reports that it was designed by a 

certain Nov[i]us Facundus and erected under the patronage of 

Augustus.136 in the preserved part, the begiMing of summer and the 

end of the Etesian winds were indicated by the length of the noon 

shadow. 

F A ]  Other ancient SundiaIs indicated zodiacal months,l37 

calendrical mon ths , 38 solstices and equinoxes ,139 and the phases of 

fured stars.140 Ocmçionally the winds are inscribeci around sundials 

as directional indicators,l41 but none other than that in the Ara 

Pa& seem to have been used to actuaiiy predict a wind. 

F z i g  in Galen's Commentary on Epidemlcs 1,142 there is a 

discussion of the divisions of the seasons, marked by the solstices, 

equinoxes and steUar phases, in the context of Galen's discussion of 

seasonal weather patterns. Insofar as the he is tallcing about longer 

term weather patterns, rather than the weather on parücular days, 

135 Pubiished by Buchner. 1982. 
136 PUny, NH. XXXVI.72 f. 
13' Gibbs, 1976.21 1068G. 4007,4010,7002G. 
138 e.g., Gibbs. 1976, # 1068G. 5021. 
laQ Gibbs, 1976, # 1072G, 1074,1075,3047,3050G, 3058G,3060G, 4001G, 4007, 

4ûûûG, 4009.40 10,5021. 
140 Gibbs, 1976, # IG01 (EWIA Enl[TEhAEI), 1073 (WOY È K ~ Q * ~ ) ,  7W1G ( ~ r A ~ t a 6 o v  

6i joi~ ~ ~ i v & v o s  &p@,: r r À ~ t a s  k ~ q a a s  [Bijpou~ àpXfi: mjov inqavfis). 
141 Gibbs, 1976, #4002G,4008G,4009,4OlO.5001. 
142 W~XI, VOL XM.  1, p. 1-83. 



Galen's work is much more general than the astrometeorological 

parapegmata* 

F.xiii) The Astronornical E p h e r n e r i d e ~ ~ ~ ~  seem to have performed 

some of the functions of the astrological and astronomical 

parapegmata. Specincally , the Ephemeris of 1 40, l" complete for 

m a t  of August, cornelates dates in the Roman calendar with 

Alexandrian calendar dates, days of the week (Saturdays are marked, 

the rest presumably interpolatedj , and the dates of planetary cntries 

into zodiacal signs. 

The Ephemeris of 467145 cornlates days of the week (every 

seventh day, probably Saturday, is marked with a number), Roman 

dates, Aiexandrian dates, lunar days, the moon's zodiacal sis ,  

longitude, the time of the moon's entry into each sign, the sun's 

longitude, the daiiy positions of the other planets, as weU as a 

column which infoxms us whether the particular day is good, bad, or 

indifferent. W o  later epehrnerides, P. Vind. G. 29370b and 29370 

(fkom 47 1 and 489, respectively) also include days of the ~ e e k . 1 ~ ~  

A description of the making of ephemerides in some MSS of 

Theon's commentaq on Ptolemy's Handy Tables shows that the 

ephemendes could sometimes have also included fieci-star 

astrorneteorologicai predictions like the parapegmata, as weli as lunar 

143 For a general description of ephemerldes. see Jones. 1999a. p. 40-42. 
l44 Jones, 1994. 
i45 Curtfs and Robblns, 1935. 
146 See Jones, 1999a. p. 41. 
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and hebdomadal information. The whole of the description reads as 

follows: 

On the MaMng of an Ephemeris: 
At the top and bottom, we l a v e  a larger space so 

that the top can have the headings of the columns, and 
the bottom the time of new and full moons for each 
month; in between these, fifteen rows, making the 
bottom one larger, such that the (restl wii i  have two 
hes each, and the [bottom one) three, since the Roman 
month often has 3 1 days. For February, it is necessary 
to mark only 14. 

W e  make the columns thus: before aii of them, a 
wider one for showing the weather changes of the fied 
stars [rhs Imaqpadas TWV hhavc%],  and the third or 
fourth from there narrower ones, to hold the months: 
the first for counthg down the Roman month, the 
second for the Alexandrian month, the third, if one 
wishes, for the calendar of his own land, and the 
fourth, for that according to the moon. After these 
columns, we draw three wider and the fourth narrower, 
and the heading "First Lunar Motion" is written over 
them all. in particular, the fust (column] is the 
zodiacal signs, the second the degrees and minutes, the 
third the times of sign entry, and the fourth the winds. 
From here there are six147 columns (the sun and five 
planets]. After this we make a n m o w  colurnn for 
holding the Roman month, or whatever one wishes, in 
order, and &ter di of these, a wider [column) to hold 
the generd predictions [ T ~ S  KCIe~hi~hs ~ a r a p ~ & ~ ]  which 
must be made, thus writing the configurations of the 
moon, and the stars, and kom these, then, the general 
predictions. 148 

We see here that an ephemeris could contain both stellat 

astrorneteorology and the days of the moon (6 v j v  ~ a ~ a  a ~ ~ f i v q v ) .  

Unfortunately, 1 know of no extant ephemeris which does so. If they 

were made, and 1 think this description good enough reason to 

suppose they were, îhen some ephernerides, at least, cornbineci the 

14? The M S S  aIi say "seven.' but 1 have oniy ever seen six in an ephemeris. and only 
six are describeci here. 

148 Publlshed in Curtls and Robbins, 1935. p. 83. 



functions of both the astrome teorological and as trologicai 

parapegmab in one document. They thus can be seen as b ~ g i n g  

together taro distinct parapegmatic traditions, as well as 

incorporating catarchic astrological information and predictions. 

FJciuj The Alésia D i ~ k l ~ ~  is a flat bronze disk, 11 cm in diameter 

found by Espérandieu in 1933. It is not a parapegma, but seems to be 

a relateci type of instrument for keeping track of the hebdomadal days. 

There is a single hole punched through the centre. It shows the 

images of the hebdomadal deities around the face of the disk, with 

the tops of their heads pointing outwards. A curious feature is 

describeci by Espérandieu as foliows: "Les bustes sont limités par un 

cercle et bourdée extérieurement de triangles, alternativement vides et 

couverts de traits, d'oti se détachent quatre ou cinq petites Lignes 

dont il est malaise de comprendre la destination."lw As can be seen 

from his too-crude drawing, there are four or five lines between each 

deity [a total of 361, but his description seems to indicate four or five 

more for each one of these. The 36 lines may be meant to represent 

sections of the zodiacal circie, but even so, they are probably only 

decorative. The disk was probably used, as Esp&andieu thought, by 

simply rotating it 1 /7 of a tuni counterclockwise each day, so that 

the deity shown at the top was the one presiding over that particular 

day. Espérandieu also mentions a similar disk in the British 



Museum, but he fails to give any details about it. Neither Rehm nor 

myself have been able to locate this disk. si 

F a )  The Duon Diskis2 is a bronze disk with the names of the 

hebdomadal deities inscribeci in a circle around it. It was probably 

used in a similar way to the M&ia disk. 

F J N ~  A Bgzantine Season List, of unknown date, is found in a 

sixteenth-century codex [C. BeroL 170) and pubhhed in the 

CCAG.153 It liSts the tirne dineremes (in days) between various 

stellar phases, the solstices, equinoxes, and the corning of the west 

wind (Z~q~i jpo~) .  It also gives absolute values for the lengths of the 

seasons: summer, 94 days; autumn, 90 days; winter, 91 days; and 

s p ~ g ,  90 days, for a total of 365. 

Is1 See Espérandieu, 1933; Rehm. 'Parapegma*, RE, col. 1366. 
15* CE, vol. WI. no. 2ûô9. 
153 Cumont, CCAG, W. 162-3. 



G.4 The Egyptian Calendar of L u c e  and Unlucky Days has been 

claimeci by Leitz to be astrometeorologi~al,~~ but I disagree. For rny 

argument, see the chapter on Egyptinn Asbometeorobgy, below. 

GA] The "Euctemon P a m p e g m ~ " ~ ~ ~  is a modem reconstruction by 

Rehm of the presurned fourth century B.C. calendar from which later 

parapegmatists are supposed to have excerpted their Euctemon 

citations. Such reconstructions can be useful, insofar as they allow 

us to isolate and compare particular groups of observations and 

predictions, as v a n  der Waerden has done.156 But we m o t  be sure 

that the text from which the citations were taken looked anything 

like the reconstruction, nor [and this is a very important point) that 

it was written in the same calendar, as Rehm and van der Waerden 

believe.lS7 Moreover, if we are to include the "Eucternon Parapegma" 

as genuine, then we should, to be methodologicaliy consistent, do the 

same with Dernocritus, Meton, Callaneus the Indian, etc. 

Rehm's attribution to Eucternon of a list of the date-differences 

between various s t e m  phases [speciildy, the very one found in C. 

Vind Gr. philos. 108, fol. 282~-283r.)i58 supposes (a) that the C. Vind. 

Ïs Leitz, 1994. 
lS5 Rehm. 1913. 
156 Van der Waerden, 1984a. 
lS7 For my detaiied arguments on this. see beïow. ckpter 4. 
Is8 See Cumont, CCAG, VI, p. 13. 
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list can be attributed to Eudoxus; and (b) that it was written as a list 

of date diff'erences, rather than having been derived by some iater 

author fiom some source such as a parapegrna.15Q But the 

correspondence between C. V i n d  and the attributions to Euctemon in 

Geminus and Ptolemy, even were they perféct-and they are not- 

wouid not prove that Euctemon wrote out a list of date-ciifferences. 

Such a List could quite simply have been excerpted from something he 

did write. But 1 do not think that the correspondence is close enough 

to warrant a claim of exclusive derivation from Euctemon. There are 

a great number of entries in C. Vind. which have no counterpart in 

any source we have for Euctemon. Even a quick glance at Rehm's 

table where he sets Geminus and Ptolemy alongside C. W. lso wiU 

reveal just how unconvincing the correspondence is between the latter 

and our known sources for Euctemon. Indeed, of the 40-odd date- 

dserences given in C. VM., only seven (!) can be lined up exactly 

with the other sources. 

Lastly, van der Waerden's claim that Euctemon's parapegrna 

was modeled on MUL.AP[N~~~ rests in large part on this attribution of 

C. Vhd. to Eudoxus, and is thus precarious. 

G.iii] Van der Waerden argues that there was a Parapegma of 

Dionysius16* which was the source for Ptolemy's attributions to 'the 

Rehm, 1013; foiiowed by van der Waerden. 19û4a. 
Rehm, 1913. p. 14-26; p. 30. 

161 Van der Waerden, 1984~~. 
162 See van der Waerden. 1985, p. 99-101. 



Egyptians'lm His daim rests on the very dubious 'argument' that (a] 

the attributions in Ptolemy must have been taken from a source 

which used a 365 1 /4 &y year; [b] the calendar of Dionysius, which 

did ~0 ,164  was "easier to hande" than that of Callippus; but (cl the 

Egyptian calendar was "more convenient" than that of Dionysius for 

the dating of observations; so (dl the calendar of Dionysius was really 

for dating solstices. equinoxes, and st& phases and therefore 

Dionysius was a pafapegrnatist. 1 should point out that point [a) is 

just wrong, (b) and [c) unfounded [we know next to nothing about the 

caiendar of Dionysius), and [dl is a non-sequitur. Van der Waerden 

hem, as elsewhere, confiates 'parapegma' with 'calendar.'ls 

G.iv] The Pompeii Calendar MedaIli~ns~~~ are images of the 

hebdomadal deities. the months, and the seasons from a room in 

Pompeii. C. R. Long has argued that there were probably onginally 

also images for the signs of the zodiac, and hence that the room is 

comparable to the Thermae Traiani parapegma. But there are no peg 

holes, lunar days, or calendrical dates discemible, so this seems to 

m e  to be more of a decoration than a functioning caiendar. 

G.v] The Ostia Hebdomadal D e i t i e ~ l ~ ~  are busts drawn on stone, 

five of which are extant: the Sun, Moon, and Mars, and on another 

-- 

la On which. see chapter 8, bebw. 
la4 For thLs m e n t .  see B&kh. 1863. p. 286 f.; van der Waerden. 19- For a 

description of this dendar and the parapegma tradition. see chapter 4. beiow. 
165 See chapter 4. bdow. for a disentanglement of the taro. 

Long. 1992. 
167 Beoatti. 1954. p. 116-7; pl. XXXVIIIS. 



fr-agment, Jupiter and Venus. Meyboom has listed this as a 

parapegma, since holes appear near the heads of the deities.188 But, 

as Becatti pointed out, the holes are rather oddly placed: one below 

the right ear of the Sun, the next tu the right of the Moon's head, one 

between Jupiter and Venus and a fourth to the right of Venus. 

Becatti thought they were drilled at some later date, possibly to hold 

hooks for hanging something on. There are &O holes in the bottom 

of the stone, presumably for mounting the stone on iron poûts. I 

think the strange placement of the holes, "se- riguardo alle 

fgurazioni," as Becatti says, l 6Q makes this inscription doubtful as a 

G.vÿ The Hamann Menologiuml70 is a Latin calendar fragment 

inscribed clockwise on a bronze disc of approxirnately one Roman foot 

in diameter. The fragment is complete from the Ides of July through 

to just before the Ides of December. VIII K. OCT is labeled as 

AEQVINOmIVM'. Aithough the drawing in CIL does not reproduce 

them accurately, Noë claims that there are holes punched around the 

outside of the disk, one for every other day, which lads  me to believe 

that they are not meant to hold a peg or a pebble as a day marker. 

Noë's suggestion, quoted in CIL, that the menologium was meant to 

represent the length of the days throughout the year does not seem 

168 Meyboom. 1978. p. 785. 
Becetti. 1954. p. 1 17. 

170 CE, vol. WI.2.1, no. 5955. 
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unmasonable. Degrassi mentions this as a parapeg~na,~~~ but it 

seems to me to be a different sort of instnunent. 

G.uiU 1 have chosen to exclude fkom my iist of parapegmata the large 

number of images of the hebdomadal deities which can be found 

on late antique reliefs and inscriptions, on the grounds that these do 

not seem to have k e n  used as instnrments but rather as decoration. 

In many cases the publications of these inscriptions leaves much to 

be desired: details about them are often unclear, and drawings or 

photographs lacking.I72 This king the case, it would not surprise me 

if some of them should tum out to be parapegmata, but 1 shaii for the 

moment err on the side of caution and include as genuine only those 

of which 1 am certain. 

G.vfii] The Dusari Sactum Monuments173 are three apparently 

related rectangular objects , aU bearing the inscription DVSARl 

SACRVM, which were found separately at Puteoli. Dusares was the 

Laünization of an apparently astral deity (Dusharal of the 

N a b a m s ,  who seems to have had a cult near Puteoli. One of the 

monuments has seven rectangular holes in the top, and the other two 

have three holes each, into which flat tombstone-shaped tablets were 

fit.174 Four of these tablets were found with the largest of the three 

monuments in the port of Pcnzuoli in 1965. Meyboom has argued 

171 Degmssi. 1963. VOL XIII.2. p. 299. 
1 72 See. e-g., Witte. 1877. 
173 Mepboom. 1978. 
174 Çee Meyboorn, 1978. pl. CLW. 1. 



that the seven-holed monument is a hebdomadai parapegma, and 

that the three-holed ones constitute half of a zodiacal or monthly 

parapegma [onginally comprising four monuments with three holes 

each). He thinks the tablets would have functioned as pegs. If this is 

correct, however, we should probably have expected to find only one 

tablet and not four. If, as Meyboom ais0 suggests, the tablets 

onginally had images of the hebdornadd deities painted or carved on 

them, then the whole monument would be sirnply a representation of 

those gods without king a parapegma, unless oniy one tablet at a 

time was inserted, replaced by the next one on the following day. 

Again, if this is correct, it is surprishg that more than one turned up 

with the monument. 

G. Lr) The Esdud 1nsctiption~75 is a puzzling little fragment from 

Palestine, which inchdes four rectangular holes, 1 2 cm by 3 cm, each 

labeled with successive Greek letters. It reads: 

AYZlT W OKOMHCAI 

t 
A 8  r A 

The rectanguiar holes are reminiscent of the Dusari Sacrum 

monuments, but they are aligned verticaily rather than horizontally 

[nnn), and have letters inscribed above them. 1, like Germer- 

175 Germer-Durand, 1901, p. 74. 



Durand, a m  at a loss to exphin this puzzling inscription. Clermont- 

Ganneau speculates that it may have been a gaming board of some 

sort. 

G d  The Eschenz 0bject177 is a clay arüfact fkom Swiîzerland with 

seven holes bord into the top of it, conceivably to receive a peg. 

There is no inscription of any kind. Umer-Astholz's theory that it is 

a hebdornadal parapegma seems possible, 17* but is unconfîrmable at 

presen t . 

176 Clermont-Gmeau. 1906. p. 208 f. 
177 Umer-Astholz, 1942. 
17* Umer-Astholz, 1960. 



When is Thirty Days Not a Month? 

Mason for a whae had preswnti it but a nuziter 
of aonjking &tes, whla)Lare Names, 

with Days, whlch are teal Things. 
-Thomas Pynchon 

Introduction 

In this chapter, 1 examine some well-entrenched claims about the 

Greek parapegmata, to show what we can and cannot deduce kom the 

evidence at hand. 1 am fàced with the problem of having to deal with 

Rehm's prolific, dinicult , and problematic work on the parapegmata. 

Neugebauer dismisseci most of Rehm's work with one sentence: "1 

have never succeeded in separating Eacts from mere hypotheses in this 

vast fiterature."' 1 agree that this is the main problem. largely 

because 1 think Rehm himself never disentangleci the two. 

Nonetheless, some of Rehm's claims have had a mysterious longevity, 

partly due to the endorsement of van der Waerden. These claims wiii 

accordingly need to be addressecl in somewhat more detaii than 

Neugebauer was willing to give them. 1 will begin with some general 

comments on the nature of parapegmata and how they are distinct 

from calendars, and then proceai to address more specific issues in 

individual parapegmata. 

Neugebauer, WMA, p. 595. n. 17. 
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1: Diçentangüng Calendcm and Pampegmata, GenemUy 

Parapegmata are not calendars.2 They track temporal cycles, they tell 

us when parti& events will occur, and they situate them in a rich 

context of other events. in astrometeorological parapegmata we see 

what s t e m  phase and what weather phenornena should be 

happening now, what ones will happen and when, and what ones 

have happeneci in the near [or not-so near] p s t .  Inscriptional 

parapegmata indicate this with a peg or pegs, while literary oces 

generally do this by linking the information up to a calendar of some 

sort. Astrological parapegmata give us combinations of hebdomadal 

days, lunar days, and occasionally calendrical and nundinal days. 

And this is one of the things that the Roman inscriptional 

parapegmata excelleci at: keeping track of unrelateci cycles. Thus at a 

glane, a parapegma could reveal where the current &y stood in the 

eight-day nundinal cycle, the seven-day hebdomadal cycle, the 29 or 

30day lunar cycle, and the 365-day dendar cycie. 

The Greek inscriptional parapegmata, and the Greek and 

Roman literary ones, are by cornparison rather pedestrian devices. 

They simply indicate the current day in, as near as we can teil, a 365- 

day combined astronomical and meteorological cycle, sometimes 

including calendrical information. We should note that a variety of 

different calendars are represented in the literary parapegmata: thus 

Although they are frequently d e d  -star dendarsw Evans. 1999. p. 2561. 
"astronodd C81mdarsw [van der Waerden, 1960, 1 QWa, 1984b. etc.], 
"Steckkaiendef [Brückner, 1931, p. 24; Goessler, 1928, p. 1). Wetterkalw,  
"Steinkaindar" [Rehm, 1941, p. 5). or just "K&ndaf [Rehm, 'Parapegma', RE, 
COL 1295). 
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Ptolemy uses the Egyptian calendar, and Columeiia, Pliny and 

Polemius Silvius use the Julian dendar, to name a few examples. 

But the fact that parapegmata sometimes incorporate calendars 

does not mean that they are calendars.3 They may contain 

dencirical information, but they are not conventions for the dating 

of events. They are rather tools for keeping track of phenornena 

[astronomicai, meteorologid) and cycles [astrometeorological, 

hebdomadal, nundinal, lunar], and specifically, our current position 

in those cycles. One type of parapegma uses a peg or pegs to indicate 

the current situation, and another uses a calendar of some sort to do 

the same thing. Knowing the current date, one can find where in the 

astrometeorological cycle one currently is. Thus the caiendars found 

in many literary parapegmata serve to replace the peg as the 

indicators of the current day. 

There is a common contention that inscriptionai Greek 

parapegmata had calendars somehow incorporateci into them for 

daüng the astrometeorological phenomena.4 Typidy  , the daim is 

that calendrical dates were inscribecl on the pegs. But this is, as 1 

have shown in chapter 2, an unnecessary assumption, since a single 

peg could mark the current day and no calendar was needed. 

That is, with the exception of the Guldizzolo Fastf, whfch is exactly a dendar 
and nothing more. I t  seems to be an anornalous morphobgkai extension of the 
para- as a tool for fndfcating the current &y, such that it is used to 
indiate the m e n t  day in the calendriad year. The extant fragment does not 
contain any extra-caiexlclrid idormation. 

See Rehm, 'Parapegma', RE; Neugebauer, HAiU, p. 587. For a less specific 
account of the incorporation of calendam, s e  Bowen and GoIdsteln, 1988, p. 52 
f. 
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But many paxzipegmata are concerned with astronomical 

phenornena-the steilar phases-which are closely tied to the annual 

motion of the sun. It is exactly this annual motion of the sun which 

Greek civil calendars were unable to keep good track of. And 1 think 

that it is no accident that we fhd pegged astronomical and 

astrometeorologicai parapegmata almost exclusively in Greece5 The 

iate republican and early imperid Romans, whose calendar kept 

rnuch better track of the solar year [but was useless for lunar cycles), 

largely used their pegged parapegmata to keep track of lunar and 

other phenomena. Thus these parapegmata can be seen as extra- 

calendrical devices used for keeping track of noncalenàrical cycles. 

The appearance of calendrical information in literary 

parapegmata does not contradict this point. The calendar simply 

takes the place of the peg for referencing the current and future 

situation relative to the current date. 

I.k On the AUeged Zodiacal Months of the Early Parapegmatists 

Rehm argues that Euctemon and Callippus divided the year up into 

zodiacal months,6 and this daim has been accepted by most 

-- - 

5 The exception being the Puteoii Parapegma, inscribed in Latin. but which 
nonetheless hairs fkom a city with a significant Greek population. 
Van der Waerdai goes m e r  than thls to dalm that Euctemon w m  'sdentiflc" 
sine he did "not give hb W v e  parts of the year the name 'months'." (van der 
Waerden, 19&, p. 1131 But this 1s a rfdfciilous ciairn, &ce, even if Euctemon 
dCd &vide the year as Rehm thiriks (and I do not think he clid), we have 
absolutely no way of knowfng what he may or may not have calleci them. Nor do 
1 see why the name 'month' should be unsdentific. 



subsequent writers on the subject.7 He Finimrs that Euctemon's 

months, beginning with Cancer, have the following numbers of days: 

30,30,30,30,30,30,30,31,31,31,31,31.8 VanderWaerden 

thought that this made Euctemon's scheme look simiiar to a 

Babylonian System A-type fun~tion,~ where the sun moves at one 

speed over one part of the zodfac, and at another speed over a 

different part. Van der Waerden uses this reconstruction to derive a 

Ptolemaic-type eccentnc solar mode1 which he ascribes to Euctemon. 

But, I wiii argue, there are good reasons for dismisshg Rehm's (and 

with it van der Waerden's) account. 

Rehrn's argument begins by noting that different season lengths 

are attributed to Euctemon in the Geminus Parapegma and in the 

Eudoxus Papyrus. In Geminus, beginning with summer, Rehm 

counts the lengths as: <92>, 89,89, and 95 days. In the Eudoxus 

Papyrus we are told Euctemon's seasons are 90,90,92, and <93> 

days. Now, Rehm's restored season lengths correspond only with the 

latter set, so he needs to dismiss the former as incorrect. He does 

this by arguing [following B6ckhJl0 that the Geminus Parapegrna was 

using a Callippan zodiacal division, and goes on to hypothesize that 

its author simply copied Euctemon's alleged zodiacal-calendar dates 

7 See. e.g.. van der Waerden. 1984a; Bowen and Goldstein. 1988. p. 53 f. But 
Toomer, 1974 s e d b l y  dhgees. 

Rehm. 1913. p. 8 f.; Rehm. 1941. p. 14 f. 
B Van der Waerden, 1964. p. 104; foiiowed by Bowen and Goldstefn. 1988, p. 59 f. 

'System A' is one of the two ways of modehg solar velocity in Baby1onia.n 
astronomy. It assumes that the Sun rnoves at one speed [30' per mean spnodic 
month) over one part of the mdhc [from 13' of Scorpio to 27' of Plsces) and at a 
difkent speeci (28' 7' 3 0  per mean synodic month) over the remahder of the 
zodlac. See Neugebauer. HAMA. p. 37 1, f.; Neusbauer, ACT. 

Io  B&kh, 1863. p. 22 f. 
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into his own zodiacal calendar, but without preserving Euctemon's 

season or sign lengths. Thus Euctemon's Cancer 1 or Virgo 5 became 

Geminus' Cancer 1 or Virgo 5. He ignores the problem posed by the 

attribution to Euctemon which turns up in the Geminus Parapegma 

at  Taurus 32, an impossible date on Rehm's reconstruction, since 

Euctemon's Tams is supposed to have had only 3 1 days. Pritchett 

and van der Waerdenil iikewise pass over this problern without 

comment, and their translation of the Euctemon Parapegma even 

gws so far as to delete the attribution to Euctemon [the acronychal 

rising of Sagitta) at Geminus' Taurus 30 to make room to move 

Gemhus' Taurus 3 1 to tkieir Taurus 30, and Geminus' Taunis 32 to 

their Taurus 3 1, as follows: 

Geminus: Pntchett and van der Waerden: 

[Taurus) 25: Capelia sets in the [Taunis 251: Vesperünal setting 
evening. l of Capeiia. 

30: Sagitta rises in the evening. 30: Vesperünal rising of Aquila 
3 1 : Aquila rises in the evening. 3 1 : Setting of Arctunis. Sign of 

weather. 
32: Arctunis sets, there is a - 
change in the weather. 

In addition to this inexplicable Taurus 32, Rehm has faiied to 

prove that Euctemon must have divided his seasons up into zodiacal 

months in the ûrst place. Even if we were to grant him that the 

season lengths as found in the Eudoxus Papyrus are the correct ones, 

there is no reason to assume that Euctemon used the sun's passage 

1 1 Pritchett and van der Waerden, 196 1. 
'2 I omlt 'accordhg to Euctemon" in aii the Geminus entries. to keep the rows 

pardiel. 
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through the zodiacal signs to divide those seasonç into twelve solar 

months. Moreover, the particular month lengths aven by Rehm are 

essenMy pulied out of a hat. 

Likewise, Rehm's daim that Callippus rnust have used zodiad 

months, though generally accepteci, l3 is doundeci. He attributes 

the foIlowing sign lengths to Caliippus, beginnhg with Cancer: 3 1, 

31,30,30,30,29,30,30,30,31, 31 ,and32days .  This is based on 

the report in the Eudoxus Papyrus that Callippus had season lengths 

of <94,> 92, 89, and 90 days, combined with Rehm's assurnption that 

the signs should [a) have an integer number of days, and [b) show a 

smooth and symmetrical ascent and descent between a maximum and 

minimum sign length. 

This is also closely tied to his reconstruction of the ancient 

Roman Bauenikalendar.14 This 'rustic calendar' was originally a 

hypothesis offered by T. Mommsen to account for the appearance of 

Greek astronomical conventions in Colurneh, such as the fixing of 

the vernal equinox at Aries 8 O . 1 5  Mommsen's argument assumes an 

archaic Roman lunar calendar, and tries to account for the stehr 

phases in the Roman agricultural works and the zodiacal signs in the 

menobgia nistica by assuming an archaic ' h e r ' s  calendar' which 

used the s t e k  phases as signpoçts in the solar year. 1 agree that 

stem phases were probably so used in the agricultural tradition, but 

l3 See van der Waesden, 19û4a; Bowen and GoIdstein, 1988. 
l4 See Rehm, 1941, p. 43 f.; Rehm, 'Patapelpna', RE, 001.1347 f.; Rehm, 1927. 

Colurnelia atîxibutes this to Eudoxus, Meton, and the andents [Columella, RI?, 
IX.14.12); See Mommsen, 1859, p. 54 f.; see also Neugebauer, WAMA, p. 596; 
Bowen and Goldstein, 1988, p. 61. 
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1 would not caU this a 'calendar'; nor do 1 accept the existence of an 

archaic Roman lunar calendar.16 Lastly, there is no reason to 

assume the particular data that the BauernkQlendQT is accounting for 

need to have ken presewed by Roman Earmers rather than being 

lifted out of the same (Greek] texts by Colurnelia and Clodius hismis, 

and others.17 

Rehm, building supposition upon supposition, actuaiiy 

reconstmcts (1 should Say constnrctd some of the features of this 

supposed lost calendar, and then goes on to attribute parts of it 

speci f idy to Callippus. Van der Waerden, as usual, foiiowed Rehm, 

but Neugebauer had the good sense to be sceptical. l8  The most we 

can Say with certainty is that: (11 Some [but not allJ entries in 

ColurneLia, Clodius Tuscus, and in Ptolemy's attributions to Cresar 

and the Egyptians are similar, l Q  (2) according to the Eudoxus 

Papyrus, Callippus had season lengths of <94,> 92,89, and 90 days,20 

and [3] there seems to have been a large and diverse set of ruies of 

thumb used by Roman las by modem] f m e r s 2 l  But point (31 

probably has very Little to do with point (2). As for point (11, although 

it shows that these authors had access to the same sources, it does 

not demonstrate that this source was Roman. 

l6 For my arguments on thk. see chapter 6. below. 
As Wenskus. 1998. p. 254, has argueci. 

la Neugebauer, HAW& p. 595-98. 
le the chart InRehrn, 15341. p. 106-8. 
20 Letronne reconstructs the h t  number as 05 rather than 94, but is (I îhfnk 

sensibly) refuted by Bikkh, 1863, p. 24. 
21 See above, chapter 5. 
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Lit' On the AUeged Greek Four-Year Solar Cycle 

Pliny tells us that Eudoxus thought there was a four-year weather 

cycie, and that the cycle began in an intercalary year mercalart0 CUULO] 

at the rising of Sirius." This statement l a d s  B k k h  to conclude 

that Eudoxus must have compased a four-year parapegma with a leap 

&y added every fouNi year after the seventh &y of Cancer, and that 

this leap day was caiied the 'second seventh'.23 But this assumes 

that an 'intercdaq year' was, for Eudoxus, one in which an extra day 

was added to make a 366-&y year, as in the Julian Calendar.24 This 

assumption is contradicteci by the evidence from the Eudoxus 

Papyrus, which shows that, for Eudoxus, years were counted as 

'Egyptian years ,' each of 365 days.25 1 would further counter that 

Eudoxus is otherwise not known for having cornposeci a solar 

calendar, but we do know that Eudoxus composed an Octueteris, an 

eight-year luni-solar cycle which used intercalated lunar months (not 

d a y ~ ! ) * ~  and so this wodd be the more natural interpretation of 

'intercalary' in this passage. This reading h d s  further confirmation 

in Pliny NH XVIII*' where he again mentions a four-year weather 

22 PUXIY. NH. n. 130. 
23 Bockh, 1863, p. 1 24 f. BBckh's reconstruction of Eudoxus' four-year solar- 

calendar intercalation cycle is very spedative, and 1 have serious doubts about 
it. His assertion that it probably came from a Pharaonic Egyptian tradition 1s 
simply wrong [Bockh, 1863, p. 254, f.]. 

24 Indeai, Rehm sees this as the âirecî pred8cessor of the JulIan Caiendar. See 
Rehm, 1927; KroU, 1930 traces it back to a Babylonian dodec8eteris. as does 
Bol, Dodecaeteris, 1 know of M eviâence for such a cycle. 

25 Çee Neugebauer, HWW, p. 620. 
26 Geminus, p. 1 1 O f.: BLass. 1997. 
27 Puny, xvm* 217 
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cycle (this tirne unattributed] as somehow part of an eight year lunat 

cycle. He is, however, very short on details. in any case, I do not 

think either passage sufncient evidence to ascribe a four-year 

parapegma [complete with leap-day] to Eudoxus: one can state that 

the weather is cyclical without having catalogued the entire cycle in a 

parapegma, nor does a four-year weather cycle necessarily entail a 

four-year Julian- type calendrical cycle. 

1.W On the Alleged Zodinral Calendar in Gerninus and Müehrs I 

1 noted above my scepticism that Euctemon and Callippus used a 

zodiacal calendar, and my disbelief that this zodiacal calendar was 

tied to a four-year solar-calendar cycle, but now 1 WU go one step 

further to make the following claim: the zodiacal days in Geminus 

and the zodiacal signs in Miietus 1 do not represent zodiacal 

calendars either. 

There is a vague sense in which a 'calendar' is any way of 

dividing üme or temporal events, but really we should resewe the use 

of this word for those which are used for the dating of events over 

multiple years. Such were the various Greek civil calendars, the 

Egyptian caiendar, the Julian and pre Julian Roman calendars, the 

Dionysian calendar, and the Babylonian lunar calendar. Now the 

question is, was the s o - d e d  'zodiacal calendar' so us&? 

Certainly we can Say that there existed at least one zodiacal 

calendar in antiquity: the Dionysian calendar divided the year into 

months whose names were derived fkom the signs of the mdhc. 



Bockh shows that this dendar had an epoch at the summer solstice 

of 285 B.C. From hem, he goes on to reconstruct the calen& itself 

such that it had 12 months of 30 days each with five epagomenal 

days at the end, or six every fourth year, as in the Alexandrian 

calendar.28 But in order to do this, he needs to emend two of the 

Dionysian dates .2Q 0th- reconstructions are e q W y  possible, 

depending on how the obsetvations reported by Ptolemy are 

hand1ed.m But, to the best of my knowledge, it is not possible to 

reconcile the month lengths of the Geminus Parapegma with any of 

the proposed reconstructions. Most importantly, the Geminus sign 

names are not the same as the Dionysian month names [e.g., 

Geminus has 'Y Gpo~bos where Dionysius has 'YBp&v].31 Thus it 

lwks as if the Geminus zodiacai days are not written In the 

Dionysian calendar. Miletus 1, on the other hand, is too fragrnentary 

to be certain about the lengths of most signs,32 but again the sign 

narnes are dinerent fkom the Dionysian month mes: as in 

Geminus, we find 'Y6pox&r instead of ' YGpibv. Moreover Miletus 1 

has some actuai calendrical dates preswed in its ultroductory 

inscription, and these are in the Egyptian and Athenian cdendars, 

not the Dionysian. This would indicate that these two calendars were 

28 See Bockh. 1863. p. 286-340: e also van der Waerden, 19&, Samuel. 1972. p. 
50-5 1 ; Neugebauer, HAMA, p. 1066-7. 

2o One of wNch has been vindlcated by a MS not kmwn to him. 
30 On the problems with these observations, see SwerdIow, 1989. 
31 Compare Geminus, p. 224, L 17 with Ptoiemy, Abn K. 7,  p. 169. Goidstein and 

Bowen, 1991, p. 123, make the improbable d8îxn that 'YGpOv is deriveci from the 
constellation Hydra. and Aiyov h m  Capella (m. rather than h m  the zodiacal 
W. 

32 The m a t  we aui say is that there are 30 peg-holes in Aquariu~. 
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recognizable to the intended readers of the parapegma, and the iack of 

Dionysian dates makes it unlikely that the zodiacal divisions later in 

the parapegma are Dionysian dendar months. But other than the 

Dionysian, no attested Greek caiendar was zodiacal. Even the 

Dionysian is very rare, king pre~erved only in a handful of references 

from Ptolemy's Almagest. 

Now looking at  Miletus 1, we should first note that, unlike the 

Geminus Parapegma, it is not divicieci into zodiacal days, but into 

zodiacal signs.33 And this is no srnail difTerence. If we look at how 

Miletus I was to be used, we see that a peg wouid have sat beside the 

current day, and been moved each day to the next hole such that 

each day's astronomical situation could be easily read off. One of the 

pieces of astronomical information was the sun's entry into the 

successive zodiaml signs. The entry beside the peg hole reads: The 

Sun is in Aquarius,"34 The days followfng that entry are not 

numbered, and so were probably not meant to be counted as dates 

are. Miletus 1 thus does not use a zodiacal calendar. Rather, it 

includes, among the other astronomicai phenornena which it was 

used to keep track of, the sun's entry into the twelve signs. Indeed, 

Ptolemy, in the introduction to the Phaseis, tells us that the sun's 

entry into the diEeren t signs was astrometeorologically signifîcant [he 

actually says that it is one of the causes of changes in the weather).35 

To see this, one needs to ignore the day numbers added by Diels and Rehm in 
theh pubiication of It. 
Mels and Rehm, 1904, p. 104. 
Ptolemy. h., p. 1 1.1. 15, f. Curiously. though, Ptolemy does not kt the sun's 
entry lnto the various signs in the parapegma itself. The other supplemental 
causes which he mentions [the planets and the quarter and full moons) do not 
get reported in the parapegma, but this should not be surpIlslng, sinœ they 
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But what about Geminus? It is quite clear that the 

astrometeorological information is being indexed according to 

zodiacal days. But does this imply a zodiacal calendar? If so, it is 

only in a very weak sense. Certalnly the zodiacal signs and days sit 

exactly where we should expect a calendar to be in a literaxy 

parapegrna. But since there is no attested zodiacal calendar which 

seems to fi t  the Geminus parapegma, 1 am tempted to think that its 

layout merely implies that its users would need to have a modicum of 

astronomical knowledge, specifidy: knowing what sign the sun is in 

and how long it has been there. Looking at the regular formula by 

which the signs are introduced: "The sun traverses Cancer in 31 days. 

On the fvst day ..." seems also to indicate that the signs were seen as 

astronomical rather than calendrical divisions. 

This is a fine differentiation, but 1 think the distinction is an 

important one: if we caiI the zodiacal days in Geminus a zodiacal 

calendar, then we must presume that sorneone eke besides Geminus 

[probably some astronorners somewhere, given the nature of the 

thingl, actudy used this calendar to mark üme and to date events 

in. Since this is otherwise unattesteci, 1 choose rather to interpret 

the formuk at the beginnings of the signs literaiiy, and see the 

zodiacal days sirnply as 'counters' fkom one known astronomical event 

to the next. This known astronomicai event can thus be seen to 

cuübrate the parapegma, and so to render it independent of the 

vagaries of whatever local caiendar was in use. 

would vary so much 6-om year to year. A lunar ecllpse does get mentioned in 
Clodius Tuscus, however. 
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Thinking of the zodiacal days as 'counters' necessitates, as 1 have 

said, that there be some astronomical event [or eventsl , which was 

either observed or dated, and which was used to calibrate the 

parapegrna, that is: to synchronize it with the tropical or sidereal 

year. But what could this known astronomicai event be? Would the 

users of the Geminus Parapegma have needed some extemal way of 

knowing when the sun moved into each sign? This would require that 

the extemal source in question used the same season and sign 

lengths as Geminus, which is no srnall qualification considering the 

multitude of available options. Another, simpler, possibiiity is that 

the users of the Geminus Parapegma needed ody an extemal way of 

knowing when the summer solstice, the f i t  day of the parapegma, 

occurred. From there, a simple count or a correspondence with 

whatever the reader's local calendar was, would situate the reader in 

the parapegrna for the rest of the year. This synchronization with the 

solstice would calibrate the parapegma for the year. 

This means that for users of any caiendar at aU there would 

have been a calibration mechanism where each year the parapegma 

would be re-aligneci with the solstice. But this raises a question: how 

does a Greek know when the summer solstice occurs? 



Li.t How Does a Greek Know When the Swnmer Solstice Occuts? 

It has been long assumeci that observing a solstice is astronomically a 

fairly simple matter, and that Meton did just that in 432 B.C. in 

Athens using some sort of sundial or gnomon.% But Bowen and 

Goldstein have argueci that Meton could simply have defineci some 

date as the summer solstice using an Uruk-type lunar calendar 

scheme, a proposal which seems a plausible alternative to the 

standard view.37 The Uruk scheme is a Babylonian convention for 

schemaücally determlning the dates of solstices, equinoxes, and the 

phases of Sirius in a 1 9-year lunar calendar cycle. It is attested fkom 

the early fourth century B . c . ~ ~  There is evidence of a 19-year 

Babylonian caiendar cycle predating this by about a century, but it is 

unciear whether it is simply a calendrical intercalation cycle or if it 

could have included schernatic solstice dates, as in the Uruk scheme. 

Bowen and Goldstein have argued for the latter possibility, and d e d  

this a 'p~cursor' to the Uruk scheme. Besides Bowen and Goldstein's 

argument, there is no solid evidence for the adoption of an Uruk-type 

scheme in Greece. But the possiblility that the Metonic 19-year cycle 

was innuenceci by contemporary Babylonian calendrics is tempting, 

espedaUy considering (1) the identical number of years in the two 

38 See Kubi*, 1893; Rehm, ' P a r am ' ,  RE, Toomer, 1974. 
37 Theg do stiii thlnk Meton observed the sun on that day, however, but only to 

&termine Its posltion on the horfÿon for tm-planning purposes, a condusion 
1 am hfghly sceptical of. (Bowen and Goldsteln. 1988, p 73 f-) 
Foliowing Neugebauer and Sachs' dattig. See Naigebauer, tiAlldA p. 358,362 f.; 
Sachs, 1952, p. 106. 
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cycles, and [21 the prominence of the summer solstice in both the 

Uruk and Metonic cycles.3Q 

Bowen and Goldstein have not, 1 should note, elirninated the 

possibiiity of actual observation. Solstice observation is not 

particuiarly difficdt.40 Meton's observation of one may be 

remarkable [since no other solstice is known to have ken obsemed in 

Greece unül280 B.C.) but someone had to be the first, and if we 

discount Meton, then Aristarchus' observation in 280 B.C. becornes 

suspect for the same reasons as Meton's, and we get a kind of vicious 

c ircle . 
But even if we carmot be sure whether or not Meton observeci a 

solstice, we do have other information about what he was doing on 

the Pnyx on the day of the solstice in 432. Diodorus Siculus telis 

u s d l  that he publicly inaugurated his 19-year cycle on Skirophorion 

13 in 432 B.C., the very day Ptolemy has hïm observing a s0lstice.~2 If 

we believe Ptolemy that this date tms a solstice, whether observed, as 

the standard view has it, or schematically d&ed, as Bowen and 

39 Note that Hunger and Pingee, 1999. p. 199-200. have argueci that =any 
observation-based or cornputadon-based method of guaranteeîng that, say, the 
vernal equlnox aiways huls in a synodtc month bearlng a particular name WU 
necessarlly. ff succedul, lnvolve the Intercalation of seven syndic mon- fn 
ninetan years.' Whiie this Is m e ,  the concldence of the emergenœ of such a 
method in Babylon, foliowed shortly theceafter in Greece (If indeed thls is what 
the Metonfc cycle is] points to the possibuty that this method. or at Ieast the 
fdea of such a method, was borrowed by Meton. 

40 AS A. Jones has pofnted out to me, obsentlng shadow lengths or sunrlse/set 
points over several days around the solstice wiü glve a fear days where th= Is 
ltttle or no apparent change. Taldng the halfiuay point of th& wiii @ve a solstice 
date accurate to half a day. tooklng at both the sunrise Md the sunset poW. 
wiU gîve a date accurate to a quarts day. 

41 Diodorus Sfculus, lZ.36.l f. 
42 Ptolemy dates it in the E-tian calendar, Phamenoth 21 [Almagest, p. 205-6). 

but Miletus 1 equates this date with Skimphodon 13 for the year 432. 
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Goldstein contend, then we can combine this with the Diodorus 

report to argue that Meton's 19-year cycle began with a summer 

solstice. 

Now, if Bowen and Goldstein are correct that Meton's 19-year 

cycle was an Uruk-type scheme for defining the dates of solstices, 

equtioxes, and possibly some stellar phases, then we can see how it 

would be a useful tool for calibrating an annual astrometeorologicd 

cycle. Whether or not that cycle was written up as a parapegma is, 1 

think, not determinable on the curren t evidence. 

1 Say this simply because we m o t  Say with certainty that 

every astrorneteorologist is necessariiy the author of a parapegma,43 

nor cari he be asswned to be the author of a calendar or a calendrical 

cycle [although some certainly are). Conversely , authors of calendars 

are not necessarLly the authors of parapegxnata. This needs to be kept 

in mind when reading a great deal of the modem literature, which 

regularly confuses 'parapegma' with 'calendar' and 

'astrometeorologis t ' wi th ' parapegmatis V.44 

But to return to the point at hand: when we Say Umk-type 

scheme, how flexible are we w i b g  to be? How much does Meton's 

scheme need to look me the Uruk scheme? We obviously cannot be 

certain that Meton set up an inscription with a list of dates for 

solstices in a Lunar-calendar cycle. This does, nonetheless, seem like 

at least a good possibiüty . in any case, he did make his 19-year cycle 

See my amrnents on the Parapegma of Euctemon Li chapter 3. above. 
44 See. e.&, van der Waerden, 1984a; van der Waerden, 19W. Rehm. 'Parapegma'. 

RE: Rehrn, 1913; Rehm, 1941. 



public on or about the date of the solstice in 432 B.C., and he did do 

something which saw his name dted in later parapegmata. Whether 

he necessarily wrote a parapegma as such, we do not know. 

Van der Waerden's argumenfl that Euctemon's 19-year cycle 

derived from the Uruk scheme is circular. It  is based on the 

unfounded assumption that Euctemon, copying the Uruk scheme, 

divided months into tithis46 rather than days. The simifarities to the 

Uruk scheme which van der Waerden h d s  in Euctemon's cycle are 

then seen as evidence that Euctemon was copying the Uruk scheme. 

While the question of whether Meton or Euctemon did 

schematically define solstice dates in a 19-year cycle must remah 

open, we do concede at least the possibility that they did so. On the 

other hand, we should not nile out the possibility that solstices were 

meant to be observeci. In any case, either the schematic dating or the 

actual observation of a solstice would be siiffrcient to calibrate a 

parapegma, by the time there were parapegrnata to be caiibrated. 

D.Ü: Self(2dtbmtion in the Four-Year Juliwt Calendur Cycle 

Although there is no evidence for a Greek four-year solar cycle, there 

is no denying a Roman one. mer the caiendar reforrn of Julius 

Casar, every third or fourth year contained 366 day~.~' But the post- 

Van der Waerden, 1984, p. 113 f. 
The tfthi is equal to 1 /30 of a month. It is thus sllghtly shorter than a day. I t  IQ 
an abstract unit used only to slmplQ certain astronomfcal calculatfons. 
For the h t  few years, the admonltfon to add a day -every fourth year" was 
interpreted. through the pecullar Roman counting systern ["flrst, second. third, 
fourth ( w M  is first], second thid, fourth [which is first), second, ...], to mean 
that there aras an intercalarg year D), then taro normal years IN). then an 
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Julian astrometeorological parapegrnata (ail of which are literaryl 

have only 365 days. One wonders then what these parapegmatists did 

in leap years, and how they moved their stem phases and weather 

predictions around to fit them to the intercalary 366-day years. Only 

the Coligny Calendar shows any evidenœ of keeping track of anything 

longer than a one-year cycie, and in that case it is a lunar caiendar, 

not a solar one. No parapegma contains an enûy for a leap day. 

We have, as 1 see it, several options to choose from: (1) the 

post Julian parapegmatists simply ignored leap years, and were 

content to let the leap-day pass without astrometeorological 

comment; (2) every parapegma was written only for a particular year, 

and ail the ones preserved just happen to be from non-leap years; [3) 

there was some rule of thumb for dealing with the leap-years, of 

which we are not aware; or (4) the parapegma was periodicaily 

caiibrated to the soiar year. 1 think we can rule out (2), since there is 

never any indication of what particular year any parapegma was 

written f o r 9  AS for (31 and [4), we need to ask whether they would 

be necessary in the case of the Julian calendar. Certainly, the Julian 

caiendar was meant to self-calibrate with the solar year,40 and so any 

parapegma linked to it should stay synchronized in perpetuity, 

without need for caiibration. The same is true for the Alexandrian 

calendar, which Ptolemy used. Thus (3) and (4) are reducible to (11, 

intercalaxy year, as foliows: 1-N-N-1-N-N-Io.,, rather than 1-N-N-N-1-N-N-N-I... This 
was only sorteci out and corrected in 8 B.C. 

4* With the possible exception of Clodius hiscus. on whlch. see chapter 3. above. 
4e The fàct that it did not at h t  do so is unlmpohant here. AU that matters is 

that it was meant to do so. 
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the ignoring of the leap day, and since the ignoring of the leap day 

should have posed no speciai problems, we can say that postJulian 

parapegmata, all of which were lit-, were probably meant to be 

self-dbrating. Indeed, Ptolemy specificaiiy justifles his choice of the 

Alexandrian caiendar based on the fact that it keeps the phases for 

the most part on the same dates year after year." 

LLI: What Sorts of Sources Couid the Pampegmatic Arnibutùjions Be Taken 
From? 

1 have said repeatedly that we cannot be certain that the attributions 

in the astrometeorological parapegmata were taken from earlier 

parapegmata. They may well have been cobbled together kom very 

diEerent sources. When it cornes to reconstructing or even imagining 

the original sources that the parapegmatic attributions are taken 

from, we  are faced with some problems. The first is that it has so far 

proven impossible to reconcile the attributed phases and their 

sequentia in Geminus with those in Ptolemy to any satisfjdng degree. 

Although we occasionally see what look like identical meteorological 

quotations on simüar dates, [either when counted from the summer 

solstice or reduced to Julian dates),=' the overwhelming majority of 

cases show very poor correspondence, if any. Ptolemy includes 

- 

50 Ptolemy. Pb., p. 1 0, 1. 5 f. LUse di the other parspegmatists. he seerns to ignore 
the p m n  of the equinoxes, whlch would have caused the solstlas and 
equinoxes to slip siowly relative to the s t e m  phases. 
For example. compare Ptoiemy's [P) Phaophi 5 to Geminus [G) Ubra 6; Lkewise: P 
Phaophl27 = G Libra 30, P Mechlr 28 = G FUœs 2; P Phamenoth 8 = G Pisces 12; 
P Epeiph 29 = G Cancer 28. 
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attributions to Meton, Euctemon, Callippus, and Dositheus [to name 

a few) that have no counterpart in Geminus, and vice versa. 

Bowen and Goldstein argue52 that there rnay have k e n  some 

problems of translation of star names fkom the üme of the early 

astrometeorologists to the time of the attributive parapegrnata. But 

this should not present a problem if the originai sources of the 

attributions looked substantially like the later parapegmata. It 

wouid, however be a problem if the original sources lacked dencirical 

and date-differential information, so that obscure star-names could 

not be figured out from their rising-tirnes relative to known stars. 

But even if the astral vocabulary was sirnilar or weIi 

understood, it is still possible to see how incompatible dates and 

attributions could have found their way in to the diaèrent sources. 

One possibiüty is that the attributions were taken from a number of 

different sources. Euctemon, for example, seems to have included 

steiiar phases in his PhEenomenq but he could weii have mentioned 

others in some other works, along with a srnatteMg of 

astroneteorological information here and there. Not all his works 

n e d  to have been in p e h t  agreement, and so we can imagine a 

Geminus or a Ptolemy trying to coiiect as much of this material as he 

couid, but either incorporaüng it into his individual schema 

difkrentiy, or stressing dEerent bits of it, or even having access to 

different works or conflicting versions of the same work. This is not 

52 Bowen and Goldstein, 1988. p. 56-7. 
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even to mention the passibility of mistaken attribution or 

falsification, as in the Ars E w l o ~ i c u . 5 ~  

We are told by A e l b  that Meton set up s t e k  inscribeci with 

the 'tumings of the sun,'54 which Pritchett and van der Waerden 

interpret as full-blown parapegmata. But the stek could easfly have 

ken something as basic as a list of season lengths, or even 

something lüre an Uruk-scheme. This, combined with a simple list of 

phases and their dates or day-ciifferences [what 1 cal1 their order,, 

would provide enough raw materiai to translate a set of phases into a 

later parapegma.55 It would &O provide enough materiai for a kter 

parapegrnatist to write an attributive enûy like "[on day y]: phase x, 

accordhg to z." Moreover, any astrometeorological information need 

not have been attacheci to the source for the ordered phases, but 

could have been cuiîed from other sources, and they may have been 

quite vague, indeed. 1 offer this simply as an extreme-case possibiiity 

to Nustrate how cautious we need to be in speculating about the 

nature of the sources of the attributive parapegmata. 1 see it as a 

counter-balance for the other extreme case, that of Rehrn, which 

maintains that the earlier astrometeorologis ts wrote parapegmata 

which looked substantially like the much later preserved ones. 

53 See Neugebauer. WUW, p. 687 f. 
54 AeUan, Vur. hkt ,  10.7. 
55 But thls Ust of ordered phases need not. of course. have been insaibed on the 

same stela. 



rv: Lunf-solar cycles 

1 said above that some of the parapegmata presexve 

astrometeorologicd attributions fkom Greeks who are also believed to 

have composed luni-solar cycles of one sort or another. This is the 

case with Meton, Euctemon, Eudoxus, Philip, Callippus, Dositheus, 

Hipparchus, and possibly [though doubtfully] Democritus.56 1 wiU 

argue that in aii of these cases, the lunar cycles are correlated with 

astrometeorological cycles. This should not be surprising, since any 

attempt to reconcile the lunar months with the solar year would 

synchronize the lunar calendar with either (a) the soistices and 

equinoxes or (bl the phases of the fixed stars, or [cl both sets of 

phenomena.57 But since both [a) and (bl were closely comected to 

meteorology from the t h e  of the earuest Greek records, then any 

Luni-solar cycle would have irnrnediate meteorological consequences 

for a Greek writer. 

N.k The Metonic Cycle 

1 have argued for the possibility that the 19-year Metonic cycle may 

have been a calendrical system for schematically daüng solstices and 

56 On Censorinus* attribution of a luni-solar cycle to Democrltus. see Neugebeuer. 
HAlWl p. 619-20, 

57 Before the discovery of preassion by Fiipparchus in the second century E3.C.. [c) 
would have b e n  seen as an exact arrelaüon. Afterwards [a) would be seen to 
slip dowly away h m  (bl at a late only bareiy perceptible over a skigle Uetime. 



equinoxes. Of course, this is speculative, and it rests on the 

underlying assumption of an unattesteci caiendar of some sort in 

which the solstices and equinoxes were so dated. The most we can 

Say with reasonable certainty about his cycle58 is that it equated 19 

years with 235 months and 6940 days,SQ that this relationship would 

give a year length of 365 5 /  19 d,m and that he inaugurated this cycle 

on Skirophorion 13, in the archonship of Apseudes (= June 27,432 

B.C.), the same day he is suppased to have observeci the summer 

solstice. The description of the Metonic cycle in Geminus seems to 

indicate that it was used to determine a sequence offull (30-day] and 

hollow (29-day] months which would repeat after i 9 yearsel 

Diodorus indicates that the Metonic cycle was found to be in 

agreement with the cycle of the motions of the stars and their 

attendant changes in the weather, and he seems to irnply that Meton 

wrote on this subject. He says: 

In Athens, Meton, the son of Pausanius, (who id 
renowned for astronomy, set out what is cded the 19- 
year cycle, starting it on the 13 th of the Athenian 
month Skirophorion. In that number of years the stars 

This cycle is also attributed to "Meton and Euctemona [Ptolemy . A h  III. 1 ; 
Theodosius, De debus II, 181, and to oi n ~ p i  EÙKTi.ipova KU\ (DUinnov ~ a \  
KdMirrnov (Gerninus, p. 120). 
19 years was equated 4th 235 months Ln the Babylonlan caiendar from 490 
B.C. onwards. 
It is unclear whethez the year length was a by-product of the equation of days to 
months to years, or vice versa. The same is m e  of the Callipplc modifiadon of 
thfs cgcle, on which, see below. 
The rellabiiity of the detaîis of Geminus' account, 1.e.. exactly how the full and 
hoiiow months were determlned, has been questioned by Neugebauer, tEAMA, p. 
61 7; Bowen and Goldstefn, 1988, p. 43 n. 27. Jones, 2000, p. 152, f., sees ft as 
less problematic. Van der Waerûen's Lnterpretation of this passage îs extremely 
strained [van der Waercien, 1989b. p. 121 f.). 



make a retum and they complete a kind of great year.62 
Because of this, it is d e d  by some the year of Meton 
And it seems that this man was wondrously successful 
in this prediction and forecast,m for the stars make 
both their motion and their changes in the weather in 
agreement with what he wrote.64 Thus the majority of 
the Greeks down to our own time use his 19-year cycle 
and are not misleci nom the tnith.65 

W e  cm, I think, conclude fkom this that the 1 9-year cycle was meant 

to cornelate lunar and astrometeorological cycles in some way, as 1 

have argued above. 

It has been long assumeci that the Metonic cycle had something 

to do with the setting up of a parapegma.66 As 1 have shown, 

however, there is good reason to be sceptical of whether Meton or any 

of the other early Greek astrometeorologists actually composeci what 

we would recognize as a parripegrna. 

1 have already remarked on the sirnilarities of the Metonic cycle 

Mth the Babylonian 1Qyear calendar cycle, and I shouid perhaps say 

a few words on the differences. Unlike the Metonic, the Babylonian 

cycle is not concerned with the exact sequence of full and hoilow 

months. In the Babylonian caîendar the beginnlng of the month was 

always determined by the observation of the new moon, and so their 

19-year cycle always allowed for any particular month to be 

determined as either hoiiow or fuii. The Metonic cycle by contrast, 

T& &mpa m'p Clno~a~6o~aatv rroi~î~ai  ual uaûdrrrcp kviav~où TLVOS p~ydAou T ~ Y  

hua~UKhtu~~&v AaCJgdun, 1 assume by thts that he means a return to the same 
Lunar caiendar day. Of murse, Diodonts may just mean that the cycle cornes 
around after 18 years and repeats itself. 
&v fl npoppfio~i  al rtpoypaqo Ta m... 
~h yap &mpa Tfiv TE uIvquiv ira\ T&S imoq~ada~ noi~nar ou~.~cpcbvq ypacpo. 
Diodonis S W u s ,  XII.36.2. 
S e  Heath, 1913; Rehm, 1941, p. 7 f.; Kubitschek, 1893; van der Waerden, 1960: 
Toomeer, 1974; Neugebauer, NAMq p. 6W. Bowen and GoIdstein, 1988. 
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seems to have prescribed the order of holiow and full months. The 

real purpose of the Babylonian cycle was to prescribe when intercalary 

months would be tnserted oves the course of 19 years, in order to keep 

the Babylonian months in line with the solat year. It had the &ect 

that the summer solstie was almost always in the same month from 

year to year. Geminus tells us that the Metonic 19-year cycle 

containeci 7 intercalary months, which happens to be the same 

number as the Babylonian systern.67 But there are no dates 

preserved which are expressly in a 'Metonic caiendar' or counted fkom 

a 'Metonic epoch.'6* 

This mention of a specific prescribed nurnber and sequence of 

intercalaxy months sets the Metonic cycle apart from the inegularly- 

intercalated Athenian calendar,6Q and is, 1 think, the best evidence 

that the Metonic cycle was somehow calendric. 

IV.& The Octaeteris 

The octaeteris is an 8-year lunar intercalation scheme sometimes 

associated with Eudoxus and Dositheus It prescribes intercalary 

months in the years 3.6, and 8 of the cycle, and &O prescribes the 

sequence of fulî and hoiiow months. Unfortunately the details of this 

- 

67 Tmmer beiieves that Meton rnay have used the met same spacings for his 
interœiations as the Babylonlans [Toomer, 19961. 
Toomer, following Fothaingham, beiieves three ecllpse-dates in the Almngest to 
be in the "astronomical caiendar of Meton" (Toomer, 1984, p. 2 1 1 n. 631, but Ns 
argurnent îs very thin. 

e9 See Pritchett and Neugebauer. 1947. 
For a dfscusdon of its authorship. see Neugebauer. tlAMA. p. 620-1. 
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have ken lost.71 Although the attributions to Eudoxus and 

Dositheus are sketchy, there is other evidence to comect the 

octaet- with astrometeorology, spedfically the passage in Pliny,72 

where he situates a four-year astrometeorological cycle within an 

eight-year lunar cycle. There is no evidence that this cycle was ever 

us& as a civil or astronomicai dendar. 

N.i& The Caüippic Cycle 

The Callippic cycle was a modification of the Metonic cycle wNch 

rernoved one day every fourth cycle (i.e., every 76 years). This reduced 

the year length fkom 365 5/19 d to 365 1/4. There were 28 intercalary 

rnonths over the course of the 76 y-. The epoch of the cycle is the 

summer solstice of 330 B.C., and several observations cited in the 

Almngest are dated in years kom this epoch. Thus we see y m  

reckoned as follows: "in the thirty-second year of the third Caiiippic 

cycle.. ."73 There are, however, problems with seeing this as a 

calendar per se. Hipparchus records observations counted in years 

fkom the Caliippic epoch, but dated in the Egyptian calendar, whereas 

Almagest observations attributed to Tùnocharis are counted in years 

from the Callippic epoch but dated with Athenian and Egyptfan 

month names, and a recently-published bt-century A.D. eclipse 

7r See B b ,  1997, col. M11.12 f. 
72 Piiny, NW, XViII.217. 
73 Ptolemy. Alm. iIï.1.204. 
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canon &O uses both types of dates.74 The Timocharis observations 

have led scholars to attempt reconstructions of the 'Callippic 

calendar,' as an artifidal astronomical dendar  using Athenian 

month names and dating conventions, but none of the 

reconstructions is satiswg, and most requll-e emenâations of one or 

another of the Timocharis citations.75 The Hipparchus dates are even 

worse, leading Toomer to conclude that Hipparchus used the Egyptian 

calendar for days and months, but the Callippic Cycle for years, and 

that he may have used different dating conventions for different 

o b s e ~ a t i o n s . ~ ~  Jones has, I think convincingiy, refuted thid7 

The problematic nature of this evidence leads Neugebauer to be 

sceptical that the Callippic and Metonic cycles are calendrical. 

Toomer and Jones argue, on the other hand, that the Metonic and 

Callippic cycles do represent an astronomical calendar,7* and that 

this would best explain how the Athenian month names came to turn 

up in Miletus 1, in Tirnocharis' obsemations at Alexandria, and in the 

Oxyrhynchus eclipse canon.7Q 

As far as 1 can see, the garnut of possibilities can be 

enumerated as follows: the Calüppic cycle represents [al a simple 

correlation of B whole number of days to a whole number of months 

to a whole number of years; [bl an Uruk-type scheme; (cl a dendar 

74 Compare, e.g., Ptolemy, A h  ïU.l.204 with W.3.25 and with P. Oxy LXI.4137.1- 
18 f. (in Jones, 1999a). For cornmentary, see Rrsn Jones, 2000, p. 146. 

75 For d e W .  see Ginzeî, 1914, vol. II, p. 409-19; Samuel, 1972, p. 42-9 
76 See Toomer, 1884, p. 13. 
77 Jones, 2000. p. 14-150. 
78 Toomer, 1974, Jones, 1098g. p. 89-90; Jones, 2000, p. 143; 156 f. 
7o Jones, 1999a, no. 4137. 
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used by astronomers, including Timocharis and Hipparchus, from 330 

B.C. untü at least the fust century A D .  

Point (a] seems not to offer enough to account for the use of a 

Callippic epoch. Neugebauer argues against [cl, and seems rather to 

prefer something iike (b] when he says that "Meton did not attempt to 

introduce a new 1unaf calendar but intended to establish a definite 

starting point in the solar year for the construction of 

parapegmata."m He offers no argument against Toomer's point about 

why the Athenian calendar should have shown up in Miletus 1 or 

Timocharis.81 On balance, 1 find it the evidence to weigh in favour of 

the CaUppic Cycle being a regulated lunar calendar which probably 

used the sarne month narnes as the Athenian civil calendar. This 

calendar is attesteci as king used for the dating of astronomical 

observations, and also probably served to calibrate lunar and 

astrometeorological cycles. 

Conclusion 

The parapegmata should be seen as extra-calendrical tools for 

tracking phenomena which are not directly linked to one's local 

calendar. In the case of the Greeks, the calendars in question were 

lunar, and the parapegmata are overwhelmingiy concemed with 

phenomena tied to the sidereal year. in the case of the Romans, the 

caiendar is fairly weli tied to the solar year, and the phenomena 

80 Neugebauer. M. p. 622. 
81 Or at Oxyrhynchus. for that matter. 
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tracked in inscriptional pampegmata are fkquently non-soiar. Some 

Greek parapegmata treat the sun's entry into zodiacal signs as an 

important phenomenon, either because it was seen as  

astrometeorologically significant, or [less likely] as a means to 

d b r a t e  the parapegma fkom year to year. The summer solstice, 1 

have argueci, was probably used for dibration. The Metonic cycle 

may have been (or hcluded) schematic lists of solstice dates, and the 

Calltppic Cycle was a more predse version of the Metonic, and also 

probably functioned as a regulated astronomical calendar. 



1: What the Predictfw Sign 1s and What it 1s Not, or ut Least Not 
N-sarily 

It is apparent fiom even a cursory look at the astrometeorological 

parapegmata that the stars are seen in these texts to function as 

signs for predicting coming weather patterns. But this simple 

statement hides a multitude of difficulties. We need to be clear in the 

first place on what we mean by 'sign,' and in the second place on how 

these signs were observeci and interpreted. 

For the purposes of this work, A predictiw sign is defmed as: 

any object which, through the application of some non- 
random process of forma1 or i n f o d  reasoning, serves as 
the temporaüy precondiiional intetpretand of a prediction 

By fonnal reasoning I mean the application of some set of 

implicit or explicit rules to amve at a prediction. This should be 

understood broadly enough to include the following of some authority 

such as a text, a table, or a precedent. It wouid include, for example, 

an ornen-watcher's consultation of a canonical text before 

interpreting an obsenmi event. The mode1 for ancient divination as a 

professionatized practice is overwhelmingiy one of formal reasoning. 

By informa2 reasoning I mean to include, strictly for the sake of 

completeness, any less rigorous interpretaüons of signs, such as a 



peasant's vague and unsure guess that an event is somehow orninous, 

but also what Bottero caiied diuinntion hspù&e. l This work is 

concemed only with formal reasoning. 

Obfect is here meant to include not only physical objects [e.g., 

two-headed calves, stars] but also events (e.g., s t e W  phases, 

eclipses] and, perhaps surprisingly, texts. For my argument on this, 

see the section below on Tewt as Predictive Sign 

Temporcrlly preconditionai Werpretwtd serves to delimit predsely 

(if not particularly gracefully] certain aspects of the predictive sign, as 

distinct from the linguistic sign. These are: (1) the sign typically (but 

not always) murs before or at the same time as the event it is used 

to predict will occur; (2) the sign is a precondition of the prediction, 

either necessary, sdicient, or both; (31 the sign functions as the 

object which is to be interpreted by being fed into the mechanism [so 

to speak) of formal or informal reasoning in order to produce a 

prediction. The predktion is what is foretold bas& on the result of 

the process of formal or informal reasoning. 1 WU sometimes refer to 

the prediction as the sequens [pl.: sequentid, here meaning simply the 

event which is predicted to follow from the occurrence [or predicted 

occurrence] of the sign. Thus in the parapegrnata, a sign may be the 

rising of Arctums, and its sequens a storm at sea. The parücular 

temporal relationship between the sign and the sequens such that the 

sign occurs either More or at the same thne as the sequens, I wül 

caîi the nonnal case. 

- - 

1 See Bottero, 1974. 



More proceeding any further, 1 wouid like to make clear one 

other aspect of what 1 mean by 'predict'. One frequently encounters 

discussion of how ancient astrologers and diviners 'attempted to 

predict' the fuhue.2 What  is meant by this, 1 take it, is not that they 

were trying to make a prediction when they were somehow prevented, 

but that they said that something would happen, and then that event 

may have [coincidentaliy) transpireci, but quite Uely Lgiven the 

methods they were using) it did not. This use hinges on a common 

conversational use of 'predict' where the phrase '1 predicted that X 

wouid happen' often impiies that I predicted X comectly. This is not 

the meanhg of predict 1 WU use. 1 choose to keep 'predict' to its 

literal, non-extended meaning where it refers sirnply to the act of 

saying that a certain event wiil occur in the future. Whether what 

actuaiiy happens is in agreement with the prediction or not is 

irrelevant, and, in the parücular study here undertaken, actudly 

unknowable. 1 say unknowable because the weather events which 

foiiowed the predictions, i.e., what actuaily occurred on the 

designateci day, are opaque to us insofar as we have, to the best of my 

knowledge, no foliow-up reports conceming the accmcy of ancient 

weather prediction. Now this opacity is not trivial. It limits our 

inquiry in a fundamental way: we cannot ask questions about the 

accuracy or iriaccuracy of M e n t  weather prediction, since no 

answers can be forthcoming.3 More important, though, is the fact 

Çee.e.g., Jenks, 1983 
By contrast, Bowen and Gotdstein, 1888. p. 56. argue that the p a r a m t a  must 

have been very i n a m t e ,  and so their primary use must have had 1itt.k to do 



that the question of the veracity of astrometeorology seems not to 

have been asked in the ancient tex& themselves.4 Quite simply it 

seems not to have been much of an issue. This king the case, 1 

think it historiographically unsound to import our notions of what is 

and is not reliably predictable into the parapegmata. What we can 

more profitably ask is how the prediction itself works as a product of 

formal reasoning. 

1. t- Text as hedictive Sign 

1 said above that texts could function as predictive signs. I did so on 

the recognition that much astrological practice in antiquity did not 

necessarily involve looking at the stars at ail. One could consuit 

texts to determine the state of &airs in the heavens, and did not 

need to actudy observe events to know they were happening? This 

is particuiarly the case with the astrorneteorological [and 

astronomical] parapegmata, which predicted not only the weather, 

but also the s t e m  phases. We thus have two levels of signification 

-- -- - 

with actual weather precüction, and more to do with meciidne and town 
planning. But thls assumes (a) that ancient standards for weather prediction 
w a x  more or less the saxne as ours, and b) that ft would be self-evident to an 
andent farmer that the actual weather was frequently in mgreement with the 
predictions. I think the incredibIe tenadty of rule-of-thumb weather predfctfons 
(for examples, oonsult a modern F~nner's  Almanac, or, for that matter, many 
modern fanners) disproves [b). 

Gemlnus, XVII has often been interpreted as doing so, but di Geminus is then 
argua against fs one type of theoretical ~ustific8don for the pampegmata, 
which Is that there is a direct physfcal force &g e&lsed by the stars and 
reaching as fhr as the earth. He nowhem makes the more general FiRtm that 
as~meteoro1ogg has no predlctive veracity. 

5 A gpod example of this ts homscopk asuology, which retrodicteci pianetaq 
positions from tables rather than consulüng observation reports. 



in these [as in other astrologicai texts): a text tells the reader that a 

certain star WU rise, thus the text functions as the sign for the 

prediction of an as tronomical even t , and this as tronomical even t 

serves as the sign that a particuiar meteorological event wLll o c ~ u r . ~  

In fact, textual consultation is the primary mode of signification 

which concerns us in the present work, since most of the evidence for 

ancient astrometeorological practice derives from such texts. Apart 

fkom a few sketchy reports,7 we do not see observers out looking at 

the sky in the astrometeorological texts. Rather, we see works to be 

consulted independen t of as tronomical observation. In inscriptional 

parapegmata, one need only look at the entry with the peg beside it to 

read off the current day's astronornical situation and/or weather 

forecast . Sirnilarly , counting date-dineremes (holes) would fumish a 

prediction for any future date. In literary parapegmata, one usually 

read off the current or future astrometeorological situation by 

referencing the calendrical date. That is: one did not see Arctums 

rise and then search through the parapegmata to fhd out the current 

calendrical date and meteorological prediction (the organization of 

the parapegmata would make this awkward). One rather looked to 

the current date to find out what should be happening in the sky. In 

that sense, the parapegmata must be seen, sornewhat surprisingly 

1 note that in genethiiaioglcal astrology the text often tells us about past rather 
than future States of aFTaIrs. 

1 a m  thinking here of GeminusD story (ch. XVII] that astmmeteorology aras besed 
on repeated observation of the heavens and the dimate, Sextus Emplrfcus' 
simiiar report (Ado. M a t k  VI, and possibly the Clodfus Tuscus parapegma. 



perhaps, as tools for ellmfnntlng the need for observation.8 Indeed, in 

many cases, the very phenornena they are used to predict-stoxms, 

rain, snow-would have, by their very ocamence, prevented any 

astronomicai obsemation.Q I would thus distinguish the pmcticd 

koel of semiosis and prediction h m  the ULeoretioal lewl,~O where the 

practical level is the consultation of texts, and the theoretical level is 

the assumption lying behind (and justifying) the texts, that the 

stellar phase functions as a sign for the coming weather. This 

practical level is perhaps the more semiotically complex of the two, 

since it has features of the traditional (i.e., linguistic) sign, as weli as 

the predictive sign. That is: the text, cornposeci of written words, is 

interpreted (read) by someone according to a set of formal 

grammatical [or grarnmar-like) d e s .  Nonetheless , the predictive 

mode1 does SU apply, since the interpretation of the text leads to a 

prediction of future states of affairs, which prediction is always 

temporaliy situated, and is grounded, legiümated, and efkted in a 

context necessarily much brader than just the set of grammatical 

niles used in the linguistic interpretation. 1 note ais0 that in some 

parapegrnata, the theoreticai level has dropped out entirely. So 

Polemius Silvius is able to simply correlate meteorological phenornena 

8 This is not the case with ttxts llke Hesiod, Op., for example. which teii us of 
certafn sfgnifîcant astronomical events to watch for, but do not date the wents. 
Hesiod's -der fs expeded to actually watch for the astronomtcai event, and 
when it occurs, to r e d  or look up what Hesiod said about ft. 
in her edition of Ovid's Fasîî, Fantham agrees that the astronomy In the text L 
not rneant to be observatfonally corroborated, though for quite dlff'nt reasons 
than mine. See Fantham, 1998, p. 36; see a h  Newiands, 1995. 

10 This rnight more accurateiy be calleci the îhevre~rhetorloal ZewL 



(taken fkom ColumeUa] with calendar dates oniy. The stem phases 

have disappeared. 

I.ik Departuresfrorn the Normal Case 

We should note that the serniotic situation as 1 have d h e d  it-that 

is, the normal cas-eems curiously reversed in a few Instances: 

Pliny says that we can tell "fkom storms that a star is completing [its 

phase)" at the equinoxes,l l and Ovid telis us that "when it is the 

Nones of January, the rains sent to you from dark clouds will give the 

sign that the Lyre is rising."12 

Far from disproving the normal case, these examples can rather 

be seen to broaden its catchment area. in these, as above, we have, 

at the theoretical level, a sign serving to give us information about (in 

this case] conternporaneous events in the heavens which are 

presumably not visible, due to the very phenornena [storrns, cloudsl 

that betray them.13 And as in the normal case the other level of 

signification, the practical level, is textual. We can read these 

passages as predicting a pair of related sequenüa: fkom the text of 

Pliny or Ovid, we can predict both the s t e k  phase and the weather, 

even if the very weather predicted wouid necessarily prevent our seeing 

the s t e k  phase of which it is the sign. 

Phy, hrH II. 108 
O*, Fasa L3 15: ùistloerint Nome, mlssf tibi nubîbus atrIs sQna dabunf imbres 
exorlente L y a  See IV.901 f. for a _crmnnt passage. 
It is tempting to ase a psrrillet here to Subus' &finition of a renilnlsoent sfgn: 
one which Indfcates somethbg not at the moment visible (Sextus EmpMcus, PH, 
II.99 f.], but Sextus' remlnfscent sign has a weaker implicadve forœ than I think 
we can see here. 



Even stranger, perhaps, is that several sources explidtly teli us 

that sometimes the predicted weather event can occur before its sign. 

So Geminus tclll-c US: 

Often [the parapegmatist] has marked a change in the 
weatherl4 with the rising or setting of a star three or 
four days too late, and sometimes he has antidpated 
the change by four days.15 

In the Aëtius parapegma16 there is a similar fidbility with regard to 

the temporal sequence of weather and phase, and Columella tells us 

that "the force [uw of a star is sometimes before, someümes after, and 

sometimes on the actual day of its rishg or setting."l' 

While these cases do represent an fncreased complexity in the 

temporal relation between sign and sequens at the theoretical level of 

the no& case, there is no problem at the practical level. And even 

the apparent theoretical problems, where the sign is occurring after 

the sequens, are alieviated to some extent by the certainty, provided 

on the authority of the papegrna, that the sign must definitely be 

coming on a particular day. 

T y p i d y ,  the question of signification in the astrologicai texts has 

b e n  framed as one of rnere signijkdon versus causation, such that 

l4 I am treatfng hiqiia(\ni here as an extendeci use of the verb. me- 'to mark 
an kmqpauia.' The of thls sentence Ls odd, but the sense Is c k r .  For 
more detalled comments, see section ïiï, beiow. 

l5 Geminus. p. 188.1.18 f. 
l6 A m ,  above. 
l7 CoIumeUa. RR, X.i.32. 



when a sign rnerely signifies something, it is an inherently somewhat 

uncertain indication of the likelihood of that later event, as opposed 

to a cause, which necessitates the later event, the consequent. So 

Erwin Pfeiffer, whose framing of the problem greatly influenceci Rehrn, 

Regarding astrometeorology, one of the most fundamen- 
ta1 questions is whether the fixed stars [Le., the stars 
other than the sun, moon, planets and cornets) have an 
effective power-primarily on the atmosphere and on 
weather-phenomena-(one would cal1 this a rroi~ïv of the 
fîxed stars), or whether they only give an indication of 
events in the atmosphere and on Earth, as Sextus 
Empiricus reports [the ancient tem for this is 
q p a i v ~ i v ] .  l 8  

Here PfeiEer is attributing to Sextus a definite statement that the 

stars indicate but do not cause the weather. But this is not what 

Sextus is saying. The Sextus passage PfeZfer cites reads as foliows: 

It now lies before us to inquire conceming astrology, or 
the mathematical art, [by which 1 do] not mean the 
complete pmctice of arithrnetic and geometry taken 
together, nor the predictive abiütylQ of the followers of 
Eudoxus, Kipparchus, and other such men, which is 
also d e d  'astronomy,'for thls is the observarion of 
phenornena, as in agriculture and navigation, from 
which it is possible to foretell droughts and downpours, 
plagues and earthquakes, and O ther such atmospheric 
changes.20 

The most important thing to note in this is that Sextus says nothing 

about whether the stars cause or merely signify the atmospheric 

phenomena. There is no discussion of causation at all. What he 

does Say is that meteorology is obsenrationally grounded, but this is 

l8 Pfeierèr, 1916, p. v. 
lQ 65vapir 
20 Sectus Empiricus. Adv. M d .  V.l-2. ltalics mine. 
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quite a diff'ent claim than that Pfeiffer wishes to impute to hirn. To 

Say that meteorology is based on the observation of phenornena is to 

Say nothing at all about causation. Phenornena which are observed 

to occu together can be either causaily linked, or merdy coincidental 

[but fkequently coincident), and Sextus does not commit himself to 

either position here. 

Beyond this, Pfeiffer's analysis, whiie incomplete (his book 

lamentably ignores Pliny and Ovid among others), is useful insofar as 

he looks at a wide range of sources for astrometeorological beliefs, 

from Homer aü the way through to Plotinus, and shows when claims 

about the causative powers of the stars (whatever this may mean 

exactly) are king expkitly or irnpiicitly made, and when they are not. 

But he takes many rdutations of causation and questions about the 

certainty of astrometeorology as arguments in favour of (merel 

signification. It is this opposition 1 wish to contend. 

Kis approach misses a fundamental point about ancient 

notions of signification: that sign-relations were often n e c e s s q  

rather than just lücely.21 That is, signification, on the ancient 

understanding of it , could entail absolute certainty , and causation 

could just as easîiy lead to uncertainty. On the latter count, Aulus 

Gelliusz* repeats a lecture against astrology by F a v o ~ u s  where 

Favorinus interestingly attempts to refute astrology by arguing that 

the causal forces of astrology would have to be so many and so 

*l See, e.g.. Fhilodemus. De s@nls. 2; De si@&, 50; Sextus Emplrlcus. Adu. M u t h .  
n.ss f. 

22 Aulus Gelllus, At& M g h ,  XN.1.1 f. 



diverse as to be necesaxdy incomprehensible to any one astrologer. 

Pîiny also talks of the multitude and complexity of atmospheric and 

sidereal causes,= which lends some uncertainty to astrometeorology . 
1 should also note that the notion of cause which shows up in 

ffeiffer and Rehm is overly simplistic. M. FredS4 has shown that the 

notion of what constituted a cause changed over the years, so that by 

later antiquity it began to often-but not always-resemble our 

modem conception of cause as an mtiw agent.25 But many of 

Meiffer's sources are pre- Hellenistic, and so his modem interpretation 

of cause represents a misreading of those sources. 

On top of this, it is important to note that the ancient concept 

of signification was broad enough to include causative relationships 

as one species of sign-relation: that is, in the situation where X 

muses Y, then X can also function as a sign of Y.26 This is quite a 

departure from Pfeiffer's use of signification. 

Thus, the astrometeorological and astronornical parapegmata 

function, at a practical level, as predictive signs. But the 

astrorneteorological parapegmata also contain, at a theoretical level, 

other predictive signs, the stellar phases, which could, by themselves 

and in the absence of the text, be used to predict the weather. The 

Plfny, mrI.105 f. 
Frede, 1980. 
I decilne the opportunity here to go into the tangled mess of prob1e.u~ with 
clarlfylng the modern notion beyond merely saylng that 1 am here ushg an 
ordlnarg-ianguage sense of 'cause'. 
A standard 8ncie.t example of this is that lactation is a sign of havfng recently 
glven birth. [ S e ,  e.&, Sextus Empiricus, Adu. M&, II. 1 06: Aristotle. An Pr. 
II.27.13; Plato, Menex, 237ej. 



case of the astrologicai parapegrnata is slightly less clear, insofar as 

we must posit an extra-textual set of interpretative tools which the 

readers of the parapegrnata must have used to understand the 

signitrczuice of the combination of hebdomadal days, lunar days, and 

so on. Nonetheless, if we d o w  for that set of interpretative d e s ,  

then these parapegrnata work in analogous ways to the 

astrometeorological parapegmata. 

III: The Meaning of h c q p a i v ~ i  

From the fact of their derivation fkom uqpaivci. the verb Clriqpaivri 

and its related noun Cma~)paoia would seem to imply signification in 

some fundamental sense. But these two words have specialized 

technical meanings in the astrometeorologicaf and medical traditions 

which depart from the sense of their root words. These specialized 

meanings, particulariy in the astrometeorological texts, have k e n  

misunderstood by modem commentators. Attempts to understand 

t.rriqpaivri and imcqpacria have suffered from the attempts at 

presemation of this sense of signification. in parücular, i m q ~ a a i a  

has found its way into the Geman iiterature as the word Episemh 

(pl. Episemasien] which is contrastai with Phasen and functions as a 

very general term for the weather indications Wittenuigsanzeichen) 

(Le., the 'sigdîcations,' what I have cded the sequenw of the 

parapegmata.27 

- - - - - -- 

27 See esp. Rehm. 'Episemasfaf: RE; BOU. 1893. 



But this use is based on a misunderstanding of the Greek word. 

I wiü argue that the Greek verb &rnaqpaivri and the noun imqpaoia 

have spedalized technicai uses Ln the astrometeorologicai literature, 

where the verb (both intransitive and impersonal in Greek) means 

"there is a change (in the weather)," and the plural noun means 

"changes in the weather." They thus have nothing to do with an idea 

of signification, as scholars have supposed. 

As a parallel, a look at the medical use of the noun Irriqpaula 

will show that it too has departed from an idea of signification, 

implying instead the access of a fever, which, it should be noted, is 

not just the onset, but also the duration of its syrnptomatic phase. 

This paraiiels the astrometeorological use by referring to an obsenxzbk 

thing , not just the sign of an unobsen>able thing. 1 think the close 

connection between astrometeorology and medicine in antiquity may 

show this paraiiel to be no mere coincidence. 

The parapegmatic literature in Greek contains repeated uses of 

the verb I m u q p a i v ~ i  in an unusual constmction. The verb, prirnarily 

supposed to mean 'indicate', 'mark' or 'give signs' by the LSJ, is used 

intransitively and without an obvious subject, as in Geminus: fi&q 

Ka h h h q  Kap~ivos  &PXET(II a v a ~ i h h ~ i v *  rpo~ la l8rp iva i -   ai iniuqpaiv~i.28 

The LSJ offers the foilowing definition of this use: 

III. intr., giw sfgns, appear as a symptom in a case, . . . ; 
... of puberty show itseg ...; of weather signs, indicate a 
change of weather, . . .; impers., symptoms appear.. . 



Note that the definition as it pertains to weather signs irnplies that 

the verb is intransitive, but personal. But there is no obvious subject 

in the example fkom Geminus. Unless we supply a subject, such as 

'this s t e k  phase' or 'this day,' we cannot, strictly speaking, use the 

LSJ's intransitive personal definiti on.2e 

Rehm treats Emq~aIvr i  as an impersonal by translating it as 

"Bei einer Phase gibt es ein Zeichen."30 But a sign of w h t  exactly? 

He argues that in the parapegmatic literature hriuqua[vri irnplfes 

something about a change in the weather,31 which 1 think is correct, 

but he maintains the notion of signification as being always at the 

hart of the meaning of h n q ~ a i v ~ i .  ffeiffer also sees signification as 

centrai: he translates In iqpaivr i  as "IaBt envarten, zeigt an, deutet 

auf."32 PfeEer further claims that imqpaivri was sornetimes written 

just as qyaivri l33 however, ail but one of his examples are easiiy 

dismissed as scribal errors. His remaining example, from Lydus' De 

mensibue cannot be an alternate writing for the intransitive 

The example dted by the LSJ, Theophrastus, De slg., 10, does seem to be both 
intransitive and personal, and in thk respect, Theophrastus' use of intqciaIxi 
does not fit that of the astrometeorological iiterature. Theophrastus uses 
k-niqcia imi intransitfveiy but personaiiy in De Stgnls exactiy where we wodd 
expect uqpafvri with a direcî object. lndeed, he runs the two mnstrucüons in 
pardel: KU\ ihv in\ T& Tlfihiov v~qEhr l  npoaQ. ... Ü b p  fi bvwov q v a i ~ i .  6rav 
Tpt~ yfvq~ai. Irriuq pa lai [Theophrastus, De slg. 221. Hort translates i - r r i q  pa  ivri 
as "It is an indication of rain," foiiowlng, presumably, from the chapter title ("The 
Sîgns of Rain") he has artifidaiiy hserted Just above section 10, But since sigcm 
of wind etc. are a h  discusspll in thfs section, it seems presumptuous to assume 
Theophrastus meant specitlcaüy 'rain' here. 1 ùifnk 'lndicates a change in the 
weattier' is better. Sfgnification aiso seems to te present in Epicrurus' we of the 
nom in the Letter & Pythocks. See Mogenes Uertius, X.98.8:115.9; 116.1. 
Rehm, 'EpisemasW, RE, -1. 1 8 1 
Rehm, 'EpkmasW, RE, col, 181 f. 
S e  Pfeiffèr, 1916, p. 85-86. 
Pf'elner, 1916, p. 87. 
See Lydus, De ost, p. 296.1.1. 



& n i ~ ~ a [ v a i  since wpahri is king used transitively, with ppo~&r  as its 

direct object. Pritchett and van der Waerden translate i ~ - r i q ~ a i v r i  

with the verbles noun-phrase "sign of weather."35 

But these interpretations do not depart significantly from the 

LSJ's interpretation, which stresses Indication or signification as 

centrai to the rneaning of the verb. Moreover, they are ali 

dissatisfyingiy vague. 1 will argue that in the astrometeorological 

parapegmata and relited üterature, the meaning of Imq~aivei does 

not centre on signification, but prirnarily irnpiies the idea of 

changing. 1 would translate it thus as 'the weather changes', or 

impersondy as 'there is a change (in the weather].' 

In the fmst place, the parapegrnatic uses of Iiriaq~aivci are best 

understood as txue irnpersonals. There is no obvious subject stated, 

and implied subjects are, in the main, unsatisfactory. Take, for 

example, Geminus, 1 Cancer: i ~ l p q  Kahhimrp Kap~ivo~ apprai 

avarlhh~iv tportai 8~pivai-  ai imqpaiv~i.36 Here there is no 

grammatical subject, although there is a candidate for a logicai 

subject: the beginning of the rishg of Cancer. But this interpretation 

does not work for passages such as 16 Leo: fipf pq  EGGgv 

tn iqr ia iv~ i .~~  Since there is no s t e k  phase mentioned which could 

serve as logical subject, and the dative constmction rules out taking 

i&çz as an implied subject. 

35 See van der Waerden. 198443. p. 105. f. 
36 Gemlnus. p. 210.1. 14-15. 
37 Geminus, p. 212.1.23. Seealso p. 214.1.5; Ptolerny. Phas., p. 15.1. 10. etc. 



If, however, we treat these uses as impersonal, we can render 

the meaning of Lmqpaiv~ i  as 'there is a change in the weather,' more 

or less equivalent to pr~aP&&i 6 àip. The attempt to maintain the 

sense of signification, reading hiuqj.~aivci as 'there is a sign that the 

weather wii i  change,' does not fit the general nature of the 

parapegrnata. An astrorneteorologicaf parapegma typically correlates 

days with s t e m  phases and weather predictions. The predictions 

are, almost without exception, concrete: 'it will rain,' 'there will be a 

south wind,' etc. The few instances where predictions are more vague 

are characterized by the following two traits: 11 they take the form of 

either a) 'a storm usualfy happens,' e.g. f i ~ f p q  Aqyoupirc?, ... &vc~oi 

x~tyfptoi c b ~  rà srohhà38 or rarely, bl 'wind tends to blow,' e.g. icrbpq 

A q ~ o ~ p i r q  ... ~ I T I V E L V  qihci.3Q and 21 they are fkequently attributed to 

Dernocritus, one of the earliest narned sources for the parapegmatic 

tradition. in no case do the entries in the parapegma teli the reader 

to watch for vague and unspecified signs of any kind. Rather, they 

state that partîcular phenornena WU occur on parücuiar days. 

Likewise, texts from outside the corpus of as trometeorological 

literature point to such an interpretation as well. Stobæus reports 

that Anaxirnenes thought that - r h ~  6È Imcnlpaaias yiyvaa8ai 6ih rbv 

fiAiov d v 0 v . 4 ~  This sentence appears in the middle of a longer section 

on Anaxirnenes' beliefk about the stars in general, and by saying that 

38 Gemlnus. p. 21 8.1. 15-16. The possible ecception to this is the calendar of 
Clodius Tuscus, which occasionally has entries of the form €mi 6' OTE UEi or km 
OTE ~ a \  PPOXQ~ (sec Lydus, De ast, Jan. 27 and Feb. 10, respectfveiy]. 1 suspect 
these mean 'intermittent ra id  rather than 'in some years, rain.' 

3O Geminus. p. 218. L 16. 
40 Stokus.  Anth, vol. 1, p. 203. 



they happened because of the Sun, Stobaeus would seem to imply from 

this that AnaXimenes did not think that the h q p a u t a i  came about 

because of the fixeci stars.41 Now, if we interpret the tniuqpaoiai here 

as signs of some kind, then the sentence is difficult to understand. 

Keep in mind what was king observeci: the horizon was watched at  

either sunrise or sunset for the appearance of a partic* star. It 

was  not the Sun that was observed, dthough information about its 

position or motion could perhaps have been abstracted fkom the 

observation. So the phenornenon seen was simply the appearance of 

a star close to the horizon at sunrise or sunset. If we take 

Èmuqpaaiat to imply signification then we have the strange situation 

of the signification [by definition, something manifest, observable) 

happening by means of something not observed [the sun). We get 

around this problem, however, by translating Imq~aoia i  here as 

'changes in the weather'. So what Anaxirnenes is saying is that 

changes in the weather (con-, perhaps, to what Hesiod may lead 

one to believe) are due to the Sun, not the stars. 

Such an interpretation does tum up in the LW'S treatrnent of 

this noun. It reports that in the plurai, i-iriqpaaia can mean 

"changes in the weather." 1 am at a loss to explain why this meaning 

is absent in their entry for the verbal form of this word. 

Further confirmation of the centrality of the notion of 'change' 

rather than that of 'signification' can be found in the earliest 

41 Note that my argument here does not daim that Anaximenes actually used the 
word kntoq~aoiai [in which case he would be the earLiest author known to have 
used it Ln referenœ to weather]. AU that matters is that Stobarus used the word 
in the particular sentence under examination. 



pmserved astrometeorological parapegma, P. Hibeh 27, dating kom c. 

300 B.C. There we find the foliowing: 

Here we note that, unlike elsewhere in the parapegniatic iiterature, 

h t q y a l v ~ i  is king used personally. Grenfa and Hunt offer the 

foliowing comment: This entry 'the river gives indication of rlsing,' ... 
Tefers apparently to the flood reaching its full height, which it usudly 

does early in October. Epeiph 23 ... being the day of the autumn 

equinox, was probably Sept. 27."43 

As it stands, however, this interpretation makes Uttle sense. It 

is dear, 1 think, that the entry does refer to either the end of the 

rising of the river, or to the beginning of its recedlng. But rendering 

the idea that the river beglns to recede as 'the river gives indication of 

rising' loses this sense entirely. It is almost as strange as if we were 

to translate drv~por p i y a ~   ET as 'the wind gives indication of 

calmness.' The solution of this diffidty lies in treating imuq~aivci 

here as we have in the other parapegmata, as  fimdamentally implying 

change, rather than signification. Our understanding of b sro~apb~  

&maqpaivr i  rrpd~ *v h v d r ~ a o i v  wodd thus be: 'the river changes with 

respect to its rising,' Le., either 'it fhbhes rising,' or 'it begins to 

* G r e n f '  and Hunt. 1906. VOL 1. p. 149. col. xü. 
4 GtenfeU and H m  VOL 1, p. 156, n. 168-9. 



Combining this with the other evidence we have seen, 1 think 

the best translation of I-rriqpabei in the parapegmata would thus be 

'there will be a change (in the weatherP4 

Likewise, the noun tniq~ada should be translated, at least in 

astrometeorologid contextç, as 'a change in the weather'. I note 

that in other astronomical contexts, it can just mean 'significance'.45 

2Lï.i' Pmq~alvr i  with a Dative . ObJect 

Rehm has argued that the verb Immlctaiv~i never appears with an 

accusa tive object : 

Der medipllisChe Terminus k m  transitiv gebraucht 
werden [einen Menschen ~eichnen']; beim meteoro- 
logischen kornmt ein Akk-Objekt niemais vor. . . . 
Dagegen ist es durchaus logisch, daB die Wittenings- 
erxheinung, die als Zeichen zu betrachten ist, wofem 
eine bestimmte angegeben werden k m ,  im Dat. instr. 
hinzutritt, M e  üaaai  al & v E p o i ~ ~  ... Gleichen Sinn hat 
es wenn eine solche Angabe in der knappen Sprache der 
Parapegmen im Nominativ Oder mit verbaien Ausdruck 
selbstiindig daneben trftt, wie ~drrni~a Emaqpalv~i* 
pip&v K O T ~  86tAaaaav [Euktemon 15. M. G [= ~emfnus 
p. 214, 1. 24]]e4' 

But the MSS of Geminus unanimously contain one use of Imqpalvr i  

with an accusative object: A T ) W K ~ [ T ~  ... &rnq~(aiv~iv qiA~i &ovnSv  al 

44 Using the present teose to îndicate future wents is stendard pmctiœ Li the 
parammata- 

45 See, e.g., Ptolemy, Abri. IL 53631,537.8,510.7. 
46 Ptoiemy. Phns, p. 63, L 24. Note that Rehm'a citation [Pemokrit. 19. MII. Ga] is 

incorrect. 
47 Rehm, 'EpIsemasirif*, RE, col. 181. 
48 Gemtnus. p. 222.1. 10. 



strange switch here kom accusatives ( & o v ~ v  ral h m p a d v )  to 

datives (üâan fi &vipv) is ppuzzling. Wachsmuth ernends the sentence 

to read Ppovfl aal &rrrpa@  ai G6am fi &vfriy fi & p q h ~ ~ p a . ~ ~  and 

Manitius follows Wachsmuth. Halma prefers to lave the accusatives 

and emend the sentence to p p o ~ v   al h m p a d p  d u  m a n  fi & d y y  fi 

& U ( ~ ~ T E P ~ . ~ ~  

Againçt Halma I wouid argue that his emendation wouid be the 

only instance of imqpa[vri  governing a weather condition in the 

accusative. This being said, it should be noted that there are only 

two other instances in which tmuqpab~i clearly govems a weather 

condition in the dative, one being a Democritus fragment nom 

Ptolemy cited by Rehm: A q p o ~ p I t ~  iniuqpabri ü5aut ~ a l  &vfpois51 

(which prompted Wachsmuth to emend the Geminus passage to 

indude the string of datives in the fîrst place), and the other king 

Miletus II, 456B:  al Irn]uqpalv~i ~dr)la<qi.~2 A thkd instance OCCUIS in 

a restoration by Rehm of a dative in Miletus II: 

but given the degeneration of the text this reading is highly 

uncertain . 
Rehm has argued that these datives following irnuqpalv~i must 

be instrumental, meaning that the sign itself is deriuedfrorn the 

Wachsmuth, 1807, p. 188.1. 13. 
See Wachsmuth, 1897, p. 188, n. 13. 
Ptolemy, Phas., p. 63, L 22-3. 
Mels and Rehm, 1904, p. 110 left side, 1.4. Mels and Rehm's restoration of rot 
hi] does not sppm unîikeiy. u q ~ k i  @AaSr(i on its own would be even more 
P-€5 
Rehm, 1804, p. 756. 



weather phenornenon in the dative. He distinguishes two distinct 

uses of 4niqpalvsi:  1) "Bel einer Phase gibt es e h  -ichen,"54 where 

the sign implicitly refers to a change in the weather, and 2) "Bei einer 

Phase gibe es e h  Zeichen durch W i t t e m g s w e ~ h s e l , " ~ ~  where the sign 

derivesfrom the weather phenornenon assodatecl with the phase. He 

states quite explicitly that the datives refer here to a sign given by the 

weather, not of the weather: "Dagegen ist es duchaus logisch, daB die 

Witterungwrscheinungen, die als Zeichen zu betmchten isc wafem ehe  

bestimmte angegeben werden  ka^, im Dat. instr. Nnzutritt."56 This 

wodd imply that the p8capegma contains a prediction of a weather 

event qua signifier of something else. We have already seen that 

sometimes weather phenomena can function as signs of otherwise 

unobservable astronomical phenomena, but in cases where this is so, 

both the sign [rain, stonnsl and the sequens borne steliar phase] are 

made explicit. But in A q p o ~ p I ~ g  In icq~a lvs i  ii6aai  al CrvEpois57 there 

is no clear sequens, Le., no s t e k  phase that the zain is supposed be 

a sign of. 

Lastly, only three weather predictions in the pampegrnata are in 

this dative construction, and Rehm fails to show why so few 

occurrences of rain, wind or hall were signs of parücukr phases. 

Moreover, the common absolute use of Eaicqpalvri fiequently has no 

stellar phase, nor anything eise attached to it and thus, if we apply 

54 Rehrn, 'EpLsemasia', RE. a l .  181. 
55 Rehm, 'Epkem&aî". RE, aDL 183. 
56 FZehm, bEpkmsiai". RE, col. 181, ftallcs mine. 
57 Ptolemp. P h .  p. 63,l. 22-3. 



Rehm's interpretation consistently, these instances would be vague to 

the point of meaningiessness. 

Rehm's argument that these are instrumental datives is, 

therefore , untenable .58 

It makes much more sense, 1 think, if we take these datives to 

be comitative rather than instrumental: There will be a change in the 

weather, with hail,' i.e. 'including hail.' indeed, this is exactly how 

the dative is king used in the following: rai ['Anpihiv] khv  hvipw 

aorpayq .  6 ~aoihrùg ~oùg apxovra~ a h o ü  q o v r V a ~ i . 5 g  Another 

possibiiity, albeit one 1 consider less likely, is that these are datives of 

respect: There wiil be a change in the weather (in particular] with 

respect to the winds and rain.' 

ïïI.ii. The Extended use of ÈniqpaivEi 

In Gerninus XVII there is an unusual use of I r r i q ~ a i v r i .  [n a passage 

criticizing the parapegmatists, he says: 

There are, to be sure, Instances of k.rrqt~aIv~i governing words for 'stars' in 
phrases analogous to the instrumental dative, e.g., A q ~ o ~ p h y  & p~mal  'W piov  
CTTITUÀEIV ~ a \  qA6 kmuqpa(v~w h' a h @  (Gemfnus, p. 232,l. 21-2. See also 
Rehm, 1904, where he restores r Y&6q] C-rri~&Xowiv Ëo&[v KU\ i.rriqpaf]vri 
ahais KDT& @(hin[nov ...]). But there is nothhg unusual about a predicdon of 
changîng weathek being made fkom a star [Orion in thIs cese]. Indeed this is 
what the psrrapegmatic Uterature fs al1 about. 
Cumont, CCAG, vol, III, p. 48, 
Geminus, XVII, p. 188.1. 18 f. Manltius inserts a <Ti3 after HOAXQKI~ &. but 1 see 
no real need for it. He translates the passage Uzus: 'Oft hat jemnnd drei oder vier 
Tage zu spiit an den Auf- und Untergang des be-enden Gesüms ehe 
Voraussage geknüpft, btswefleen eine solche auch v i a  Tage zu früh angesetzt.' 
[ S e  Gemtnus, p. 1891. Aujac, also eiiminating the ns. offers the foliowing rather 



which 1 translate as: 

Often [the parapegmatist) h m  mnrked a change in the 
weather with the rising or setting of a star three or four 
days too late, and someümes he has anticipated the 
change by four days. 

Here the subject of Enr4pqvr [the parapegrnatist) is carrieci over from 

the previous sentences, and the verb itseifseems to mean that he has 

put d o m  or marked an ht iqpaala  beside or with the steiiar phase. 

This use is a simple extension of the normal use of the nominal fonn 

Another specialized use of iniqpaivci murs in the medical literature. 

Galen defines the derived noun, Èntuqpauia, as follows: 

uah3 6' ~iaeoAijv rrapo@mpoÜ rbv a ~ p i @ ô ~  i76q npGrov ~ p b o v  anha-. 

~ b v  6' a h b v  roVrov tniuqpaaiav ~iO8auiv o v o ~ a ~ ~ i v . 6 l  Elsewhere, he 

says: ... &av i v  rais hpxaî~ T&V napo~vopGv. ô5 ÈmuqpaoIas 

bvoph~~uuiv  ...62 and ... l v  raïs ~Eio~ohaT~ T ~ V  mrp~rOv. 8s i m q p a ~ i a ~  

0vo~&~ovaiv . . .6~  According to this use, then, the noun Iniqpauia 

refers to the onset (and in some cases, the duration] of the 

appearance of the symptoms in a cyclic fever,a and not, typically to 

freeiy idiomatIc trandatfon: 'Souvent aussi les indications données valent avec 3 
ou 4 jours de retard sur Ie lever ou le coucher de i'&toile; ti d'autres moments, les 
Lndications sont en avance de 4jours." [Aujac, 1975, p. 87). 
De morbonun temporibus Liber, in Galen, vol, VïI, p. 426. 
In H@pocratis aphorismes CO- in Gaien, vol. XVIIb, p. 452. 
In H@pocrat[s prqnart[cwn commenttuicl, in Galen, vol. XVmb, p. 120. 
1 exdude non-cycllc fevers, since Galen seems to think that mntinuous fevers do 
not have kniqpaala: kv pkv yhp &Mois anaoi n u p ~ ~ o i r  ai ~ o i a k a i  ~iof3oAal 
&OAtmoi ylvovrai x o p t ~  TOÜ ~patpqwt- u a ~ &  & TOCS EKTIUOÙ~ nüv TO 



the symptoms themselves. Elsewhere, h u q p a d a  is contrasteci with 

Ctuéol~. remissi0n,~5 and means the 'manifkstation' of the disease, by 

which translation 1 wish to imply not simply a symptom abstracted as 

such, but rather the period of the dlsease during which the patient is 

feverish. ïndeed, Galen even refers to the 'symptoms of the 

rather than access simply because of the ambiguity of the English 

term access, which often can just refer to the onset of symptoms. 

That more than just onset is implied becornes clear in the contrast 

between hriqpaaia and av~u i~ .  as in Galen's De typis where diseases 

are classifieci accordhg to the duration of the k n i ~ ~ a a i a  versus that 

of the &VEUI~: 

Moreover, duration is irnplied in such statements as uarà rbv 

raipou ~ i j s  1~l~u~pa0las.68 'dUMg the t h e  of the Erriqpaoia'; 

~atappfi&i TOU Jmq~aaiOv.6Q 'there wiii be discharges during the 

Ivavr iw~a~ov.  où8 ohos  hicq~aoia y i u ~ ~ a i  KQT' ousva X ~ ~ V O V .  Ù M '  €15 
a m $  mtpnb5 &-mrp. 6 ~ a h o Y v ~ q  16Iq oijyoxq. De dit'feb., Gaien, vol W. p. 
322. 

65 e.&. in Galen's De mis, Galen. vol. M p. 4 6 4 . 5 . 7  etpaslm 
66 See De â@etenfitSfibtùm, Ln M e n .  vol. W. p. 356; Synopsis Ubronun suonun & 

pulslbus, in vol. IX, p. 475; De p m t t o n e  ad pas- in XIV,  p. 66 1. 
67 Gaien, vol. W. p. 464.1.5. f. The use here îs identical to that eisewhere in De 

Wb- 
68 Galen Synopsis U b m m  S U D ~  & puisibus, in Galen. vol. K. p. 480. 
6Q ArcMgenes. Etagmenta ind ia ,  p. 68 1.6. 

Anonymi Medid Peri iyOQnfhtOpfas. 1.16. 



'during the beginning of the kniaq~auia'; ii &KU.? f i s  imcnlpaaia~.71 'the 

peak of the tniqpaaia'; IV  aï^ hpxai~ T&V I .niaq~acri~v.72 'in the 

beginning of the tmq~aoia'. The best way to keep the sense of these 

examples clear is to interpret Eniuqpaa(a a s  durative, i.e. taking place 

over some nontrivial length of tirne. 

Thus the word refers, in at least some Instances in the m e d i d  

iiterature, to a phase of a disease, during which the symptoms, 

qp~ ia .  are outwardly manifest. And difkrent diseases are 

characterized by Merent patterns of the duration of their 

manifestations and remissions. How frequently the noun refers to 

manifestation rather than onset is ciifficuit to teii. in many cases it 

is clearly manifestation, but at l e s t  one of Galen's definitions [dted 

at the beginning of this section] would lead us to believe that it only 

meant accesç, and phrases such as npb &pou ms iiriq~aoias 

obviously could go either way. 1 wonder if the ciifference between 

onset and manifestation isn't less pronounceci in the Greek medical 

literature than the two English words would lead one to believe. 

Syrnptoms corne on with varying intensity over üme, and they change 

over the course of a bout of fever, such that one feels altemately hot 

and cold, and may occasionally [but clearly not constantly] vomit, 

etc. It rnay be the case that the Greek conception of how a fever 

manifestsi itseif saw it as an instance of continuai 'becorning' or 

'coming-on,' rather than as a two-step prucess of 'beginning' [onset] 

foîiowed by a period in which it is 'manifest' (but no longer 

71 Aetius Med. Iàfrîcunun, 78.41. 
72 Aetîus Med. I i r w n ,  8335. 



'beghning'). More research certainly needs to be done on the medical 

uses of this word. 

In any case for our present puqmses, what is important to note 

here is that the idea of 'signitlcation' is, as in the astrometeorological 

literature, entirely absent. 

This hot& true for virtuaily di the Galenic uses of 

I m q  ~ a d a  ,73 and for post-Galenic medical writers in general.74 This 

is not, however, generaly the case in the Hippocratic COrpus.75 

in the Hippocratic works, a number of dinerent uses of both the 

noun and the verb =e evident: I ] meaning 'indicate' (synonymous 

with qpaivr  i] ,76 2) meaning 'symptoms a~pea r , "~  or just 3) 

'appea~.'~s This iast meaning, that of 'appearance,' is related to 

several other uses of Pmuqpaiv~i in Greek. 

It seems obvious that the Galenic use of iniqpaaia as 

'manifestation of a disease' is related to this sense of 'appearance,' 

and we should note that there are a number of other uses of both the 

verb and the noun which orbit around this meaning as weii. 1 

mention them here for the sake of completeness: 1) 'Appear', or 'show 

itseif,' ofien [but not always) referring to the maturation process of 

- 

73 The exceptions orrurrIng in either discussions of seasons and changes in the 
weather (as at De &bus decretorls, Gaien, vol. IX, p. 9141, or in hts quotations 
from and commentaries on Hippocratic works. 

74 e.&, Paulus Ægineta. Stephanus of Athens. m u s  Arlstide~, Aetius, Erotlanus. 
Dioscorides Padanius, Alexander Traiiianus, and Adamantius Judaeus. 

75 With the notable exception d Hippocrates, De m, 67.16. 
78 De mrbls popuhibus, 1.9 5; W.46.6, and possibly De septhestri pcuhi. 9.4. 
77 De morbis pupularibus, N.39.5. 
'8 e.g., De Semlne, 21.18.44.3; De cutîcu& 30.14.41.36; etpassim 



humans or animals, as  in "breasts appear,"7Q 21 'Show approval, 

applaud,'m and lastly ,3]  'Show of disapproval by the gods'81 

I t  seemç clear, then, that from an earlier sense of something 

iike 'appear', a specialized medical use developed, where imaqpaivri 

came to mean the onset or the manifestation of the symptomatic 

phase of a cyciic fever. Like the astrometeorological use, this has 

departed fkom any notion of 'signification'. 

Conclusion 

It is apparent, then, that 4 - r r t ~ ~ a i v ~ i  has some hitherto unrecognized 

meanings in the astrometeorologicaI literature. I t s  impersonal and 

intransitive use in the parapegmatic tradition, meaning '[the weather] 

changes,' is, I think, quite different fkom its use in, e.g., Theophrastus 

(intransitive, but personal: 'x indicutes a change in the weather'). 

This loss of the sense of indication or signification is not, however, 

unusual. It is exactly what happened in pst-Hippocratic medical 

literature, where its derived noun takes on the meaning of '[the onset 

ofl the symptomatic phase of the disease.' 

Arktotle, . De gen Mim, 727a.8. See also 728b.24.728b.29 et passim Galen De 
usupcrrtlum. Ln Galen, vol IV. p. 174; mppocrates] De semine, 21.8. 
Se, e.g., Modorus Sidus, XIX.23.1.2; Dionysius Halicamessensls. VI.72.2.6 et 
passe Polyblus, VL.6.8.4 et passim 
See, e.g. Modorus Simius, XVI.83.2.9 et p a s s ~  Pausanias. m. 12.7.7. 



Chapter Su 

Spelt and Spica 
"Now John," quod Nkholas ,  "1 wot nat lye, 

Ihaue tJiounde in myn astmbgye 
AsIharre W d  inthemmne bright, 

That now a Monday next, ut m r  nyght, 
Shal fd a reyn,   ci Mat so wade and wood 

hat half so g r e t  was nevere N o e s j b d "  
-Chaucer, The Miiieis Tale 

Introduction: 

The class of what 1 have called astrdogiral parapegmata is used to 

keep track of the days of the moon [Le., simply counüng days from 

new moon to new moon], among other things. One may legitimately 

ask what reasons the ancients had for doing this. The ephemeris of 

467 and Petronius seem to indicate that the interplay of days of the 

week with lunar days played a role in the determination of good- and 

bad-luck days. But it is also clear, as we shaU see, that lunar days 

were of great importance in their own right in Roman agncultural 

practices. 

in his monumental work on Roman agricultural practice, Roman 

Farmlng,' K. D. White discusses the history of almost ail aspects of 

Roman agnculturai practice, including esta te organization, tools, 

methods of cultivation, crops, manure, üvestock, servants, and so on. 

But he does not mention astronomy, astrology, or caiendrical 

White. 1970. 



Lehoux, Speit and Spica 

reckoning at aii. This is a Little surprising, since so much of the 

andent agricultd literature that has surviveci pays no s m d  

amount of attention to the heavens. Planting, pruning, manuring, 

ditch-digging, sheep-shearing, harvesting and ploughing instructions, 

for example, are given with specific attention to the phases of the 

moon or the fixed stars. This raises a handf--1 of questions which 

need to be answered. Specifically : [ 11 How exactly are lunar phases 

and days used in Roman agriculture, (2) Were the lunar bekfs related 

to a kind of primitive Roman calendrical almanac, as suggested by 

Eugene Tavenner? and (31 How are steiiar phases used in ancient 

farrnink 

in addressing these questions, 1 WU need to also look at the 

ancient ideas of sympathy and antipathy, which, 1 argue, are to be 

seen as natural rather than supematural forces. 

There are three distinct lunar influences apparent in the ancient 

sources: the phase of the moon, the day of the moon, and the 

position of the moon relative to the horizon. Each of these 

influences detennined the timing of various farming practices, such 

that certain activities were best carried out under a waxing moon, 

others avoided on a particular day of the moon, or stiU others 

performed when the moon was above the horizon. 
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[a) Phase: One should only plant bans  when the moon is 

increasing or full, accordhg to Columella.2 The idea behind this 

would seem to be that the increasing moon will bestow an increasing 

influence on the beans. A waning moon would be seen as destructive. 

The full moon &O bestows beneficiai influence. Püny, however, 

instnicts that vetch and fodder crops be sown when the moon is 

invisible3 [i.e. at new moon). As Mth CoIumeUa's full moon, the new 

moon is here seen as beneficial, though I must confess 1 am at a loss 

to explain why. The idea that the new moon is an increasing moon 

would seem tempting,4 until one considers that on this logic the full 

moon would be a waning moon, which would therefore seem to be 

destnictive to planting, contraq to what Columella believes. It is 

possible that some difl'erence between the uses or growing patterns of 

beans versus vetch was thought to cal1 for different planthg times. 

Another possibility is that there were several schools of thought on 

the issue [or at least variant traditions] in antiquity, with different 

ideas about what Muence a particular phase would have. 

Day of the Moon: Ver@ teils us that the seventeenth day of 

the moon is propitious for planting vines, the ninth lucky for fuBitives 

but unlucky for thieves, and that the fifth day is unlucky for aii 

work.5 The passage is striking in two respects: first, the seventeenth 

Colurnelia. RR, llx. 10; X.ii.85. This flatiy contradfcts Tavenner's notion that -aii 
plants. trees and vines should be pianted either durfng the dark of the moon or 
during the fnaease of the moon." See Tavenner. 19 18. p. 69. 
PUY. NH, XMI.3 14: hoc silente &ma serî &nt 
SeeTavmer. 1918. p. 69. 
Vergii, -rg. 1.276486. 



day would be a waning moon," and second, the unluckiness of the 

fi' day has nothing to do with the phase of the moon at ail: rather 

it was the lunar day on which, Vergil teiis us, "paie Orcus and the 

Furies were born,q and was therefore seen as unlucky. He is 

unfortunately silent about what [if anything) happened on the 

seventeenth to make it fniitful for viniculture, or on the ninth to 

make it helpful for ftrgitives. Since the day of the moon is here king 

used as a way of keeping track of the 'anniversary'8 of an event, one 

may be tempted to see in this a remnant of an ancient lunar 

calendar. And one would be correct to do so, but the calendar in 

question is Greek, not Roman: Pliny tells us that Vergil was following 

Dernocritus in this dating.9 Thus this, the sole exarnple of a clearly 

lunar calendrical instruction in the Roman agricultural literature, is 

of Greek rather than Latin origin. 

I note also that Vergil's admonition differs from the ancient 

Roman belief that certain calendrical dates (recurring of course only 

once a year] were unlucky, since Vergil is branding days of every lunar 

cycle as significant , not just of particular months . Interestingy , 

however, like many of the ancient ominous calendrical days, a 

tradition of the occurrence of a particular event 

'colours' that day, so to speak, in perpetuity for 

on a partic& day 

Verga. O 

As Tavenner noted, p. 69-70. 
7 Vergil. Ceorg., 1.27718: qluintamJÙge: Orcus EwnenIdesque satae. 
Of more acxurately: "mendversary'. 

Q Piiny, NH, X M I  321: ruzntque Vergûius e h  in nwneros Iwire merenda 
putavit DemDcritisecutus astentcltionem 

10 For a discussion of these calendricai1y ominous dates. see Grafton and 
Swerdlow. 1988. Babyionlan paraliels can be found in Langdon. 1935. and 
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The use of days of the moon to govem certain activities t m s  

up also in Pliny where he reports that 'Vamo has advised us to heed 

the observation (of the rising of the Pleiades] for sowing beans. 

Others Say they are to be sown at full moon, and lentils between the 

twenty-fifth and thirüeth, and vetch on the same days of the moon 

(viciam quoque üsdern Zwia? diebus], for this is the only way they shaU 

be free of slugs . 1 

(cl L m r  Position Relative to the Horizon: Another, hitherto 

unnoticed, kind of lunar influence can be found in Pliny. In the 

Natural History,l2 he tells us that we should "prepare nurseries when 

the moon is above the earth," [seminaria cum !KM supra terrarn sit 

fieri) which Tavenner mistakenly interprets as "during the light of the 

moon .*13 But this interpretation renders the long passage following 

Piiny's admonition entirely senseless. Here Pliny goes to great lengths 

to explain the difficult business of determining when the moon is 

above and below the earth  during al2 its phases. Pliny demonstrates 

that the moon is not just "above the earthn when it is visible, but 

ako when it is invisible, such as at the new moon. During a new 

moon, the moon is above the earth aii day, exactly when the sun is 

above the earth [supra terras autem erit quamdiu et sol Kzterlwrio et 

prima tota diel. and during a full moon it is above the earth from 

sunset to sunrise, Le., aU night. He then gives us a linear 

E g y p t h ~  ones in the i2denda.r of Lucky and Unlucky D a y s  (on which, see below, 
ch. 8). 

l 1  PUny, NN. XVIII.228. 
l2 Puny, MI, XVm.322. 
l3 Tavermer, 1918, p. 69. 
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interpolation ruie for calculating when it will be above the horizon on 

any subsequent day or night. '4 His detaiied explanation shows that 

Pliny quite iiteraiiy means "when the moon is above the eaxth'' rather 

than simply ïvhen the moon is shining." Conversely, some 

operations [felling timber and trading wine mustl are best caRied out 

when the moon is below the earth [cum Ium sub terra], which again 

does not mean at a new or waning moon, bu: rather quite l i t d y ,  

when the moon is below the horizon, whatever its phase. We should 

note however that Piiny does think phase is important for certain 

other activities, such as manuring and gelding, for which a waning 

moon is beneficial, or ditch-digging which is best done at the fidl 

moon. 15 

The idea that the moonts position above or below the earth 

matters in agriculture shows up also in the Geoponico, in a chapter 

cailed ori avay~aiov k ~ i v  ~ i & v a i .  r r h  fi oshjvq y i v t ~ a i  Ù d p  y@. TIOTE 

6 i  h o  yqv. which is attributed to "Zoroaster". I t  is jusmed on the 

grounds that "many of the faxmer's tasks are necessarily carried out 

when the moon is above the earth, or when the moon is below the 

earth."le Rather than interpolation mles, it simply lists the hours 

for each day of a 30-day month during which the moon is above or 

below the earth, beginning with the new moon. 

l4 Add ten-and-a-quarter twelfths of an hour to its rising and setting time each 
day . 

l5 P h y ,  NH, XVIïI.322. 
I6 C'i;eoponlca, L7. 

Compare also Enruna Anu Erùîi tablet XII', tables A and B. in Al-Rawi and 
George, 1991. 
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We have seen that there were three lunar influences active on 

Roman agricultural activity: one, by far the moût common, which 

related beneflcence and maleficence to the phases of the moon 

genedy; another, previously confusecl with the first kind. which 

believed that the position of the moon above or below the earth, 

regardiess of its phase, would affect certain agricultural operations; 

and a third, which saw influences of lunar days as affecthg farming 

activity. 

The position of the moon relative to the horizon could be easiiy 

calculated, as Pliny instmcts, or looked up in a book, as in the 

Geoponicq provided one knew the lunar day. But the lunar day was 

also important, as we have seen, in its own right. Phase was either 

simply observed or, when the moon was invisible, perhaps worked out 

£rom lunar days. These examples show at least one set of related uses 

for the lunar days column in the astrological parapegmata and in the 

ephemerides. 

I1.k A Roman Lunar Almanac? 

1 do not accept Tavenner's daim that this Roman moon-lore is 

necessariiy related to an archaic Roman, and completely non-Greek. 

calendrical aimanac which, he implies, was meant to regulate 

agricultural activity throughout the year.18 Tavenner's claim that the 

moon-Iore could not have corne from Greece, since the Roman farmer 



'brould, in fact, be the last person to hear of strange beiiefs 

introduced from foreign comtrlesWlQ L absurd. The Roman 

agricultural literature is full of idormation expUdtly derived fkom 

foreigners, including the Greeks, the Etruxans, and the 
. r Carthaguiians.20 The Dernocritus passage in Vergii is one case in 

point. 

Moreover, lhvenner equates this ?ou@ and ready dmanac*l 

with an (assumeci] early Roman lunar caiendar. But ft is misleadlng 

to uncritically point to a relation between that calendar and the 

activity-goveming phases of the moon, since these two things are 

conceptualiy quite distinct. instructions to dig ditches under the 

light of a full moon, or to prune vines in the dark of a new moon are 

meant to accord one's actions with favourable forces in the Cosmos. 

They prove nothing about a 1- calendar, which is essentiaiiy a 

the-keeping device. The instructions conceming the benadal lunar 

phases are based on perceiveci sympathies between the phase of the 

moon and the state of things on earth. 

But if the lunar agricultural practices are not straightforwardly 

derived fkom an early Roman lunar calendar, what 0th- evidence is 

there for the existence of such a caiendar? As we shaii s e ,  the 

answer is: not terribly much. 

18 Rivenner, 1918, p. 82. 
20 S e ,  e.&, Varro, RR., IL8 f., where he mentions more than fo- SO-. 

21 Tavenner. 1918, p. 67. 



The earliest attesteci Roman calendar is luni-solar,~ with a standard 

year of 355 days divided into twelve schematic rnonths of 28.29 or 3 1 

days (very roughly equal in length to a 1- month], and with 

complex d e s  of intercalation to keep it roughiy in line with the solar 

year.23 Most scholars see this caiendar as having developed fkom an 

earlier calendar based on actual observation of the phases of the 

moon,*4 with month lengths of 29 or 30 days alternately.25 and 

Flammant argues that the change to the luni-solar caiendar kom the 

"primitive" calendar was both deliberate and sudden.26 The evidence 

for this observational lunar caiendar centres on the fhcts that (1) the 

Kaiends, Nones and Ides of a month can be seen to correspond 

roughiy (but. 1 argue. too roughly) with the fîrst appearance of the 

22 The eariiest R o m  date dted in the d e n t  sources ls a s o h  d p s e  mentioned 
by Cicero wMch oonured on the Nones of June in c 401 RC. As Çamuel, 1972, 
pointeci out, even if the Roman calendar had once been l m ,  it certainly was no 
longer sr, by 401, since an eclipse can only happen at the conjuflctfon of the sun 
and moon, Le., at or befare the Kaiends rather than on the Nones of a aven 
month. 

23 For details, see BrindsAmour, 1983; Michels, 1967; Samuel, 1972, ch, V; GJerstad. 
1061. 

24 See Samuel, 1972, p. 159, n.2; p. 166; Michek. 1967, p. 16; p. 1 19 f.; 
BrindVArnour, 1983, p. 225 f.; Nllsson, 1952; Pedro* 1098. HoUetnan, 1078, 
however. has argueci [unconvindngly) for an originai 306-day year. An altemate 
(and tnrly ridicuious) 8ccount has been advancd by V. Johnson, 1963, who 
sees the Roman ailendar as d e r i d  h m  an ortgfml four-month [laû-day) yaw 
whtch aras baseci on the breeding @es of pi@. The argüment tests on facts 
such as that Bgs and kans are among the prominent items h the rites of the 
Caprotine Nones (In March], whfch products aOuld seem more appropriate to 
pîgs than goats," and that Copt~tinus. the orlglnal name for Match (1) rnay have 
rneant "boaf in primitive tâmes. 

25 Gjexstad, 1961, p. 107: S e  also Maaobiu~. Sat, 1.13.6-7; Ce~~~rlnu~, DedleriPt. 
202-5. 

s6 Sec Flanunant, 1984. 



moon, the half moon and the full moon respecüvely; (21 Macrobius 

teports that the Kalerids, Nones and Ides were once f a t s  timed 

according to the observation of the new crescent;27 and (31 the 355- 

day 'standard' [Le., non-interœiatedl year is close to a true 354-day 

lunar year. A fourth assumption which 1 think lurks in the 

background is that a lunar dendar is supposed by many scholars to 

be somehow more primitive that a soiar one.28 

Of these arguments, none is quite convindng. The discrepancy 

b e t w e ~  the Kalends, the Nones and the Ides on the one hand, and 

the three corresponding lunar phases on the other is as much as two 

days. And if we beiieve Macrobius, then even in the archaic dendar 

this strange disaepancy must have existed between the true phases 

and the ideaiized dates of the feasts, for on Maaobius' account, only 

the Kalends was tnily observational, the other f w t s  were schematic: 

So in ancient times [before the fast[ was produceci by 
Gn. Flavio the clerk, and mad publidy known, against 

MaCrobius, a, 1.15.9-12. GJerstad has ciaimed that Varro, U W27 is fWkr 
evidence for îhis point, but 1 dont s e  how. V a m  gays: Priml dies menshm 
n o m i n a f l K L r l e n d a . ~ q u o d h L s d l e b u s ~ e l u S ~ N ~ a ~ u s  
~ a n s e p ~ s I n t f i r t w r e , f n C a p W i n c r r t l a ~ t c r s l c : P [ e s t e  
quinque &, Juno CouetlcZ. sepkm dbs te c d ,  Jwio Co&" The last bit is an 
emendaîion by Scaiiger from dlcCee quinque cafo and septem dk& cala 
Much of the work on andent chromlogg and calenAril3P fs founded on 
assumptions made expiMt by NElsson's ntniarre !ïhe Redoontng. niere Nllsson 
states, without proof, that 'the moon is indeed the fht chronometef and that 
"whiie the human mind arrives onlp gtaduaüy at the conœption of the year, the 
month is already @en by the natural phenomenam (see NILsson, 1Q2U. p. 14û,f.]. 
The enürety of fiis book is ooloured by hh questfo~bk method of using 
nineteenthmtury anthropolo&lsts' reports of [for exampie] the 'primitive' 
tempural conœptl0n.s of indigemua South American trlbespeople as indicative of 
'prfmittve' e d y  European calenrirlrrt While such reports may point out certain 
possIbIllttes, they can offa nothing in the way of peoof. More re~ently, M. 
Monde has wed this Qame method to o&r a Madsî htqmtatfon of primitive 
time reckoning. WnQ, 1996, p. 247, n. 35, dubioudy a* to "la structure 
q u a s i u n f v l e r s e l l e d e s ' c # i P n n r t ~ ' p ~ ~ e t d e s ~ d e s d v I l l s a ~ 1 1 ~  
hbtoques." 



the will of the nation] this duty was assigned to a 
Powex MUior: to observe the h t  [sign] of the new 
moon, and its appearanfl noted and reported to the 
High West.= And so, a samifice belng performed by 
the High Priest,al and the P o w e g  having called (that 
is: summoned] the people to the Capitol, beside the 
cvria of Calabra, which is near the house of Romulus, 
the Ponfijex Minor wodd declare how many days there 
were between the Kalends and the Nones, repeating the 
word raho five times if [the Nones were on] the fifth 
[day], and seven ümes if [they were on] the seventh 
[day]. . .. And so the Pbntjfèx MInor made known the 
number of days which temaineci untii the Nones, since 
after the new moon, on the Nones, the people fkom the 
country had to meet in the dty to hear nom the High 
Priest the reasons for the festivals and what saaifices 
were to be performed that month.32 

There are a number of problems with this account. Firstly, the 

combination of obsexvation and schematic dating of feasts is 

disconcerüng. Moreover, as Gjerstad noted, the titie of Po@fèx Minor 

is entirely anachronistic here. Thirdiy, the fact that the 'Pontifex' 

[whatever he may have been called] is supposed to have made his 

pronouncement in Greek to the Roman peasantry is odd. But these 

anomalies are easily accounted for by the fact that Macrobius is 

writing at least 700 years after this supposed caiendar m u t  have 

faiien out of use.33 and his information was corrupted. But of course 

if Macrobius is not reliable on these counts, can we t u t  him that 

the Kaienâs were origInally observational? The answer is: not unless 

there is other evidence. 



Is the 355-day year such cormborating evidence? 1 would argue 

not. The reason is that the 355-day year f h t  shows up as the 

product of the lengths of the 12 schernatic months of the luni-soiar 

year, such that four rnonths of 31 days [clearly not observationaiiy 

lunarl plus seven of 29 days plus one of 28 days [again, dearly not 

observationally lunarl equals 355 days. But of course this year length 

was seen as unsatisfactory in the eariiest records we have of it, such 

that the Romans irreguiarly intercalateci extra months in order to 

keep the calendar in Une with the solar year, and this interdation 

involveci shortenhg Febmaxy to 23 or 24 days [clearly not 1~1281:) and 

adding an intercalary month of 27 or 28 days (yet again: clearly not 

lunarl.34 Aithough the earliest known Roman calendar does seem to 

show some connection to the behaviour of the moon, we cannot 

ignore the fact that it equaiiy undeniably shows a strong connection 

to the behaviow of the sun. 

This king the case, we could just as easily argue that the 

Archaic caiendar, rather than being a degenerate lunar dendar, was 

a degenerate solar calendar. Or, what seems most iikely based on the 

evidence available to us for the eariiest known Roman calendar, that 

it was never purely either, but wasfrom 16 IBception luni-soiar. The 

evidence of Macrobius does not, 1 thinlr weigh in favour of any of 

these possibiKties. His account is nothing more than speculation 

based on the rough coincidence of the monthly feasts with the lunar 

- - -- 

34 Wdiels, 1967. has mgued that the interoatarg month aras always 27 daps, but 
most scholars think it was sometimes 27 and somehes 28. For the andent 
sourcor and her arguments on the question, see her qPpendLr 1. 



phases, and uLtimately can be reduced to the identical [and no more 

convincingl modem argument. 

Since we have no really secure evidence for an archaic lunar 

caîendar, the question arises of why the late Republican and early 

Imperiai romans were so concemeci with the moon. The answer, 1 

think, is that their interest was purely astrological rather than 

calendrical. 

ïll: S t e h  P h a s e s  &Agriculture 

Of course lunar phase instructions could apply during any lunar 

month. But some farming activities are only C81Zied out in certain 

seasons, or at parücular ümes of the solar year. The Roman 

agridtural writers give d e s  for keeping track of these seasons as 

w d .  We find two types of dating accompanying the instructions: one 

is the standard and famiiiar-looking calendar date, such as Yit is best 

to plough [sloping ground] between the first and thirteenth of 

September."35 The 0th- is more ClearIy astronomical: Wtween the 

vernal equinox and the rising of the Pleiades ..."36 These astronomical 

dates were used in severai ways: firstly to delimit the sasons 

generally, as in the season lis& (in ciass F, above] and secondly to 

precisdy indicate a partiCU18f date in the solar year. As the Roman 

dendar evolved and estabbhed a better connection for itself with 
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the sohr year, the use of stellar phases gradiially began to be replaced 

by, or a t  least intertwined with, Roman calendar dates. This is why 

we see post-Julian writers using calendar dates where the Gr& and 

earlier Romans wouid have used s t e m  phases as date indicators. 

The relationship between the solar year and the Julian calendar 

is first made explicit in Varro, and we can see the change fkom steiiar 

to caiendar dates king made: 

The fust day of spring (the sun] is in Aquarius, of 
summer in Taurus, of autumn in Leo, of winter in 
Scorpio. The twenty-third day of each of these four 
signs is the Grst day of (each of] the four seasons, and 
this makes it so that spring has 91 days, summer 94, 
autumn 9 1, and winter 89. Which [seasons) , rendered 
in Our current civil date@ (sets] the fkst Idayl of the 
season of spring on the VI1 id. Feb., of surnmer on the 
VI1 id. May, of auturnn on the 111 id. Sextilius, of winter 
on the N id. N O V . ~ ~  

Before the Julian reform, of course, such dating would have been 

sloppy at best, since the calendar months had a somewhat irregular 

back-and-forth motion with respect to the se as on^.^" 

For the most part, however, it is the stars that delimit the 

seasons of the year. Thus Varro tells us: 

[The year is) divided in eight parts: the first frorn the 
Ibeginning of the) west wind to the vernal equinox, 45 
days; fkom there to the rising of the Pleiades, 44 days; 
fkom this to the solstice, 48 days; thence to the sign of 
the Dog Star,40 27 days; korn there to the autumn 
equinox, 67 days; then to the setting of the Pleiades, 32 

37 pua?re&ctaaddiesc(vaesnos~,qui~urcswiL.. 
38 Varro, RR, 1.xxviii. 
3Q Not that the Julian reform Rxed this situation immediately. It was not unU 

Augustus' reign that the bugs got worked out of this systern. 
4 O  adcM[fukesignm 
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days; from which to the winter solstice 57 days; then to 
the [beginning of the) west wind, 45 days.41 

We note that steiiar phases, the solstices and equinoxes, as weU as a 

meteorological phenornenon are ali used here. This points to a close 

co~ection between certain annual weather patterns and s t e k  

reckoning. 

Of course the links between weather and the stars are made 

explicitly obvious in the astrometeorological para pegmata, where we 

get entries of the following sort: 

On the 16th of Jan. the Sun enters Aquarius, Leo 
begins to set in the early morning, there is a south- 
west, or occasionaliy a south wind with rain. 

On Jan. 1 7 th Cancer fmishes setting, wintry 
[weather] . 4* 

day-by-day predictions are rnuch more temporally smc than 

the seasonal indicators, insofar as they apply onIy to specific days 

rather than to a span of t h e .  Nevertheless, their presence in the 

agricultural treatises indicateç their importance for the Roman 

farmer. We can reasonably speculate that Greek farmers, who 

presumably had access to public parapegmata, as at Miletus, would 

have had a similar use for thern. 

Some of the phases more directly govemed agricultural 

practices, thus the best tirne for activities such as planting was, as 

Pliny t e k  us, magnaque ex parte rationi sidemm conexad3 

Verga says to plant wheat and spelt after the setting of 
the Pleiades, barley between the auturnn equinox and 



the winter solstice; vetch, kidney beans and lenüis at 
the setting of Bootes; thus it is that the m e s  of these 
and other stars are to be set out according to their 
&YS. 44 

But he adds that 

Some, ignoring the exactness45 of the heavens, 
designate [this) calendrically:4~ so flax, oats and poppy 
(are planted) before the festival of Minerva47 (as they 
now do beyond the Po); b a n s  and wheat in the month 
of November. Thus these people show no concern for 
nature, where the previous people show too much,48 
and so their exactness is blind. So the matter is treated 
by farmers and literary men, not only those who know 
the stars. 

But it is acknowledged that it is rnostly dependent 
on the heavens, as Verga, to be sure, tells us to have 
foreknowledge of the winds from the habits of the stars 
above all, just as they are used for navigati0n.4~ 

And it was to keep track of these "habits of the stars" that the 

astrometeorological and astronomical parapegmata were used, in the 

setting out of seasons generaliy, the prediction of day-to-day weather, 

and in the regulation of farming and navigational activity. 

Pliny, NH, XVIII.202. 
submas. 
temporibus. 
Which ran for £ive days from the fifth day after the Ides of March [Le., Mar. 19- 
231. 
ita his nulla cura est, Ulls ninùa.. I t h e  PUny says "too mucb" here not 
because he thfnks that those who use the stars are wrong, but because they do 
not pay enough attention, in his opinion, to the other causes that can dixt  the 
weather. So NH, XMI:  "Even though ail thk depends on stationary stars, fixed 
in the sky, the motion of [other] stars intervene, affectfng the halls and douds to 
no small extent, as we have shown, and they disturb the apected arrangement." 
Piiny, AW, XVm.205. 
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IV: Magk and Physis 

Tavenner thought these astrological beliefs, particularly the lunar 

ones, depended on "sympathetic magic." But the category of magic is 

out of place here, and ancient ideas of syrnpathy are best thought of 

in temm of physics rather than supematural forces. 

Now, in order to talk of the relation between astronomy and 

magic in Roman agronornics, it wilî be e s t  necessary to ascertain 

what we mean by the term 'rnagic'. It seems that the ancien& were 

not entirely clear on what they meant by magic, and its definition 

seems to have k e n  variously reckoned to suit the reckoner. At times 

during the Roman Empire, laws against magic included all forms of 

divination and astrology,so and modem works on ancient magic 

subsume these topics as well.51 But I will argue that it is incorrect to 

do so, insofar as the ancient astrologers thernselves, like their Arab 

and Renaissance counterparts, saw astrology as more akin to physics 

than to magic. 

We do fmd some odd practices in the agricultural literature, 

such as [a) that, according to Dernocritus, a menstniating woman 

can cure crops of caterpillar infestation;52 or [b] that seeds spread 

50 Barton. 1994. p. 64.f.; Linder&. 1996; For a amplete treament of the legal 
status of Astrologp in Roman law up to Diocletian, see Cramer. 1954. 

51 See. e.g., Luck. 1985; Luck, 1990; Thorndike, 1923. 
s2 Colurneila. RR. XI.iii.64. She shouid walk around the plant bed three times 

barefmt and with her hair hanging loose. See a b  W.V. 17; MII.VüI.7 for other 
Dernocritean magical practices. 
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from the skin of a hyena will prosper; and many, many 0thers.S 

Lwnped together with these are the lunar-phase instructions such as 

we have seen, above. JudgLng from their frequency, we c m  assume 

that these s o - d e d  'superstitious' practices were of great importance 

to the ancient farmer. Discussions of, for example, the types of 

manure to be used on a particular crop, would be foUowed 

imrnediately by a prescription concerning which phase of the moon it 

was best to spread the manure underpas which Tavenner thought 

depended on a kind of sympathetic magic.55 But WU the ancient 

practice of farming in accord with the phases of the moon fit a usable 

d a t i o n  of magic? 1 think that it will not. 

For, if Tavenner is right about such acts depending on 

sympathetic magic, then he requires a definition of magic that is 

considerably more inclusive than we would be cornfortable with. 

A good definition would look something like that of C. Faraone, who, 

in his Ancient Greek Loue Magic, sensibly limits the scope of magic to 

"a set of practical devices and ntuals used by the Greeks in their day- 

to-day lives to control or othemise influence supernatudy the 

forces of nature, animais, or other human beings."56 this definition 

sees magic as quite lirnited in scope, since it wodd, for example, nile 

out astr010gy or divination as magical practices, insofar as these do 

not rely on the imposition of human WU on nature. They are rather 

53 Columeiia RR, II.ix.8. See also Paliadius, X.3. 
54 It Ls best under a waning moon. See, e.g., Cato, De Agd Cuk, X2CI.X; P h y ,  M, 

XVm.322; Columeiia, RR, iï.5.1; 1I.16.1; II.15.9; Palladius, X.12. 
55 Tavenner. 1918. p. 82. 
s6 Faraone, 1999, p. 16; compare also Versnel, 1996. p. 909; Luck, 1985, p. 3; Lu&, 

1990. 
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methods of interpreüng or reading events using speciakxd, but not 

unnatural, knowledge. 

But what of syrnpathy and antipathy, beliefk Tavemer daims to 

be central to rnagic? The examples 1 have cited frorn Roman 

agicultural writers seem, as Tavemer was aware, to rely on these for 

their efficacy. Indeed, Columella specifcaliy tek us that the cure for 

caterpiiiars is taken from a work by Dernocritus entitled mpi 

a v r i n a û 0 v . 5 ~  But what exactly is this antipathy? 1s it magicai or 

physical? 1s it reconcilable with a reasonable defimition of magic? 

in his discussion of sympathy and antipathy, Pliny uses as 

examples phenornena that we would be hard-pressed to class as 

magical. He says: 

Here the peace and war of Nature with itself will be told, 
the hatreds and fnendships of things deaf and dumb, ... 
which the Greeks c d  sympathy and antpathy, in which 
aii things participate:58 water extinguishing fire, the 
sun evaporating water and the moon bringing it forth, 
... the magnetic Stone drawing iron to itself, another 
kind repelling it from itself.. .a9 

But then, as though to confound us, he adds that "adamant, a rare 

and delightful wonder ,Go unbreakable and unconquerable by any 

other force, is smashed by goat's blood," which the translater of the 

Loeb edition amusingly sees fit to point out is "of course untrue."sl 

Columella, RR, XI.lti.64. 
quibus ctrBcta constant. 
Plfny, NW, MC. 1-2; For further non-rnaglcal examples, see, e.g., XXIV.3 where 
Piiny says that gum is removed by vinegar, but ink by water, or that oii and water 
WU not mix. 
adamnnta ranun opm gnrrrlftlm_ 
Phy,  M, p. 210 n. 



Likewise, Cicero's arguments about the cogNZfiO in mtum r e m  

offers us the foliowing: 

Yet 1 do concede that there is a sympathy fcugnntfo) 
[betweenl the dlfferent bits in the nature of things. And 
the Stoics have drawn inferences kom many [examples]. 
The livers of mice are said to grow larger in winter, and 
dried fleabane to bloom on the exact day of the solstice, 
and its seed-pocb inflate and the seeda in them spread 
out in al1 directions; in a lyre, when some strings are 
stmck, different ones resonate;62 it befalls oystem and 
all sheliûsh to grow and decrease with the moon; trees 
are easiest to feu in winter under a waning moon, for 
then they are dry.63 

I t  couid be argued that, as in Pliny, some of his exampies have moved 

us out of the realrn of physics into that of fmtasy or superstition, but 

is this a hir assessrnent to make? 

As anthropologists have done,u we need to resist the urge to 

dismiss such beUefk as aeûulous and deluded, or as somehow 

'inferior' to rational sdentific practice, and try to see it in the 

cuitural contexts in which it is nianifest. Where Maiinowski classed 

magic as a pseudo-science,= we should rather tq to see whether and 

when the very distinction between magic and science makes any sense 

in the intellectual contexts we are studying. Now, 1 would not 

dismiss the category of magic outright, but I do think we should be 

62 Plotinus, IV.fv.4 1 uses the same example. 
63 Cicero. De Mu., IIxiv.33. 
64 The YIClYB of Tyler, 1871. Fhzer, 1000, and Mauss, 1002-, which saw magîc as 

superstitious and Infertor to sdenttflc ratfonaffty be&an to be modffled by 
Maiir~owski, 104û and Evans-PsWhud, 1037. Chalitrrges to the methodology 
used to compare magk end LqCi3prurp! are raised bp D o m  1984, and Peeî, 1969 
rejects the chsffhtion outri#& sine It is, EW argues. always valueladen and 
culturally oonditfonsd. Brown, 1897, argues for makitainfn8 magk as a 
da&fhtion for oertaln a c t i v i ~  but warns that we need to be careful not to 
impiy value-judgznents when USlIlg the term. 
û n e ~ t w e î l a s k w h y  hedidnotdaoacrdauraspeeudo-WC. 
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carefui to keep its signification clear. Michael Brown has tentatively 

defended the term magic as (ideally) a value-neutral classification for 

kinds of practices which rely on syrnbol and metaphor in th& causal 

nexus, as opposed to physical causation.66 This definition would, 1 

think, be conformable to Faraone's [or vice w d ,  and would include, 

for example, such mechanisms as Plotinus' idea of dvoibqs.67 

Now, Faraone's definition wodd not, I îhink, be contended in 

its essence by a practicing rnagician, nor does it place the 'scientl8c' 

observer in a priviieged ontological position. But as 1 noted, it hits 

magic to particular kinds of practices involving [a] supersensuai 

powers and [b) the imposition of human will on the world, practices 

such as sorcery, necromancy, love magic, and even medicinal magic.68 

This distinguishes rnagic from other practices such as astrology and 

divination, which are interpretive and predictive, rather than 

interventional, and do not rely on supersensual powers any more 

than the operation of gravity does. 

Magic, then, should not irnply superstitious nonsense, nor 

should we dismiss the beliefs of the ancients as naïve and deluded. if 

Pliny saw the extinction of fxe by water and the destruction of 

adamant by goat's blood, or Cicero the blooming of fleabane only on 

the winter solstice and the sympathetic vibration of the strings of the 

Brown, 1997. 
Plotinus, IV.iv. 
1 say this last with extreme caution, because a thorough disentanglement of 
andent medicine from rnagic, if even possible, would involve a whole other book. 
For example, the ancient notion of the healing h g ,  the qap~iauov. is intimRtely 
tied with magic and yet it is tempting to see it from a modem pofnt of view as 
medtcai technology . 
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lyre as the same sort of thing, then we must concede that, in the 

worlds of these two undeniably intelligent men, these phenornena 

were of a kind, neither belief more foolish than the other.6Q With 

Quine, we can prefer not to live in such a world, but we cannot refute 

its epistemological foundations .70 

Now, I shouid clarify the phrase 'supematurally influence the 

forces of nature,' from the definition of magic that I took from 

Faraone, specifkally to draw attention to the view that the 

interventionkt magical approaches share of the causal network, 

where things can affect other bodies without actually touching, 

contrary [for example] to Aristotle's Physics.71 Forces are operative in 

the magical universe which are non-physical, but nonetheless real.72 

But is sympathy such a non-natural force, or is it more precisely 

physical in nature, operating by means of contact? 

This tums out to be a dEcult question to answer. In some 

authors, such as Piiny and Cicero, we are told what sympathy does, 

but not exactly what it is. Whereas in the Stoics it is physical, but 

also bound up with the divine, and hence, is physical. And while the 

parapegmaüsts are not Stoics, the Stoic conception does show us 

that s ympathy was natural, rather than supematural in antiquity. 

-- 

BQ See Kuhn, 1970. p. 1 11 - 135. 
Quine, 1953, p. 44: "Physical objects are ... irredudble posits comparable, 
epfstemologfoally, to the gods of Homer. For my part f do, qua Iay physidst, 
beiieve in physical abjects and not in Homer's gods, ... but Ln point of 
epistemological footlng the physical objects and the gods dlner only fn degree 
but not in kind." 
Arlstotle, Phys., M.245b; VïïT.528a. 

72 See Brown, 1997, p. 126-130. 



The Stoic conception seems readily applicable to the question 

at hand. Cicero sees the existence of sympathy as evidence of the 

divine in n a t ~ r e , ~ 3  and Chrysippus, Antipater and Posidonius are 

reported to have believed something similar.74 Alexander of 

Aphrodisias also reports that Stoic sympathy depended on the 

presence of the divine in nature? Sextus Empiricus outiines the 

Stoic theory of the unity of the Cosmos and the sympathies that 

betray it. His examples inciude, as in Cicero, that creatures wax and 

wane with the moon, and 

So also from the risings and setüngs of certain stars 
there are changes in the atmosphere and variations in 
the air, someümes for the better, and sometirnes 
pestiiential, from which it is manifest that the Cosmos 
is ordered as a unified body? 

He seems to be impiying physicaiity here, insofar as he says that the 

Stoics thought that sympathy proved the Cosmos to be a u n w  body. 

This is confirmed later in the passage when he says that the changes 

in the weather brought about by the heavenly bodies by means of 

sympathy were seen as evidence that the Cosmos was a physiraUy 

cohesive entity: 

But the Cosmos submits to notable changes, such that 
the atmosphere becornes someümes cold and someümes 
hot, someümes dry and sometirnes wet, and in other 
ways changing according to the motions of the celesüai 
(bodies). So the Cosmos is not held together by mere 
arrangement, but rather by physls.77 

- -- - - -  - 

73 Ciam. De n a  deor., II.vii. 19. 
74 Cicem. De dlu., IIAv.35. 
75 Alexander of Aphrodfsias. De mlxtlone, 223.25 f. 
76 Sextus Empiricus, A&. M. M.79. 
77 Sactus Empiricus. Adv. maM, W.83-4. 



But we need to be cautious about reading too much into the use of 

the word physis here. It often carries meanings in Greek quite 

separate from ideas of physicality. indeed, it is used in Homes to 

describe the nature of the rnagicai plant pOhv.78 Fortunately, Sextus 

is dear about his use, and he d&es the sense of physiral cohesion as 

the way a plant is held together as a uded entity: certainly it is not 

me tap hys i d .  '9 

AU this occurs in the context of a proof of the existence of the 

gods, thus, like the other sources for the Stoic doctrine, tying the idea 

of sympathy in with the divine. But god, for the Stoics, is an all- 

pervasive pneunq80 which is equated with soul,*l a corporeal 

entity.82 Thus sympathy exists only as a corporeal, i.e., physical 

force. indeed, on the Stoic conception, sympathy can only act on 

physical bodies if it is itself physical.83 

Although the parapegmatists and agricultural writers are not 

necessarily Stoics, and do not offer us the same depth of expianation 

as the Stoics, 1 think that the Stoic conception of sympathy at least 

gives us an indication of how naturalistic the concept was in 

antiquity, and so allows us to move away from the overly-lirniting and 

inaccurate classification of sympathy as magical or supematural." 

Homer, Od, X.303. 
Sextus Empiricus, Adu. math, W.8 1. 
See Aetius, 1.7.33; Alexander of Aphrodisias, De mktione, 223.25. 
Calcidius, 220. 
Nemesius, 78.7-79.2; 8 1.6- 1 0. 
See, e.g., Ciœro, &ad,, 1.39; Sextus Empiricus, Adu. math, 82ô3. 
For the open question of how pervasive the Stoic idea of sympathy was in 
antiqulty, s e  the discussion in Diilon, 1996, p. 106 f. 
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Conclusion 

The astrometeorological, astrological, and astronornical parapegmata 

were used in Roman and probably also Greek agriculture to regulate a 

wide variety of activities with the a h  of accordhg the famer's 

actions with the perfectly natural forces of sympathy and antipathy. 



Calendars, Weather, and Stars in Babylon 

in this chapter, 1 WU look at vanous Mesopotamian sowces of 

weather, calendrical, and steiiar omina. While none of these texts 

directly paralle1 the classical parapegmatic tradition, we wiii see that 

there are scattered ornina which show similarities to parts of the 

dinerent types of parapegmata. Most similar to the classical 

parapegmata is MULAPIN, which has a k t  of schematic heliacal 

rising dates, and some seasonal meteorological predictions. 

Aithough there are other texts [the astrolabes) which associate 

months and stars, 1 WU argue that these were more likely 

mythological associations, which were used in omina, rather than 

truly representing the dates of the steliar phases. I begh by assessing 

a group of arguments about stem observations for the purpases of 

determining intercalations in Mesopotamia, and then go on to look at 

weather ornina in MULAPIN and E n m  Anu Enlü. 



1: A s b ~ ~ m y  and the Babybnfan Calendur 

The Mesapotamian calendars were luni-solar. l Months were counted 

from £îrst sighting of new moon aescent to fkst sighting of new moon 

crescent, although it would seem [fkorn the almost total lack of any 

attested monthsi longer than 30 days] that some nile was in place to 

prevent the month nom nuuiing beyond 30 days, even in cloudy 

weather.2 Months were intercalateci from time to time, to keep the 

year roughly in line with the seasons. 

As early as the Sumerian period (third mi i ie~ ium B.C. 1, there 

is some indication that astronomy was associated with the regulation 

of the agicultural year. Koch-Westenholz says: 

Two of [the goddess] Nisaba's characteristic traits [are] 
her lapis -1azuli tablet, origindy associated with 
astronomy , and her management and fair distribution 
of agricultural products . . . . The overaii impression given 
by the Sumerian sources is that Nisaba was mainly 
concemeci with the management of agriculture and the 
timing of activities that were dependent on the yeariy 
seasons. The knowledge of astronomy ... attributed to 
her was used to correct the vagaries of the luiar 
caiendar .3 

And in a note, she ad&: "This is a falrly exact rephrasing in o u  

terms of the statement in Lugal-e 721, 'together with Suen, she 

counts the days'? But this is more than a simple rephrasing. 

1 With the exception of the Assyrlan calendar More the late second rnfflennium. 
which Was lunar. * For a dlscusslon of month lm, see Huber. 1982. 

3 Koch-Westenhoiz. 1995. p. 33. 
Koch-Westenhoiz, 1995. p. 33. n. 3. 
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'Counüng the days,' for example, is considerably less s-c than 

'timing activities that were dependent on the yearly seasonse and 

'correcthg the vagaries of the lunar caiendar.' Nonetheles, we do 

note that agriculture, astronomy, and dating are somehow combined 

in thfs Sumerian deity's hctions and attributes, and so may have 

representeà a set of related pradces in Sumerian society. 

in any case, we do know that the periodic insertion of an 

intercalary month in the Babylonian calend& was meant to keep the 

lunar caiendar roughly in line with the agricultural year. By probably 

the fUth century, intercalation was regulated by a 19-year cycle [the 

Uruk ~cherne),~ but More then the intercalations were sporadic. 

I.C. Intercalation and the Astrolabes 

Horowitz has recently argued that the heliacal risings of selected fixed 

stars were used to determine whether or not a particular year would 

be intercalateci? More specincally, he claims that the Babylonian 

astrolabes,* which were simple iists of three stars for each month of 

the year, were used to determine which stars should rise in which 

Lunar month. He bases this in part on a report by one of 

Assurbanipal's scribes: "Let them intercalate a month. AU the stars 

The practice of interdation was slso taken up in Assyrla begimhg in laîe 
seoond rdiemiiirm. See Weidner, 1935, p. 28-9; Horowitz, 1996, p. 37, n.5. 
On which, see Rochberg-Halton. 1092. p. 810. 1 have argued in chapter 4 that the 

19-year Uruk scheme rnay have been used as a prototype for the Metonic m e .  
7 Horowitz. 1996. This clalm aras earifer made by Weidner, 1 Q2&, p. 72-3. 

The name astrolabe is perhaps unfortunate. sfnce these instruments are 
completeiy unrelated to the more modem Instruments known as astrolabes. 
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of heaven are late. Let Adar not pass unluckily. Let them intercalate 

it."Q There are also ornens pertaining to 'early' and 'late' risings of 

stars (e.g., in EAE 51, on which, see below). 

But there is also abundant evidence for a three-year 

intercalation cycle,1° as well as for a 360-&y stem year,ll and it b 

unclear how or if these were supposed to be used in conjunction with 

the lunar calendar and the astrolabes, or whether there were regional, 

professional, or other uses for each cycle. Lastly, Hunger and Reiner, 

and Cohen after them, raise the hot unlikely) possibility that 

intercalations were based on observations of agricultural and 

meteorological phenornena up until the frrst millenniurn.12 

Moreover, there are some problems with seeing the astrolabes in 

particular as listing ideal heliacal risings, which Horowitz does not 

offer any argument to dispel: in the fvst place, the associations of the 

stars with particular months and the three 'paths'l3 seems to be in 

part purely mythologicai,l4 in the second place, some of the stars in 

the astrolabes are planets, with no annual cycles to preserve in a 

calendar, and in the third place, two of the stars are circurnpoiar, and 

it is difficult to see how these might have k e n  used in a ~a1enda.r.~~ 

9 Hunger, 1992. no. 98, rev. 8- 10; Horowitz. 1896. p. 38. 
~ee-Hunger and Pingree, h f U L W I N ,  ïi.ii.11-12; Horowitz, 1096, p. 3941. 
See Hunger and MULAPlN, I.tf1.35-50; Horowitz, 1996, p. 38-40. 
Hunger and Reiner, 1975, p. 21; Cohen, 1993. p. 5. 
The 'psths' or Ea, Anu, and Enlll probably d e r  to segments of the horizon over 
which the stars were seen to rlse. See Reiner and Plngree, 1975-, vol. II, p. 17. 
ReLner and Pir#ee. 1975- vol. II, p. 3; Hunger and Phgree, 1999, p. 63; Langdon, 
1935, p. 10, E 
See Hunger and Phgree, 1999, p. 50 f. Lmgdon trles to use the modem 
composîte reconstruction known es "Pinches' astrolabe" together with the 
menologîes to reconstruct features of (a] an archaic Sumerian calendar, which 
s m e d  with the month of Nfsannu at the rising of the Pkiades, and (b] a 
prefiistoric calench which began with the autumn equinox (Langdon, 1935, p. 



Lehoux, Cderidars. WeQther, and SQrs in Babylon 

1. ta: Intercalation and 'Astrolabe B' 

Astrolabe B,i6 unlike the other astrolabes, states explicitly that the 

stars named rise in their month. The text itself was copied at Assur 

in the late second rniUennium.17 and is the oldest of the astrolabes. 

It is a bilingual Sumerian/Akkadian text. Cohen notes that it is 

unciear whether Akkadian or Sumerian is the original language.18 He 

notes further that the translation frorn the one language to the other 

is "inexacti'. Part A of this text%ssociates each of the twelve 

months with a constellation and a god, as well as with mythological 

even ts : 

Month of Nisannu, Pegasus, seat of 
the king is installeci, the king is app0inted;2~ 
a good beglMing22 for Anu 
and Enlil; month of Nanna-Suen, 
oldest son of Enli1.23 

1 -2.2 1.6 71, but he falls prey to the same problems wfth the astrolabes as 
Horowitz does. 

l6 Pubiished by Schroeder, 1920.112 18; Transcribed Ln Weidner. 19 15.66-7; 76-79; 
85-87; A much improved transcription of section A crin be found fn Reiner and 
FWgree. 1975-, vol. II. p. 81-82. For dupiicates of Astrolabe B. see Cagirgan. 
1985. W. Horowitz has promised a new edltion of the asMiabes as part of the 
AfD Beheft Series (Horowitz, 1996. p. 37, n. 5). 

17 Durlng the reign of -th-Weser 1 [ l  1 13-1 075 B.c.), according to Horowitz. 
1096. p. 37 n.5; van der Waerden. 1949. p. 10. Hunger and Wee. 1999. p. 5 1. 
date it to the rd@ of Ninurta-apfl-Ekur (1 19 1 B.C.- 1 179 SC.].  

l8 Cohen. 1993. p. 306. n. 4. 
IQ The best Panscrlption is in Mer and Pîngree. 1975. vol. II, p. 81-82. 
20 Weldner. 1915. p. 87. adds a verb to this sentence in his translation: 2um 

monat Nisan geh6rt der -DZ-GAN. .. " 
21 k r u  ili9iiqan. Weidner transiates this as "der KOnfg wird proklamiert" and 

Cohen, 1993, p 306, as 'the king is invested (with authority)." 
22 J u r n u n  dsmqurn 1 am unsure why Cohen Ieaves 3urrum untranslated: "a good . . . for Anu and Enlll.' 
23 B, kI.7-11; For a text closeiy related to this section, see Reiner and 

Plngree, 1975, vol. II, Text X, Unes 24-35 and 3749. 



Some agricultural activities are associateci with months as well.24 

Part B25 of thiS text is a Ut of stars in the paths of Ea, Anu, 

and Eniil, and part C26 Usts three constellations, each in its path, for 

each month, and then says that those three constertritions rise in 

that month, and that three other constellations set." The 

constellations wNch are said to set are spedfically those that rise six 

months later. For example: 

Month of Nisannu: Pegasus, MLbat, and the Plough Star 
rise; Vela, the Wes, and Entenabarbd8 set. 

Month of Ajam: the Pleiades, the Old Man, and Anunitu 
rise; the Mad Dog, the Scorpion, and the King set.*Q 

and six months after Ajaru: 

Month of Arahsamna: the Mad Dog, the Scorpion, and 
the King rise; the Pleiades, the Old Man, and AnunEtu 
set? 

The main problern with seeing this as some kind of intercalation nile 

is that this schematic six-month difference is astronomically 

impossible, and so could not have been used to reguiate the calendar. 

Hunger and Pingre, in a discussion of a simiiar passage in MUL.APIN, 

point this out most forcefully: 

This Ust is meaningiess as an astronomical document 
[it is basically mythologicall), as is also the List at the 

E.&, at Llû-25; L45-50; IL43-6. 
Transcribêd In W*, 1815, p. 76-8. 
Transcrlbed in W*, 1915, p. 66-7. 
There L a mfnor departute M m  this fornula Ln the rnonth of TWtu,  lines 25-6. 
Wefdnet tr8nsuibes this as EN.TEN~MAS>~G. Aitwrcrbcubwn is equated with 
pari of Centauus in Koch-Wesknholz, 1995, p. 207. in Reiner and Pingre's 
catalogue, MvtEN.TWWBAR~ = &bfyU.anu. 'Cmtaurus". wer and 

1975-,uol,n, p. 10-16). mt, 1~88, p. m,~eeds 
MUL.EN.'E.NABARHuM ûS &H~u. 
Astrolabe B, part C, lines 13-16. 
Astrolabe B, part C, iines 25-28. 



end of Astrolabe B where this list is mechanicaily 
converteci into one in which three consteilations rise in 
a month and three set. The person who composed this 
totaiiy misunderstood the nature of his source [already 
in - 1 1 OO!] and unfortunately misled several scholars of 
this century.3' 

Don- and Koch have published yet another type of 

astrolabe,32 which they argue was used for the determination 

intercalary years , but this interpretation has been sensibly ques tioned 

by Hunger and Pingred3 

On balance, 1 think the fact that the astrolabes in general prove 

unworkable as astronomical calendar regulation devices indicates 

that they were probably not intended as such. 

MULAPIN (me  Pbugh Star') is an eady f h t  rnuennium astronomical 

compilation?4 which inchdes a star list, a üst of heliacal rising 

dates and another of their date differences, a dated list of ziqpu 

stars,3= and a list of consteiiations in the path of the moon. There is 

some planetary material as weli, including periods of planetary 

visibility and invisibility. In MULAPIN we also find explicit 

observational astronomical niles for determinhg intercalation, 

according to two distinct scherned6 one at II.i.9-24, and the other at 

31 Hunger and PingreeV 1999, p. 63. 
32 Donbaz and Koch, 1995. 
33 Hunger and Pîngree. 1999, p. 57. " Pubiisheâ by Hunger and Pfngree, =NIN.  
35 zQpu stars are those that cuiminate just when another known star is rlslng. 
38 See Hungerand Pingre, hfüLApI1Yn p. 150-152. 



II Gap A, 1-11.20. The f b t  uses steîiar phases together with the 

moon's position relative to the Pleiades or the Hired Man to 

determine whether a given year is interoalary. The second uses ideal 

equinox dates and the risings of certain stars. together with the 

coqjunctions of the moon with the Pleiades on particuk dates to 

determine intercalation. W e  shouid note the entra1 role of the moon 

in both of these schernes, which distinguishes them from the strictly 

steiiar schemes that scholars have argued for in the astrolabes. As 

Hunger and Reiner have shown, evidence frorn attesteci dates 

indicates that this Pleiaden-Schnlhegel may not have actudy b e n  

implemented in practice,37 and difTerent versions of it are 

con tradictory.38 

II. Tite Fiwed Stars and Weaîher Orninu in EAE 50 and 51 

The ce1estial omen series Enwnn Anu Enlü (When A m  and Enül7 was 

k t  published as L'Astroiogie Chaidéenne (ACh] by ViroUeaud.3Q More 

tablets have since been discovered, as weii as rnistakes in his original 

publication. Newcr editions and translations of parts [but by no 

means ail] of this important series have since been published," and 

this work continues. The series itself consists of 68 or 70 tablets of 

omina, and dates as a collection fkom around the beginning of the 

-. -- 

3' See Hunger and Reina, 1975. p. 26-8; Rochberg-Halton, 1992, p. 81 1. 
38 Hunger and Fteiner. 1975. p. 28. 
3Q Vkolieaud, 1908-. 
40 Reiner and Pingree. 1975: Rochberg-Haiton. 1988; Al-Rawi and George. LWl; 

van Soldt, 1995. 



older material. Tablets 1 -22/2342 contain lunar omina, 23/24-39/40 

soiar omina, 40-49/50 meteorological omina, and the remahder 

planetary and steiiar omina. A sample of weather apodoses nom EAE 

1.17: The Star of the sunset [is] for (and raining. 
n. 1 : The Rainbow lis] for raining [... 
US: The False star lis] for the rishg of wind. 
ïï. l4b: D a p i n e  ( i l  for [.. .] wind. 
m.4: The Rainbow lis] for not raining. 
III.4a: When on a cioudy &y when it has rained a 

rainbow has arched, it wiii not rain." 
m.5: EnteRQbQTbwn [is] for early wind. 
111.5~: .. . the early-sown cultivated field WU be fine, at 

the end of the year rain WU cease. 
IU.6: &irir# (is] for the rising of wind. 
ï I I  6b: "When Sariru has been r d ,  the flood will 

increase." 
III.6c: "When the Field's stars have been very red, the 

flood WU increase."45 
111.7: The False star [is] for the rising of wind. 

What we should note here is that only a muiority of the omens have 

clearly stated protases and apodoses ( m e n  the Flashing star is very 

red, the flood will increasenl. For the most part, there are ody  

associations of stars with weather phenornena ["EntertQbarbm (is] for 

41 Hunger and Pingre, I99B. p. 12 date it to the fkst miiiennlum B.C.. Koch- 
Westenholz, 1995, p. 78, to the 1 1 th century. 

42 Mecent reumsions sometimes have dlfferent tablet numbers, and occasionally 
men combine the omens Werentiy from more than one tablet For a dlscusslon 
of the variations in the recension, see Koch-Westenholz, 1905, p. 75-6; 79-82. * iWL.UD.ALTAR = Dapinu, a Nune for Jupiter. Reiner and P l n p  translate thls 
iîterally, as "the Hen,ica. 

44 M~L.AN.TASURRA Relner and PSngree translate this as 'the FlesNng Star.' and 
comment that It probably &ers to a shootlng star or meteor. Labat. 1988. p. 
301, simply translates it as %riilantea. 

45 The Fleld, MULA.GAN, b a. p. and y Peg, and a And. See Mner and Pfngee, 
1975-, vol. Ir, p. 1 1. 



Lehoux. Wndars, Weather, and Stnrs in Baûybn -180- 

early wind"), but the predse nature of this association is not made 

explidt. A similar formula appears in the "Great Star List."46 

Tablet 51 contains a iist of stars and the lunar rnonths of their 

derived fkom th& risings. The rnonths of their risings are 'Ideai' in 

the sense that when the star rises in this month, it is generally taken 

as a non-ominous event. I t  is usuaiiy seen as orninous when the 

star rises either before or after its ideal month. For example?' 

IX. 1 : The Field rises heliady in Nisannu. When this 
star has risen early: [. ..1 When this star has risen 
late and has passed by its month and has risen [. . . 

IX.2: The Bristle rises heliacaiiy in Ajaru. When this 
star has risen early, the gods will give good counsel 
to the land. When this star is late and has passed 
by its month and has risen [. . . 

There are some agricultural and meteorological omens, such as: 

IX.11: in Nisannu, the star of the field [...]. When it 
has risen heiiacaliy at its specified time, the irrigated 
land and the cultivated lands in the land will 
prosper. When it has risen heliacally not at its 
specüied t h e ,  the irrigated land and the cuitivated 
lands wili not prosper. [. . .] wiU not bring forth [. . . 

X.23: In Addaru the Fish, Ea, [lord of] mankind 1.. .] 
high water will mount in the springs. When [it has 
risen] not at its specüied t h e ,  rain and high water 
wiii be scarce in the springs.48 

As Reiner and Pin- show, Tablet 51 derives Erom a tradition ciowly 

related to AstroIobe B, and indeed, parts of their Text X duplicate parts 

of Astrolabe B.49 

46 Ribllshed and transiated by Koch-Westenhoiz. 1905, ApplondtK B. 
47 ThlS follows Reiner and Piqree's transiation, with minor changes. 
48 Text X ïs related to, but not a dupikate of T M  IX [hm whfch the previous three 

exampies were taken]. Fbr commentary, see Refner and Phgree, 1975-, vol. II, p. 
524. 

4Q R e i n a  and Phgree, 1975. vol. Il, p. 1; 524. 



n i e  EAE omens in general are somewhat différent fkom the 

astrometeorology we have been looking at in the other chapters of 

this work. The weather omens do not derive sirnply kom the phases 

of the stars. Rather we flnd the unspecifîed relation of a star with a 

weather phenornena where the 'stars' rnentioned rnay not even ali be 

stars: there are the 'Flashhg star' [a meteofl and the 'False star', for 

example. There are also omens derived fkom the apparent colours of 

stars." The most cornplex of the fixed-star omens involve the timing 

of their phases in the Babylonian lunar calendar. A phase which 

occurs in the specüied month is seen as non-orninous, and an early 

or late phase as orninous. There is no pardel for this in Egypt, 

Greece, or Rome. 

1 should perhaps also mention a unique weather-omen, which 

seems to be derived fkorn an interdation rule, in the text K. 3923 + 
6140 + 83-1-18,479.5* I t  says: 

When, in the month of Addam, on the 25th d[ay, you 
(have observeci the Pleiades and the moon and they] 
[had the same longitude, then this year is normal;] 
[when they have fden down, then it is left] 
[behind . . .]52 

Good winds wiii corne [. ..53 

I t  is unclear whether this may be relateci to the EAE omens. 

Compare a h  Unes 150-153 of the Greut Startlst in Koch-WestenhoL. 1995. p. 
1 9% 195 and Hunger and m, MULAPIIV, IX.iii.33; fl-iv. 1 -2. 
Text A in Hunger and Reiner. 1975. p. 12. My translation foiiows Hunger and 
Reiner's, wfth minor modlflcations. 

52 The reconstruction here h based on the formula throughout the rest of the tw 
It is of m m  unciear whether part of thfs formuia or some extra (now lostj 
rnateriat was meant to be the protasis to the meteom1ogfcaI apodosis. 

53 Lhe I A Ln Hunger and &a. 1075. p. 22. 



It is in MUL.APïN that we see texts which most resemble the 

parapegmata, although without the level of precision and detail 

generally found in the classical texts. MUL.APiN I.ii.36-iii. 12 

schematically dates the heliacai iIsings of certain fked stars. These 

ideai dates of visibility are paired,with the culminations of other 

constellations (ziqpu stars) later in the text.54 The list is schematic, 

insofar as al1 the dates given are either the first, flfth, tenth, 

fifteenth, twentieth, or twenty-fifth of the month. It is useful as a 

sequential ordering of risings, but with only approxirnate dates. These 

heliacai risings are foliowed by the related lists of the simdtaneous 

risings and settings of fixed stars, and the schematic date ciifferences 

(again, ail multiples of five days) between the heliacal risings. It is 

unclear how these iists were used. 

At the risings of certain stars we are told to "observe the wind 

that blows;55 and later, certain stars are related to wind directions 

with the formula "constellation x lies across (ina 21) wind y,"56 which 

has been generaUy taken to mean simply that it lies in one of the four 

cardinal directions.57 

54 Hunger and Pingree, MULAPm, I.iv. 13-I.iv.30 
55 Hunger and Pîngree. MULAPiIV, II.i.25-37; a similar admonition for the 

obsemation of Mercurg at harvest t h e  oocurs at ILL%. 
58 m-WW and pmme, AdüLWN, II.i.68-7 1. 1 f o l h  Hunger and Phgree's 

interpretation of ina Zï tentatively. For the normal rneanlne of Zr in the 
astmnomfcal texts, see Neugebauer, ACT, p. 496-7. 

57 Se. e.&, Hunger and Pingree, 1 99s. p. 73. 



General seasonal meteorologid predictions are derived nom 

the sun's presence in each of the three paths of Anu, Enül, and Ea, 

and these are related to their dendar months: 

From the b t  of Addaru until the 30th of Ajaru the 
sun stands in the path of the Anu stars; wind and 
weather. 

From the k t  of Simanu until the 30th of Abu the 
sun stands in the path of the Enül stars, harvest and 
heat . 

From the first of Uülu until the 30th of Amhsamm 
the sun stands in the path of the Anu stars; wind and 
weather . 

From the b t  of Kisl-mu until the 30th of Sabatu 
the sun stands in the path of the Ea stars; cold.58 

The omens at the end of MULAPIN include some meteorological 

and agricultural predictions, such as "When the U.M.RI-star 

[Mercury?)5Q has been seen, rain and flood;"60 When the star of 

Marduk has ken  seen at the beginning of the year, in this year the 

crop will prosper."61 1 note that aU such omens seem to be either [a] 

derived fkom what appear to be planets, or [b] are reiated to the 

colour, or brightness of stars at their rising, rather than to the 

phases thernselves. 

Hunger and Hngree, h4üï.APfN, II.Gap A. 1-8. 
See Hungu and Ping?ee, MUL.APIN, p. 134. mmmentaxy on 1.22 

6û Hunger and m. MULAPLN, IIU.22. Compare II.i.57. 
II.GapB.1. 



Lehoux, Calendars, Weather, and Stars in B a b y h  

The astronomid Maries pubiished by Sachs and Hungefl2 are night 

by night observations3 records of astronornicai, celestlal, and 

meteorological phenornena, as well as such things as comrnodity 

prices, river levels, and politicai events. Thus we find entries such as: 

Night of the 15th, last part of the night, the moon was 
2 1 / 2  cubits in front of [y] Capricorni. The 15th, gusty 
north wind.64 

That month, the equivalent (of 1 shekel of siiver was]: 
barley, 1 pàn 1 süt 1 1 /2  qa, in the middle of the month, 
1 pan 1 süt 3 qa, at the end of the month 1 pan 1 süt 1 
1 /2 qa; dates 1 piin 3 qa [... .] At that tirne, Jupiter and 
Satum were in Gemini; Venu[s was in Virgo; Malrs was 
in Virgo, at the end of the month, in Libra; Mercwy, 
which had set, was not visible. 
That month the river level- remainder 1 /2  cubit and 8 
fingers. ..[...65 

There has been much debate about the purpose of the diaries. 

Swerdlow argues that they were tied to omen-watching,66 and 

Slotsky, Hunger, and Pingre have agued that they were prirnarily for 

the determination of astronomicd vdues.67 But two parts of Hunger 

and Pingre's argument wiil not stand: 111 they claim that "the 

weather is reporteci [in the D t ~ u k s ]  because it affects observations,"~ 

but this can not account for the h u e n t  mentions of wind direction, 

- - - - - -- 

62 Sachs and Hunger* 1988. 
Occeslonallp astronomicai phenornena are computed. S e  Sachs. 1048. p. 271. 

64 Sachs and Hungg. 1988. -324. B obv. 21. 
es Schs and Hunger* 1988. -324, B rev. 9- 1 1. 
66 Swerdlow. 19Q8. 
67 Slotsky, 1997; Hunger and Phgret?. 1099, p. 139-140. 
68 Hungerand Pbgree, ISW. p. 140. 



or entries such as T h e  26th, cold north wind,"Ba which do not d't 

observation at all; and I2) they ciaim that "the Mcrrles treat periodic 

phenomena as predictable; this deprives thern of their meaning as 

omens."70 if this were m e ,  then there can be no explanation for the 

fiequent use of, for example, d p s e s  [which were predctable) as 

orninous portents in official reports and letters. 1 think here they pin 

tao much on the idea that randornness must somehow be inherent in 

omens. A third point 1 would raise is that there is no reason to 

suppose that economic phenomena could be seen as periodic, but 

that weather was not. 

This being said, I s t .  do not think that the purpose of the 

Diaries is clear. What we can say is that they kept track of, among 

other things, various astronomical phenomena, as well as various 

meteorological phenomena, but whether or how these were seen to be 

related is still unknown. 

V: Good and Bad Luck Days in the Babylonian CoIendar 

As in Egypt and Rome, the Mesopotamians ascribed good and bad 

luck to different calendar dates. There are a group of Akkadian texts, 

cailed hemerologies or menologEes71 which tell us that parücular lunar 

caiendar dates were in general favourable or UnfavourabIe, and more 

68 Sachs and Hunger. 1988, -369. rev. 12. 
70 Hunger and m, 1989, p. 140. 
71 For a detaiied description as weU as an edition and tmnsktion, see Labat, 1939 

and Labat, 1965. Compare the Eggptian Wndar of tudcy ami Unlwiky Days, in 
chapter 8, below. In this work, 1 will refer to both the menoiogies and the 
hemerologies as %emerologies'. 



specifically also offer hts of activities which were prescribed or 

proscribeci for each day. Many of these activities were of a religiow 

nature [e.g., "an offering to Anu will be accepteci"), but some 

economic, medical, divinatory, and dietary proxriptions are also 

found. There are some astrologiC8X omens, and some steiiar divinities 

[the Pleiades, Orion) are mentioned as being receptive to offerlngs on 

particulair dates in one of the texts7* Some tablets üst the months 

favourable for certain activities,73 and others derive ornina from 

activities performed in certain months.74 These texts are somewhat 

more formulaically and topically diverse than their Egyptian and 

Roman counterparts . 

There are two interesthg astrometeorological tex& (TU 19 and 20) 

edited by Hunger75 which use certain phetary phenornena to predict 

weather. The phenornena of the protases include oppositions of 

Jupiter and Mars, conjunctions of Mercury and Venus, planetary 

passings through certain constellations [including the Pleiades and 

72 See KAR 178 [ln Labat. 1939. p. 61-21, on the 18th and 19th of Nlsannu, 
=pecti*y. 

73 Thus The king puxifies his garments: Nisannu. Ajaru. SImanu. Abu. and Ta9tfhx 
are tavourable" (KAR 177 obv. 225-27, In Labat, 1939, p. 155). 

74 E.g.. "Wh=. in the month of Nlsan. the foundations of a house have ben built 
on the 16th day. the house wilî not k Bnlshed.' (Labat. 1965. e.1.1 

75 Hunger, 1976. 



Perseus], and more. TU 20, Iike TU 11, has a 'goal-year' type of 

scheme for predicting the weatherS76 

1 should ais0 note, at least in passing, the existence of a late 

tenth or early ninth century B.C. Hebrew agridtural 'caiendar' that 

reports the activities for each [unnamedl month of the year, beginning 

with the fd i  harvest. It is written in verse on a stone with a single 

hole in the middle, presumably for rnounting it for display. In its 

His two months are [olive] harvest, 
His two months are planthg (grain), 

His two months are late planting; 
His month is hoeing up of flax, 

Hls month is harvest of barley, 
His month is harvest and feasting; 

His two months are vine-tending, 
His month is summer fniit .77 

Lastly, there is a third millemiun Sumerian text, commonly 

called the Sumerian Fumer's Almanac, or the Georgica Sumericu,78 

which 1 mention only for cornpleteness. It consists of a list of farming 

instructions, but these are listeci only sequentially, and with no 

reference to astronomy or a calendar.79 The name F m r ' s  Almonar, 

and indeeâ also the cornparison to Vergil's Georgics, is therefore 

unfortuna te. 

- - -- - -- 

76 TU 20. Rs 24; TU 11. Rs 23. A goal-year tact is one wNch predlcts planetaq 
phenomena for the coming year based on a cycle of x years for that p h e t ,  and 
the ocamence of tdentlcal phenomena x years ago. S e  Sachs, 1948. 

77 Albrights translation. as republished with hirther ammentary in Cohen, 1093, 
p. 383. 

78 PubIlshed. with translation. In Saionen. 1868. p. 202- 12. For commentarg, see 
ReaUexikon der Assyri010@e, Zandwlrtschrift', W. 

7Q 'Stars* do get mention& onœ (at e9). but the import is wry undear. 



While none of this material shows a clear Mesopotarnian precursor to 

the parapegnm tradition, we can see fkom the material surveyed here 

that there were a number of paraileh to various aspects of the 

parapegmab. Where Roman parapegmata were partly concemeci with 

good and bad luck days, so we fînd the Babylonian hemerologies with 

a similar concem, although differently reaUzed. Ltkewise, we find 

some Babylonian texts which report the dates of s t e k  phases, but 

this is schematic and perhaps not meant to be precise. Lastly, 

weather ornina are numerous but scattered in the Babylonian omen 

literature. 

Although we find no simple cognate of a parapegma in 

Mesopotarnia, we do find diverse texts which here and there show 

interesthg simüarities. 1 do not think there is enough evidence to 

argue for a line of descendancy from Babylon to the classical 

parapegmata. Rather, 1 think this shows that different ancient 

cultures addresseci agricultural timing, weather prediction, and lucky 

dendar days in remarkably similar ways. 



Chapter Eight 

Egyp tian Astrometeorology 

Introduction 

Ptolemy's Phaseis gives weather predictions according to particular 

astronomers, citing such figures as Dernocritus, Eudoxus, and 

Cesar. A typical date reads: 

Month of Thoth, day three: (In the Clima where the 
day is) 13 1 / 2  hours (long], the [star) on the tail of 
Le01 sets. [In the Clima where the day is) 15 hours 
[long], the (star] called the Goat2 rises in the evening. 
According to the Egyptians, the Etesian winds stop. 
According to Eudoxus, the winds change. According to 
Caesar, there is wind, rain, thunder. According to 
Hipparchus the east wind3 b10ws.~ 

Notice here that in addition to the Greek and tatin sources from 

which Ptolemy claims to be getting his information, he mentions also 

"the Egyptians" as an authority. Unfortunately, it has hithcrto been 

unclear whether this refers to native Egypüans, some unnameci 

Greek astronomers living in Egypt, or else is perhapç an attempt by 

l f3 Leo. See Toomer. 1984. p. 368. 
Capelia (a Aur]. See Toomer. 1984. p. 353; AraNs 157. 

3 a q A i c 5 q ~ .  
Ptolemy, Ph., p. 14.1. 7. f. 



Ptolemy or his sources to legitimate his work by pointing to an 

ancient culture as being pioneers in the field of astrometeorology. 

Neugebauer and Rehm dismiss the idea of an indigenous 

Egyptian tradition, and beiieve that the references are to Greek 

authors living in Hdenist ic  Egypt. Neugebauer dates the references 

to a source in the second century B.C., and Rehrn pushes it as far 

back as the third centq.5 Lastly, van der Waerden has argued at  

some length (but to little avail] that attributions to the Egyptians 

are based on Greek observations made in Phoenicia, Cypms or 

Cilicia, and lifted from the 'Parapegma of Dionysius'6 Part of the 

reason for the univenal dismissal of an indigenous Egyptian 

tradition rests on Hehann's work in archeometeorology, in which 

he argues, based on modem observations, that the predictions 

ascribed to the Egyptians must have been made in Northem Greece 

rather than in Egypt.7 1 am, however, sceptical of the usefulness of 

comparing modern observations to ancient astrometeorological texts. 

In the first place, it assumes that climates do not change over long 

periods of tirne, and in the second, it assumes that the predictions in 

the ancient texts were necessarily always based on actual 

observations, a claim that cannot be proven. 

Contrary to the commonly accepted opinion, 1 will argue that 

there is new evidence for Egyptîan astrometeorology which aUows us 

to confïdently assert that there was in fact a tradition among the 

See Neugebauer, fWMA. p. 562; Rehm, 1941. p. 101 -104. 
6 Van der Waerden, 1985; on the alieged Parapegkna of Monysius, see chapter 3. 

above. 
Heilrnann, 19 16; Helimann, 19 1 7. 



Lehoux, Egyptian Astromteomlogy 

Egyptians of weather prediction baseci on stellar observations, and 

moreover, we can date it to as early as the fourth century B.C., two 

hundred years earlier than Neugebauer had speculated. The evidence 

is twofold. A new look at the autobiography of Harkhebi, which was 

published by M.G. Daressy in 1916, and retranslated by Neugebauer 

and Parker in their Egyptfan Asbonornical Texts in 1969, reveals that 

this Egyptian astrologer was interesteci in predicting weather 

phenornena in the early Ptolemaic period. Even more remarkably, 

however, the recently-published naos of Saft el-Menna * [dated to the 

t h e  of Nektanebos 1, 381 -364 B.C.], makes an explicit connection 

between certain decanse and particular weather phenornena. 

An argument has been made by Chrisüan Leitz that there are 

both meteorological forecas ting and s teilar observations in the 

Ramesside Calendar of Lucky and Unlucky Days, but a close look at 

the Calendor's contents and Leitz's arguments will show that, 

although there are some references to weather phenornena in the 

Calendar, there is no reason to suppose any astrometeorological 

content. indeed, even the ciaims to astronomical content made by 

Leitz are untenable. 

See Mtz, 1995. A rzaas Is the m e r  part of an Egyptian temple. 
9 The decans are 36 constellations situateci in a band reoughly parailel to the 
eciiptic, and slightly south of it. By Greco-Roman t h e s  they had corne to repr-t 
10" sections of the uxifac. 



The Autobiogrqphy of Harkhebi was first published by A. B. Kamal in 

1906. The text itself consists of a short inscription on a now 

headless statue. It was dated by M. G. Daressy to the early 

Ptolemaic period . 
In 19 16 Daressy re-published the text with a French 

translation, and included a number of editorial changes. Daressy's 

translation of Harkhebi's autobiography is unsaüsfactory, and the 

text itself is troublesorne in places. in a few instances the writing is 

abbreviated and dificult to interpret. Neugebauer and Parker include 

an improved but still imperfect translation of the text in their 

Eg yptian AstronarnicaI Texts. Foiiowing De Meulenaere,lo they 

occasionally change the readings of many otherwise straightforwardly 

understandable signs in order to obtain particular meanings, even 

when there is a much simpler reading available. In short, their 

translation is guided too much at times [and in my opinion, at 

cntical &es) by what they expect to find in the text rather than by 

what is actually present. In one instance of parücular relevance, 

they squeeze the highly improbable [indeed, it would be uniquel 

reading of hnrn Yo unite" out of a perfectiy nomal writing of the 

wind sign (13). While this is the one r d y  signifcant sentence in 

Io See Neugebauer and Parker, MT, v. III. p. 2 14 f. 



Harkhebi for our present purposes, 1 nonetheless offer a new 

translation of the whole astronornical part of the Harkhebi text: 1 1 

Hereditary prince, noble, sole fnend, skilled and wise of 
hart  in prophecy, who sees aii that is seen in heaven 
and earth; skilled and wise of heart in obsewing the 
starry skies, who d œ s  not make mistakes among // 
hem,  who tells the rising and settingI2 in their time[sl 
and the gods who foreteii the future. He pUnned 
himseif for them in th& üme when [the decan] Akh 
rose heliacallyl3 // beside Venus from the earth in 
order for him to calm the land with his words, king 
one who sees every star14 in the sky, who knows the 
heliacal rising of every [star] in a good year, / /  who 
foreteils the heliacal rising of Sirius a t  the Grst of the 
year. He observes her in the f i t  day of her festival, in 
order to calculate her rnotionls for the times appointeci 
for it [the festival], observing / /  everylliing she d m  
every day. She has foretold everything through him, he 
king one who knows the northward and southward 
motions of the Sun, teiiing aii of its properties, and 
what they (i.e.: the properties] cause the day to bring.I6 
He says what [WU] happen / /  because of them, coming 
at their times, [being one who) divides the hours 
correctly at both tirnes [Le.: night and day), not ever 
going into error at night,l7 being wise in every thing // 

While my translation, like the othea. is not without its uncertalnties. it has the 
advantage of staying closer to the text as presented by Daressy than Neugebauer 
and Parker do. A fresh look at the statue itself would, however, be v e q  
desirable. 

12 Following Neugebauer and Parker. 1 translate '4 Iiip as ?king and setthg." 
l3 Foliowing Neugebauer and Parker. 1 translate the verb pri es Wse heiiacally." 
l4 Neugebauer and Parker. and Clagett. foiiowing them, have "the culmination of 

evety star". 
l5 h a .  though it may a b  be iwr, "her coming or /,»tir "her wandering." either of 

which would SU lmply "motion." 
l6 1 read rdi-m di h m ,  whereas Neugebauer and Parker. foliowhg De Meulenaere. 

emend it to di r sn sp. Clagett foliows Neugebauer and Parker aimost word-for- 
word in his translation of this passage. 

l7 1 read nt rm ni gt?t n nlr(b). Kt.: hot going in to ermr at night for mer.' I thhk 
Daressy is wrong to read the grh sign as  'sW and Neugebauer and Parkefs 
emendation [foliowlng De Meuienaere] of Daressy's U r  to na achieves nothing, 
and they accordingly lave  it untransiated. Kamal, 1906 sees a quail-chi& 
rather than the faicon. 



seen in the sky which is appliedl* by him to the earth, 
k i n g  one who) knows their windslQ and their 
omens ,no king entirely complete in setting out [his] 
opinion, and king exalteci21 because of his reports 
when // he discerns the hidden languagS2 through23 
everything king observeci by hirn, and every end being 
completP4 when (he] counsels25 on account of it, 
making judgments for the lord of the two lands.26 

W e  should note that Harkhebi does not speak here of doing anything 

resembling horoscopic astrology.27 His reference to Uknowing the 

winds and the omens" refers unambiguously to some kind of 

meteorological prediction which the açtrologer was engaged in. A 

clue to how he calculateci his weather patterns may corne from his 

18 1 read thk as si(w). *commitn. Neugebauer and Parker transiate it as si 'awalt." 
but this makes Little sense, and it forces them to read r r:  as S. followfng Kamal. 
Clagett again defers to Neugebauer and Parker's translation here. 

l Neugebauer and Parker read the %hdn sign as !irrnr, 30 foin,' but this would be 
a most unusual [in fact, unique] writing of the word. To be fair, 1 thhk that 
Neugebauer and Parker can be forgtven for rntsreading the clause wMch 1 have 
uanslated as '[being one who) knows their w h d s  and their omens." They 
vandate it as "skîiied with respect to theh conjunction(s) and their regular 
movernen~~]~ [Neugebauer and Parker, EAT, v. III, p. 215). which. thou@ It 
departs from the text conslderably. manages to make some sense of what must 
have appeared to them a completely inexplicable reference to m d s . "  

20 Neugebauer and Parker -end Jm to gsgs, 70 order. regulate." largely, I think. 
because no iikely meaning of h was known to them. For a discussion of fm as 
uomen", see Ritner, 1993, p. 36, n. 167, 

21 I read this troublesome passage as tni vbe completen as opposed to Daressy's and 
Neugebauer and Parker's 70 not be"] pri ib r &. &w [as opposed to De 
Meulenaere's improbable h:p r:). The meaning of "be complete" as opposed to 
"not ben is necesitateci by the context, since Harkhebi has been saying all dong 
that he teUs what he knows. I see no reason why he should become suddeniy 
reticent about his reporîs, as Neugebauer and Parker would have it. 

22 r language" or Yntentn. It may also be r-[zrw 'he dlscerns what 1s hiddenfrom 
below. EverytNng is obsmed by him ..." 

g3 1 see no reason to read the br here as iir. as Neugebauer and Parker need to do in 
order to make the text mean %e discret with" (&p r tir). 

24 again. tm as "be completew r-'. "end, limlt". 
25 1 take the writing of shr 'Yo overthroar" as a mistake for slv. plan. counselw. nb-s 

may riisn be a wrfting of ks "bow down," but 1 thlnk this rnakes less sense. 
26 R o m  here, Harkhebl goes on to tell us of his SUI at charming snakes and 

s42orpfons. 
27 Contraxy to Daressy*s reading. 



Moux. Egyptian Astrometeorobgy -195- 

M u e n t  mention of his knowing the heliacal risings of the fixed 

stars, which accords nicely with Ptolemy's report of what certain 

unnameci Egyptian astrologers were up to. Ptolemy's calendar uses 

the heliacal risings and settings of fixed stars as the exclusive 

predictors for weather phenomena. 

We should note also the prominence of Sirius in Harkhebi's 

description of his work. Since the earliest times the rising of Sirius 

had marked the f a s t  of the beginning of the year and the rising of 

the Nile. This correlation of one s t e k  phase with an agricultural 

[and navigational) phenornenon28 demonstrates that from an early 

date the Egyptians were making limited use of the sort of observation 

needed for the construction of a s t e k  phase-calendar. On its own, 

of course, this correlation of Sirius' rising with the annual flood 

cannot prove the existence of an Egyptian almanac predating the 

Hellenistic period, and we shall see2Q that a recent attempt at 

demonstrating the existence of just such an early almanac fails. 

In addition to Sirius, Harkhebi also mentions observing [a) the 

northward and southward motions of the sun and [b) the planet 

Venus, so the question arises whether these observations couid have 

k e n  associated with meteorological predictions. 

As for obseniations of Venus, it is possible, if Harkhebi was 

following a Babylonian mode1 of astrometeorology, that he was using 

Venus as a predictor of weather phenomena. indeed, a later source, 

28 See Depuydt, 1997. p. 14-15. 
2Q See the section on the Wndar ofLucky crnd Unlucky D q s ,  below. 



the Demotic text of lunar-omina pubiished by ParkeIûO indudes 

weather predictions (in particular, inundation and wind] derived fkom 

observations of the colour and appearance of the moon, which is 

similar to Babylonian methods of forecasting.31 

Observations of the northward and southward motions of the 

s u ,  on the other hand are related to weather predictions in two 

ways: the first king the obvious fact that the sun's progress 

northward and southward is directly related to broad seasonal 

ciimactic changes. In addition to th&, the northing and southing of 

the Sun is directiy related to the sun's motion through the 

consteiiations, and so to the risings and settings of the different 

stars. This brings us back to the fact that Harkhebi was certainly 

interested in this phenornenon. He mentions it thrice in his short 

text, and it is the only type of observation he mentions repeatedly. 

f would conclude, then, that Harkhebi used the heliacal risings 

of the stars as indicators of weather. We shali see from a look at the 

slightly older Saft el-Henna naos that Harkhebi's work is reiated to an 

earlier Egyptian tradition, which may have been later incorporated 

into or adapted to fit Ptolemy's work, and so found its way into the 

Greco-Roman world. 

30 Parker, 1959. See e.g. p. 44-5. This text dates fkom the late second or early 
thfrd century A.D., but fs probably a copy of a sixth century B.C. originai. 
Aratus, P k n ,  778. f.. also uses the colour of the moon to predict weather. 



II: The aff- el-Hem Naos 

The Saff el-Hem naos is in two pieces. The top half has ken in the 

Louvre for two hundred years, and the lower half was pulled fkom the 

Bay of Abukir in the 1940's and fs now in Alexandria.32 Most 

recently published by Leitz, the naos is valuable in that it preserves 

the eariiest known Egyptian correlation between celestid phenomena 

and weather. The inscription dates from about a century before the 

Harkhebi text, and so from about fiity years before the Ptolernies 

began to rule Egypt. 

The text of the naos contains descriptions of the powers of 

each of the decans during some phase of their appearance, which 

would presumably be either their heliacal rising, their culmination, 

or possibly their setting. We have more or less complete entries for 

decades33 3, 6,9, 11-13, 17, 18-21, and 25-37' with scraps of 8 and 

24. Entries are of the form: The great god in the principal time;34 

he causes35 such-and-such," where the phenomena caused by the 

decans range from batties to sickness to min and wind. 1 have 

excerpted here the entries which pertain to weather:36 

See Leitz, 1995, p. 3. 
A decade is simply a ten-day perfod. 
Each decade begins with this fonnula: ntr ': ni sp tpy. Leitz translates it as 'Der 
grosse Gott am U&ang," thus treating rp as " h t "  in the temporal sense, but 1 
find this obscure. sp can also mean "act," and thus another passible 
translation would be "The great god in (Ns] hfghest action." 
s&r. to be dlscussed below. 
For the entire text of the naos, with m a n  transiadon, see Leftz, 1995, p. 9- 
37. 



3rd decade, 1. 2: 'He causes heatm37 
6th decade, 1. 3: 'He will be hot for five days." 
8th decade, 1. 3: ". . . [railn for the 
9th decade, 1. 2-3: "He causes rain in heaven." 
12th decade, 1. 1 : "He causes ra[in] ."3Q 
13 th decade, 1. 3: ". . . in bittemess for twelve days."O 
20th decade, 1. 1 : '[He caulses the south winds in 

heaven. . ..[He causes] three days of 
bit ternes." 

2 1 st decade, 1. 1 : "[He causes] the north [windls in 
heaven ."4 l 

24th decade, 1. 2-3: ". . . colci[?]. . .bittemess. . ."2 
25th decade, 1. 2-3: '...rain in heaven."43 
26th decade, 1. 1 : "[He clauses an evil wind in the 

night." 
27th decade, 1.2-3: "...and consuming everything on 

earth in their bitterness." 
28th decade, 1. 1-3: "He draws forth the flood-water 

from its cavem ... [text unclead .. . 
He muses sickness in M n p  by 
bittemess in the house45 for four 
days and by a sickness in the beliy." 

29th decade, 1. 2-3: "He muses bittemess of nine days." 
32nd decade, 1. 2: ". ..bittemess. .." 

37 nfs!tpr i t ~ l .  Leitz thinks thfs refers to fever, whfch Is entfrely possible. 
3û The text is Iragrmntary, having only the Last wave of the water determinative 

with the pooi determinatlve foliowed by r r :. The two determinathes, however, 
match the usual writfng of VahW in this text. 
The text breaks off part-way through the word: nrfsl,pr h[w]y[r]. 
rn dhrt n hnv 12. Leitz takes this to refer to sfckness, whkh seems probable, but 1 
hclude these references to %ittemessw here since ft seems remoteiy possibIe 
that they are references to bad weather. in any case, Lt is interesthg to no te 
that by late andquity Greek and Latin parapegmata aften contained 
hformatfon on medical matters. S e  Bunett, 1993, p. 28, f. 
[nr/shpr 13]w m(twt m p. The reasons for readhg "wind" in here are the slmilarfty 
in the traces of the noun with the word W d "  In the previous decan, and the 
paraiid adjective. 
parts of !zs are visible, as is all of dhrr. 
...h wyr m pr. Leitz notes that Wn Substantiv, hwyr: "Regen" erschefnt aber 
angeseits der Jahreszeit eher ais unwahcscheinlich." (Leitz, 1995, p. 24 n. 941. I 
see no reason to emend away what appears in the text here, For my critidsms 
of Leitz's method of determinhg which w n  this decrin would fall in, and the 
iikeiihood of tain under any given de-, see below. 
Or possibly mr m ri;: "a lasting and painful slcknes." 
Con- to Leitz, who sees the house-sign as superfluous. 



It is clear from thiç text that some of the decans at least were relatecl 

to certain kinds of whether phenornena as early as the fourth century 

B.C. 

One notable point is that the expression of the activity of each 

decan is highly formalized throughout the text, and says repeatedly 

that the particular decan "causes such-and-such to happenw where 

the verb is the causative form sbpr. The only exceptions to this in 

the weather sections46 m u r  in decans 6 and 28, respectively 

reading "He wiii be hot for five daysw (hm-f n hni .5 )  and 'He draws 

forth the flood-water from its cavernw (nrfidi h'py rn lphl-fl. The first of 

these two instances is not necessarily causative language, but given 

the fact that for aimost every other decan the idea of causation is 

clearly expressecl by sbpr. and for decan 28 the idea of causation 

seems to be implied by 'He draws forth.. . ," I think we have no choice 

but to conclude that the Egyptians saw the decans as sornehow 

acting upon the earth and actively bringing about the weather 

conditions de~cribed.4~ 

This conclusion is confvmed by the inscription at the 

beginning of the naos which &O talks unarnbiguously of causation: 

46 SUght variations do occur in the context of some other powers. e.g. decari 18 1. 2 
has nrf di bpr ... 

47 ThlS is parallelecl by a Greek tat. P. Oxy. 4473. which says a particular decan 
brings (&XI] the flood (P. Oxy. vol. L w .  



1: t-nbs.48 the door of heaven. When Re shines, his face 
causes the great rnooring-post4Q . . . / / . . . the disks" . . . 
/ / . . . great . . . the 36 decanal stars . . . / / Heaven, earth 
and the underworldsl are under their counsel." They 
rise and they set s o  that the temples of I:r- nbs // . . . // 
. . . [They are- the ones who clause the flood // . . . his 
praises.53 They are the ones who cause storms. They 
are the ones who open the sky and who prevent min. 
They bring the day. They bring the night. They rise. 
niey  set. They rekesh themselves in the northern 
sea .54 

And in the almost iden tically-repeated inscription beside each decan, 

it says: 

Water, wind and (fertile) fields are requested fkom 
him in his decade in Cr-nbs. Month III of Sniw. day 1 to 
10: offerings are made to this god by the king in 13-nbs 
in order to protect the land from disaster. 

He riss55 in this influence56 in the decade of [his] 
motion, (as) rnaster of the earth.57 He is the one who 
causes sickness and death.s 

sff cl-Hcnna. 
Reading in1 hr-f rdi-f n i t  wrt rt... Leitz follows Habachi and Habachi, 1952, p. 255, 
in emending the text to iw hr-f </ir> rdir-f <r i>  ri'yt wrt II. ... translating it "Wenn Re 
aufgeht, wendet sich sein Gesicht <dern> grossen Haus des [...] zu [...]. 
Followlng Habachi and Habachl, 1952, p. 255. 
The text actualiy has niwt,  "town" rather than d d r .  "netherworld." 
kltz,  1995, p. 7, n. 22, translates slir as "Aufsteliung." 
Leitz, following Habachi and Habachi reads sdgw. "secrets" rather than dwjw. 
"pmises," which is certainiy possible. 
The remahder of the text is mythologfcal. For the text and translatfon, see 
Habachi and Habachi, 1952; Leitz, 1995. 
Leitz argues that .' must mean "culminate" here. 
S S ~  as a noun is derived from the verb s h :  "to guide, lead, govern." 1 have trfed 
to preserve this idea of ruhg with the not entirdy saüsfactory EngUsh word 
"infiuence." Leitz, following Habachi and Habachi, translates d m  as "Gestalt," 
which is certainly a h  possible. 
Reading n hbi (travel) !iry-rp t:. Leitz translates this phrase as "wenn auf die erde 
ausgesandt wird" (Leitz, 1994 p. QI. The passive of h:b is possible, but I tNnk it 
makes leSQ sense of hry-tp. 
Reading mr mwt. Leitz reads mwt h i .  "den stechenden Tod," seefng the mr as a 
mfstake for mwlt, and the two knives as  dm. 1 am treatlng the knIves as 
determinatives and the man with the axe in his head (seen by Leitz as a 



His living Ba is master of the earth in this 
infiuence.59 Life is requested from hixn in his decade in 
'12t-nbs 

It is his image which brings peace to every temple in 
the decade with invocation oflerings60 in his temple. 

His living Ba [is] etemal. His body brings peace61 in 
the necropolis. A good b v d  is requested of hirn in his 
decade in 'Ihbs. 

The language in these passages makes it clear that some power 

exerted by the decans themselves was thought to bring about 

particular dects , whether meteorological phenornena, disease, or 

crop growth. 

But what was the basis for ascribing certain weather 

phenornena to certain decans? Did the Egyptians, as the 

Babylonians had been doïng since the seventh century, keep careful 

records of astronomical and meteorological phenomena?6* Or rather 

did they have sorne rnagicsl or mythological ideas about what the 

dects of a particular decan should be which were wholly or largely 

independent of observational data? This tums out to be a dmcult 

question to answer. 

- 

deteminative) as phonetic niwt. Anothes possfbiiity is that the dying man is a 
determinative for mr [as e.g. in decade 291 and the two knives are meant to be 
phonetic and represent an adjective describfng the particular kind of sickness 
caused: "He is the one who causes the dm-sickness." Habachl and Habachi, 
1 052, p.. 257 thfnk the knives are phonetic dm = tm: "evil doers." If this is 
c o x ~ m ,  a preposftion 1s mishg .  
A@h. sJm 

60 Foiiowhg Habachi and Habachl who read pr-hm in place of Leitz's (following 
Brugsch, 1883, p. 181) Pr-Spdr. 
kitz foiiows Habachl and Habechi in re8ding this as 'glves offerings.' whlch ts 
equaiiy possible. 

62 On the Babylonian Mary texts. see chapter 7, above. 



Leitz, in his examination of the weather predictions in the *ft 

ewenna naos, takes it for granted that the weather phenornena were 

established empir idy  by the Egyptians. in attempting to 

determine, for example, which phase of the decans was responsible 

for the wind or min, whether their rising, culmination, or setting, 

Leitz argues that rain wodd be most likely at the tfme of the ninth 

decan's culmination in the twelfth hour of night, and he settles on 

this as the correct phase: 

Auch hierin iiegt wieder ein Argument für die Annahme, 
dass die in den Beischriften gennante Wirkung der 
Dekane mtsachlich in die Dekade mit der Kulmination 
in der 12. Nachtstunde fden.  W&e es der Augenblich 
ihres heLiakischen Aufgangs, so wiiren die 
entsprechenden Daten der 1. und 3 1. Oktober [greg.], 
was nicht zu den meteorologischen Gegebenheiten 
paBt .63 

But these rneteorological Tacts' turn out to be Little more than 

guesses based on modem rneasured rainfall at Cairo and Alexandria 

over the course of the year. 1 consider this line of argument to be 

misleading on a number of counts: (1) the assumption that rainfd 

pattems have remaineci unchanged in Cairo and Aiexandria over 

2300 years is unfounded; (2) the assumption that the predictions of 

rainfall in the naos mwt  correspond to empirically observed rainf'  

pattems is unfounded; (31 the assumption that the 

astrometeorological parts of the text were meant to apply to Abukir 

where it was found two millennia later is unfounded, and (41 the 

assumption that the text was composed in the fourth century B.C. 

63 Wtz, 1995, p. 18, commenthg on the ninth decade. 



rather than possibly king a preserved older textw (which would 

change the correlated Gregorian65 dates) is unfounded. 

Unfortunately, this highly questionable method of determining dates 

fkom known modem weather patterns pervades much of Leitz's work, 

both on the Saf! el-Henna naos, and also in his interpretation of the 

more obscure bits of the Calendar ojLwky and Unlucky Days." 

In the absence of any way of determining what weather 

patterns would have k e n  for the location and time in which the text 

of Saf! el-Henna was composed, the question of whether the 

predictions were based on observation, magical correlation, or even 

simple speculation must remain unanswered. 

LII: The Calendar of Lucky and Unlucky Days 

Pussibly as early as the Ramesside period,67 there existed in Egypt a 

system of calendrical ornina, typifed by the Calendar of Lucky and 

Unlucky Days,68 which sought to furnish predictions for any given 

calendrical date. There is no evidence, as we shall see, that this 

tradition derived from astronomical or astrologieal sources. It is 

more probably akin to something like our own non-astronomical 

Just as the deœnai star-docks in the tornbs of Rameses N and Seti I may have 
been aiready 600 years or more out of date by the thne of th& inclusion in the 
Ramesside tornhs. See Neugebauer and Parker, EAT., and Depuydt, 1998, p. 34- 
5. 
Leitz use. Gregocian rather than Julian dates. 
See Leitz, 1994 For more commentary on this, see bdow. 
Leîtz gives the Calendar a tenninrrs ante quem of the retgn of Rameses II [Leîtz, 
1994, p. 61, and Bakir thfnks such an w l y  date to be possible, though he is not 
wUiing to CO-t hfmself m g .  [Bakir, 1066. p. 5-61 
Pubiished most recently fn IRitz, 1994; eariier by Bakir, 1966. 



dencirical superstitions such as miday the thirteenth bringing bad 

luck, or to such character-determinants as are found in the birth-day 

rhyme: Wonday's chiid is fidi of grace, Tuesday's child is fair of 

face.. ." The omen would thus be fixed solely to a caiendar date 

which has nothing at all to do with any astronomical 

phenomenon.60 This does not exclude the possibuty, however, that 

some time between the Ramesside period and the fourth centuxy B.C. 

such a dendrical tradition couid have ken combineci with a 

tradition of astronornical observation, but given the complete lack of 

evidence fkom this intervening millennium, descendancy âom the 

Calendar is impossible to prove. 

The CaIenàar ojLucky and Unlucky Days ïists each day of the 

year, together with its omens, whether gocd or bad. Some of these 

omens are unambiguous references to weather, such as: 

I :Et 4:70 ... The gods go as wil winds. 
U 2 24: ... Do not go out in any wind until the 

sunset. 
III pri 20: ... You not see sunüght. 
IIIpn 25: ... This day has a great storm. 

There are a number of such entries, whose derences are stated in 

plain language in the text. The caiendar, however, includes many 

69 Remember that the Egyptian niieririar of 365 days Is not sgnchronlzed with any 
solar or lunar motions, and it acmrdingly 'slips' over the pears such that every 
four years it f i  apprdmately one day further out of Ilne with the sok year, 
amtfnuafly moving away h m  its origînai w n s .  Thus the cabcisini l  QeagOn 
of 'inundation,' while ft more or less with the adual inundafion for a 
timP, wouùi, mer the amrae Of the œnhuh, move away firom the seaaonai 
inundation and then back again some fourteen œnturles îater. For a detaiieâ 
d b u s s h  of the Eggptian Calendat, see Parker, 1950; Depuydt, 1997. 
The Egypüan caiennat has four seasons, ;Np prr. and anW. each divideci into four 
months of exactiy 30 days. 1 3& 4 Mets to the f h t  month of 3&, day 4. 



Lehoux. Egyptian Astrorneteomlogy 

obscure references to different gods or demons coming forth or 

battling with each other, whose meaning is obscure. Leitz sees in 

these obscurities veiled references to weather patterns, which he 

interprets with the aid both of modem meteorological statistics,'l 

and the Coptic-Arabic almanacs.72 So, for example, he is able to 

interpret a sentence like that in IV prr 3: 'The great ones fight the 

wpyr-serpentw as The clouds push themselves before the sun." The 

terminology of the text has no parallel as weather-language, and I 

think that Leitz goes too far in reading such meanings into the text 

based on what are really very uncertain methods of interpretation. 

My objections to Leitz's method of comparison with modem 

observations have already been noted, above, and comparison with 

the almanacs is no more secure. For the Coptic-Arabic almanacs to 

function as evidence for the contents of the millennia-earlier 

Calendar presupposes one of the following: (1) that the tradition of 

weather prediction using such calendars was both uninterrupted and 

uncorrupted, which is difficult to believe, given the complete lack of 

intermediate texts; (2) that the tradition was revived and accurately 

translated in Coptic times, which claim is also unsubstantiated; or 

[3) that the following conditions must all be true: 

(a] the Culendar and the almanacs are based on empirical 
observation of weather patterns, 

71 See. e.g. Leitz. 1994, a~mmentaries on: I :& 4; III prr 24 and many others. 
72 See. e.g. Leitz. 1994, commentaries on I :& 20 and 29 where he sees references 

to the hot Season which are nonapparent to me; II haw 19.20 and 22 where 
winds are read into the text based on the aimanacs, and III jmw 12 where he 
has the clouds vanishing based on nothing I can determine in the text. 



[b) these patterns must have remained unchangeci over the 
miiiennia, 

[cl both sources were meant to apply to the same parts of Egypt, 
and 

[dl we know the date of the CrrIendar's composition Mth a high 
degree of accuracy. 

The number of unknown elernents in the necessary components of 

this last set of assurnptions lead me to conclude that it also is most 

Given my scepticism about these highly-interpreted parts of 

the Calendar, it would seem useful to give a iist of aii the clearly- 

worded entries pertauiing to astronomy or weather, whiie leaving out 

Leitz's dubious interpretation. 

1 :& 1: There is purification when73 the entire land is 
under the water of the High Nile,74 going forth as 
young Nun, as it is said.75 

1 I@ 4: The gods go out as evil76 winds. 
1 :hr 24: The majesty of this god sails in go& breezes 

and in peace . . . west.77 
II :hr 24: Do not go out in any wind untü sunset. 
III qlt 

III :ht 

18: If there is a great wind78 on this day it wili 
not be in a good way7Q 
19: A great80 stonn is born in the sky.81 DO m t  
sail upstream or downstream upon the river. Do 
not travel in any boat on this day. 

ni-lit. Bakir translates thfs as "throughout," and Leitz as "über." 
bit h'py. Both Bakir and k i t z  take thfs to refer to the beglnning of the flood. 
Foiiowing Ba&. LceItz translates tNs as "'Jugendiicher' wird er gennant.. ." 
sbir ll'iw. 1 am uncertain why Leitz translates this as 'Gegenwinde" here but as 
Yeindüche Winden at II intw 20. 
Leitz reads "Die Majestat dieses Gottes faihrt mit guten Winden Ln Fkieden zum 
Westen..." but this ignores the large lacuna in the papyrus after htp and before 
imni. See Bitkir, 1966, pl. VI 
P. Scrlller only. The sfgn fs uncertain, the detexminative strange. 
1 read nn 'd sr. 
P. Sollie;r only . 
Bakir translates this as "The Mdren of the Storm of. .." 



IV :bt 7 :  This day , the wind is guarded against in the 
entire land .82 

IV 12: Do not go out on any road in the wind.83 
1 prr 19: The winds in heaven on this day are mixed 

I I I  prt 

III  prt 
I I I  pri 
IV pri 

IV pri 

with the annual pestilence84 and many diseases. 
19: The chikiren of  NU^^^ are in good breezesa6 ... 
Do not go out nom your house therein?' You 
will not see sunüght.88 
20: You wi l i  not see sunlight.89 
25: This day has a great stom. 
3: As for any lion who says the name of the decan 
Orion, he will die immediately.Qo 
6: The stars go forth, bittemess More [them] 
If anyone sees smaii cattle,Q* he wiii die 
immediately. 

P. -O only. 
P. Calro has rrrr-k pri im-fr w 3  nb(r) nt !h, whereas P. Saüier IV reads nn-kpri r wit 
nbt m hrw pn: *DO not go out on any road on this day." 
ijdt: mtilence" can also mean murirtg rain." 
Bakir has The birth of Nut ..." which is a h  possible 
Leitz translates this as 'Die Kinder der Nut sind in einern ganzllch giinstfgen 
Wind," thus reading ni:' 13 nfr. 1 prefer to read the ni :kl as 'breezes" with the 
wind sign as a determinative rather than as a noun rnodfned by mic m e " .  
Curiously, this 1s how kitz himself reads the identical wording at f :!II 24. 1 an 
at a l o s  to explah why he has changed his reading here. 
P. Calro oniy. P. SaUer has 'Do not go out of your house on any road on this 
&Y* 
P. W o  only. 
P. SaZZfer has Tou wffl not be near sunlight." 
Although this entry does not deal with an astronomical phenornenon as such, 1 
hclude it since it does mention a decan. Note however that the decan is king 
conceivecl of as a ddty rather than as a steilar object, as is evidenced by the use 
of the god determinative in place of the star determinative. 
dhrt hfr-hr. Leftz translates this as "mit bfttern Gesicht" and B a b  as "bftterly 
and openiy," although in a note (n. 4, p. 76) he ralses the possibiiity that d&t is 
a mistake for dfrt, "red," and so offers the possibIe interpretation of the phrase 
sb3 dfrr yt-hr as "the culmination of Mars." This seems to me to be extremeiy 
urillkely . 
'wr. Leitz, 1994, p. 307, argues that this refers to the culmination in the fitst 
hour of night of the decan hry-ib wii .  since the smaii cattle are assodatesi with 
Seth. 1 think that ff this were true we could expect a star determinative &ter kr 
rather than the animal determinatfve, and in any case the chah of reasonhg is 
extrmely weak. I prefer to interpret the kr as animais of the ordinary domestrc 
kind. since the connection drawn by Leitz is highîy tentative, and the naming of 
the decan would be unusually ayptic. 



IV pri 13: Do not go out in any windQ3 on this day. 
1 Srnw 2: Do not go out from your house in any wind on 

this day. 
II Jmw 20: There are many deaths. They corne from evil 

winds. Do not go out in any wind on this day. 
ïV P ~ w  26: The gods [saille4 in every wind. 

It L apparent that these predictions are of a Merent nature from 

those in the $if! el-Henna naos. Rather than king clearly causative 

statements about the powers of the decans, they are simple 

statements of omens, of pre- and proscribed activities for certain 

days, with Little statement of the whys and wherefores. The various 

winds are said simply to happen on particulas days, with no mention 

of what causes this to be so. There is no evidence to connect these 

ornina with celesüal phenomena, and also no evidence that the 

ornina were based on actual observations of weather patterns of the 

course of the year. It is entirely possible that the winds were 

'predicted' according to some unknown magical, rnythical or 

schematic formula.95 We should &O note that the majority of 

entries do not even predict the weather so much as give hortatory 

staternents about weather phenomena. We cannot assume that the 

entries imply that the phenomena wül invariabiy occur on that date, 

but only that vit does, one should not do such-and-such. 

e3 P. Cairo only. P. SallLer has M D ~  not go out Ln it on any road. ..' 
A hole Ln the papyrus has obiiterated aiI but the determinative. 

Os For urample. assocfadons of calendrical dates with certain UtorlcaI or 
mythologid events couid have furnished omen-lore. Although 1 know of no 
evidence from the Egypüan tradition which rnakes a clear case for this 
pcssfbUty. there Is evidence of just such a practice in the Roman a@cultud 
literature. See Ver@, Georg., 1.276-286. 1 do not wish to argue that this is whtit 
must have been happening, but rather to point out the possibility. 



We should note also that the only reference in the entire 

Calendar to an astronomical phenomenon of any kind (apart from 

the setting of the sun)m is at IV prt 6: The stars go forth, bittemess 

More [them]." Based on this one vague entry, it would be rash to 

suppose a program of steilar observations underlying the predictions 

of the Calendar. 

Leitz's idea that certain phrases in the Calendar are references 

to the culmination of particular decans is flatly untenable. 1 refer 

specifïcaiiy to hiç cornmentary on IV :hr 26, which offers a 

considerably Ueren t  reading of the text than that of Bakir. The 

text is highly cormpted, especialiy the P. Sallier version, both in this 

entry and those around it. Specifically: [a] [V :hr 24 is missing 

enürely from P. Cauo; [bl P. SaIlierts IV :ht 2 4  is roughly equivalent to 

P. Cairo's IV 26, though highly compteci; [cl IV :hr 25 is missing 

from P. SaUier, [dl N :Sr 25 is almost entirely destroyed in P. Cdro, 

such that Bakir does not even attempt a translation, although Leitz 

offers a reconstniction, for what it is worth; [el P. Sallier's N :hr 26 

has no parailel in P. Caùo, so Leitz assumes it is equivalent to P. 

CaVo's missing IV :Sr 24. 

es I should mention for the sake of completeness that &ter the Calendar, on verso 
XIV is a separate text with a schematic tabîe of the length of dayiight in each 
mouth, which assumes a 3:l ratio for the longest to shortest day, and has the 
Iongest day in IV fmw. There îs, however, no way to establfsh a correlation of 
tNs text with the Calendu itself. Indeed the texts on the papyrus after the 
Catendar seem to be coilateci from dffferent sources. 



As it stands, the P. Caùo text for IV :ht 24 reads: ... nfr smn-ln 

Qhwy snv RQ7 &zrywQ8 Sbm. Bakir translates it as Thoth establishes 

the nobles in an advanced position in LetopohW and Leitz as 

"Damuaiin setze Thoth die 'Fursten' (snv) des Horus von Letopolis 

eh." While the latter reading is not in itself objectionable, Leitz's 

interpretation of it is. He begins with the wholly unfounded 

assumption that the 'Fursten' des Horus uon Letopoüs refers to the 

stars of the decan phwy-d:t. which "begins its work on this day," i.e., 

culminates at the end of the fmt hour of the night.Qg His proof runs 

as follows: 

[l) IV :hr 26 is mentioned as the date of a decanal phase in P. 
Carisberg Ia;lo0 

(2) the "Homs of Letopolis" mentioned in IV :hi 26 is associatecl 
with the decan Knumis (knnrt). lo and: 

(31 IV :Sr 26 is ten days before I prr 6, into which Calendnrentry 
Leitz reads a veiled reference to the decan Knumis, based on 
its association with Chentiirti/Horus of Letopob; 

(4) The only two instances of the word sr "noble" (at 1 :QI 26 and 
II inrw 16, respectively) occur 170 days apart in the calendar, 
which Leitz thinks must correspond to the following phases 
of the decan phwy-&t: 10 days of marking the end of the flrst 
hour of night + 90 days In the west + 70 days in the 
underworld. Thus Leitz concludes that the caiendar entry 

97 The god's name fs foiiowed by the Horus-bird determinative. and lacks the sun 
determinative, which Is unusual. Bakir reads it as r and tele as a mlstake for 
Ur. 

g8 Leitz reads thls as  an epithet of Horus: &tyw-&. 
ee Leitz. 1994. p. 183. 1 am unsure why Lei& variously refers to both [a] 

culmination at the end of the twelfth hour of night and (b) culmination at the 
end of the first h o u  of night as the "beginning of the work" of the decan. 

Iûû Neugebauer and Parker, EAT, p. 90-9 l. 
lol See Junker, 19 17, p. 42-44. 



at II Imw 16: "Anyone bom on th& &y wiii die great as a 
noble among aii the people" is a coded reference to the 
heliacal rising of the decan phwy-&t; 

(5) the word "nobles" In the phrase "the nobles of Homs of 
Letopolis" is plural, and the decans consist of multiple 
stars;lO2 

(61 the Egyptian word SM, could conceivably be a pun on sbiw: 
"stars." As Leitz says: "Vgl. dam pCarlsberg 1, II, 36, wo das 
hieratische sriw [Widder, kopt. ecooy) mit [ s b : ~ ]  [Sterne, 
dem. SW. siw. kopt. c I oy) übersetzt wird;"lQ3 

My main objection to this chah of iilogic is that, as J. L. 

Berggren once ~ o r n r n e n t e d , ~ ~ ~  probabilities do not add up to create 

greater likelihood. Instead they multiply to create increasingly l e s  

likeiihood. 1 would add that remote possibilities do so even more 

quickly . 
To the individual points in Leitz's argument 1 pose the 

following objections: 

[Il  The mention of IV :ht 26 in P. Carlsberg Ia (dating from the 
second century A.D., sixteen centuries later than Leitz's 
date for the Calendur) is a simple statement of the fact that 
this date is separateci fkom III prt 6 by 290 days. It says: "If 
it [a star] goes to the netherworld on <III> prt c6>,105 it will 
rise on TV 26 to I prt 6."106 The text is highly corrupt at 
this point, such that the dates of the phases are aii 
cunously reversed.107 The reconstructed addendum which 
mentions phwy-&t. proves nothing for the Ramesside 
Calendar. 

- -- 

102 1 am not making this up. 
IO3 Leltz. 1994. p. 184. 
IO4 Berggren. 1992. 
Io5 Neugebauer and Parker's reconstruction of thls date foliows the formula king 

used repeatedly Ln the text. 
los See Neugebauer and Parker. BIT, p. 90. 
lo7 See Neugebauer and Parker, EAT, p. 90. n. 3. 



(21 and (31 The association of Horus of Letopolis with the 
decan Knumis is hardly a matter of incontrovertible fact. It 
is rather a supposition of Hermann Junker's based on [a] 
the coincidence of an image of Horus in Ombos with a 
mention of Knumis in the text beside it and [b] the fact 
that a separate text, according to Junker's reconstruction, 
states that Knumis was worshipped in Letopolis.108 This is 
hardly a clear association of Knumis with Horus of 
Letopolis. 

[4) The 170-day ciifference between two instances of sr, once in 
the plural, once in the singular, is in all likelihood nothing 
more than simple and unremarkable coincidence. A look at  
the actual content of the two passages, as quoted above, 
shows that they do not seem to have anything else in 
cornmon than the use of this not unusual noun. Moreover, 
Leitz's emphasis on the significance of the last ten days of a 
decan's work seems to be baseci on nothing in the Egyptian 
sources. The fact that Leitz needs to add an extra ten days 
to the decan's 90 days in the west and its 70 days in the 
underworld in order to obtain a 170-day interval does not 
jusüfy the assertion that the end of the first h o u  of night 
was seen to be signifiant by the Egyptians. indeed, apart 
from Leitz's reconstxuction of the secret message of the 
Calendur, 1 know of no other special mention of it. 

[5] Leitz's argument that the word "noblesn king  used in the 
plural signifies the plurality of stars in a decan surely nemis 
no refutation. 1 note, however, the curious use of the 
singular at II Smw 16. Leitz's attempt to deal with this 
discrepancy is, not surprisingly , wildly speculative. 

(6) The fact that the word sriw, "rams,'* which in Middle 
Egyptian happenecl to resemble the word SW, "nobles" 
(discounthg the unknown vowels, of course], and the fact 
that by Roman tirnes the word "mmn [Coptic ecooy) was 
used as a pun on the word "star" [Coptic ci oy] do not 
together prove that the word "noblesn resembled the word 
"stars" enough to be a reagnizable pun in the Raxnesside 
pend .  Indeed, "nobles" kept its strong r right into Coptic 
times [ME sr became Coptic c I oyp). in any case. the mere 

los See Junker. 1917, p. 42-44. 



possibility of a pun is far fkom suffiCient demonstration of 
the hidden subtext Leitz conjectures. 

Likewise the looçe string of association which allows Leitz to 

interpret the entxy at II Igt 11: "The front part of the bark of R e  is 

attacheci on this day . Life and dominiod0Q are before him, stability 

and honoud 10 are established behind hirn. Everything is good on 

this daym as being a coded reference to the midnight culmination of 

Rigel (p Orionis) , is equaUy fantastic. 

We c m  see, then, that these attempts to connect the 

Cuiendnr's ornina with celesthl events fail dramatically. There are no 

astronornicai phenornena of any note in the Calendar, and so 

nothing resembiing astrometeorology of any kind. The most we can 

Say is that the Egyptians had been thinking about the possibility of 

mlendrical weather prediction since perhaps as early as the 

fourteenth century B.C. The evidence from this early period indicates 

that weather patterns were associated with caiendar dates rather 

than with decanal phases or any other astronomical phenornena, 

and that the weather predictions thernselves were of a very different 

form than those found later in the Saft el-Henna text. 

- .. 

'O9 k i t 2  declines to trarislate these words for some unknown reason. 
110 P. W o  has a lacuna here. P. Salller has taro Qed columns ("stabiiity"] foliowed 

by a iacuna. Thus Leitz restores the Qed coluînns to P. CaLto and the fps Sign 
["honoured'] to P. SaUler. Again, he curiously deciines to translate the Qed 
coltrmnn. 



There is no evidence for properly astrometeorological texts in Egypt 

until the early fourth century B.C., long after both the Babylonians 

and the Greeks had been predicting weather according to certain 

astronornicd phenornena. This is, however, two centuries earlier 

than Xeugebauer had supposed the Eg3rptiân traDi'ton to date korn. 

1 do not wish to argue that the practice of astrometeorology 

only began in Egyyt at this late date, however. A tradition of 

astronornical weather prediction, either textual or oral, may well 

have k e n  establis hed in Egypt before the time of the Saft el-Hem 

naos. Certainly some raw ingredients congenial to such a 

development [i.e., calendrical ornina on the one hand and decanal 

observation on the other] were estabiished many centuries before. 

But tins of flour do not make a cake, and we cannot do more than 

speculate on whether Egyptian astrometeorology did or did not 

predate the fourth century B.C. Certainly Leitz's claims are 

untenable. 

in any case, we have good reason to believe that Ptolemy's 

reports of the predictions "accordhg to the Egyptiansw may have 

derived from this Egyptian tradition of decanal weather forecasting. 



Chapter NÙze 

Conclusion 

An interest In weather prediction can be found across the cultures of 

the ancient Mediterranean and Near East, and across several 

rriilld. Although such prediction is sometimes differently realized 

in the various cultures, there are also remarkable similarities in some 

of the signs they used for prediction: Steiiar phases show up in 

Egyptian, Greek, Roman, and Babylonian sources as seasonal 

indicators generally , and also as more specifc weather indicators. 

These phases were, in aii these cultures, closely tied to the regdation 

of the agricultural year, for which the respective caîendars used in the 

various places were, to a greater or lesser extent, unsuitable. 

Towards the later end of the time period we have sweyed-1 am 

thinking here of the ephemerides (1 40 A.D. and afterl-these weather 

predictions were king used in combination with a host of other signs 

and predictions, such as lunar days and general hemerological 

predictions. The latter were denved corn a complex interplay of 

lunar, planetary, and alendrical factors. So also in the al-EEriunI 

parapegma, we find hemerological prediction cornbineci with 

astrorneteorology . This coming together of weather omina and 

hemerological omina represents the unification of two ciosely related 

technological traditions: the Roman astrological and the Greek 

astrometeorological parapegmata. At the other end of the time scale, 



in one of the earliest texts we have looked at, the Babylonian omen 

series Enwnn Anu E d ü ,  there is a complex intertwining of weather 

ornina with ail soi-ts of other omina. This is also the case with the 

powers of the decans in the Saft el-Hem naos. It is only in the miridle 

period, in the classical astrometeorologicai parapegmata, that we see 

the subject of astrometeorology king treated as strictly independent 

from other types of omina. This is not to say that astrometeorology 

was seen as separate fkom other types of astrology or divination, 

however. Rather, the tex& in which we fmd it were but one type of 

astrological tool for facilitating a very specific set of predictions based 

on simple annual cycles. While ali these cycles are temporal, not all 

of them are calendrical, and this distinction is an important one. 

Zodiacal signs are not zodiacal months, just as lunar days are not 

necessady lunar dates. 

While the zodiacal signs in Gerninus and Miietus 1 have been 

interpreted as betraying a zodiacal calendar, I have argued at iength 

against this. Another generally-accepted theoy about the 

parapegrnata that I have questioned is the assumption that the 

authors cited in the parapegmata were themselves authors of 

parapegmata. Instead, 1 have claimed that the attributions to these 

early authors, such as Meton, Euctemon, Callippus, and Dernocritus, 

may well have ken culied fkom various types of sources by the 

authors of the later attributive parapegmata. This would best expiain 

the disagreements in dates, predictions, and day Uerences between 

the various attributive parapegmata. 



This king said, it would be worthwhile to sketch what 1 see as 

a possible history of the development of fixed-star astrometeorology in 

the amient world. 1 would underllne that what foliows is in many 

ways speculative, but does at least fit the body of evidence we have at 

present. 

The eariiest ciassical literature (Hesiod, seventh or eighth 

century B.C.) shows that the Greeks were using stellar phases in the 

regulation of agricultural and navigational seasons. At about the 

same time as th&, the Babylonians were keeping carefril dated 

observations of as tronomical and me teorological phenomena (among 

other things) in the Diaries. But this may have been reiated to the 

older tradition of weather and other omina, as found in Enuma Anu 

EnZil, and to the schematic dating of stellar and meteorologicd events 

in MULAPIN. MULAPIN'S intercalation schemes have no parailel in 

the Greek literature, however. 1 have argued that the astrolabes, and 

in parücular Astrolabe 8, were not intercalation devices, but were 

probably used for the determination of omina. And this highlights 

how the Babylonian material differs most notably from the classical: 

it shows a close connection with ornina which tend to be topicaily 

much more diverse than the types of predictions derived f?om stem 

phases in the classicai world. So also in Egypt, we h d  many types of 

omens connected with the astronomical decans, and with the 

calendrical year. This contrast nicely highiights a preference in the 

classical world for organizing the signs of omina in a particular way, 

such that astronomical protases were treated, or at least organized 

and listed, distinctly fkom other kinds of signs. 



The heliacal rising of a single star. Sirius, had for miliennia 

been used by the Egyptians as an annual marker of the beginning of 

the Nile flood [it heralded the rising of the Nile in the earliest 

Egyptian texts), an event of supreme agricultural importarice in 

Egypt. So &O in the Babylonian Dimies, Sinus alone among the 

fixed stars has its heliacal rising recordeci. The rising of Sirius had 
&p--- - P A L  

UCFU WC: VL ULZ dated eveii's (the only datecl s t e k  event) in the 

Unik scheme [fm centuryl. This contrasts with Greece and Rome, 

where a multitude of steiiar phases was used for timing agricultural 

activity from the eariiest literary records right through to the middle 

ages and beyond. in particuiar, the Greeks connected weather and 

seasonal markers with s t e m  phases. Hesiod has scattered such 

rules of thumb throughout his Works and Days, and 1 suspect that 

sirnilarly scattered astrometeorological rules and predictions could be 

found in works by later writers such as Euctemon, Meton, Eudoxus, 

and Callippus. By the third century B.C. at the latest (P. Hibeh 271, 

these rules and predictions were being collecteci in parapegrnata 

propet, and some of these parapegmata were explicit in aediting 

predictions to the earlier authors. Perhaps shortly after P. Hibeh, the 

Geminus parapegrna also incorporated zodiacal signs hto its schema, 

and these t m  up also in the late second century or early first 

century Miletus 1. While the earliest extant astrometeoroiogical 

parapegma (P. Hibeh 27) is literary, it may have been an adaptation of 

an earlier inscriptional type of parapegrna. The earliest extant 

inscriptional parapegma, the Ceramicus parapegma, was aimost 

certaidy neither astrometeorological nor astronomical. Whatever the 



purpuse of the Ceramicus parapegma, the idea of marking cyclical 

events with a movable peg was later adapted to astronomy and 

astrometeorology, if not before the P. Hibeh parapegma, then soon 

a f k r  it [Miletus 1 and II). This view contrasts with the generally 

accepted picture of the development of parapegmata (Rehm, van der 

Waerden, Neugebauer, Bowen and Goldstein, Toomer] , which saw 

full-blown parapegmata king erected as early as the Mth centuxy B.C. 

As for the types of parapegmata, in the Greek tradition we h d  

both inscriptional and literary astrometeorological parapegmata, but 

in Rome there is only one attested inscriptional astrometeorological 

parapegma [the Puteoli parapegma] . The other Latin inscriptional 

parapegmata were used for tracking hebdomadal, lunar, and nundinal 

cycles. The hebdomadal and lunar cycles were used for the 

determination of good and bad-luck days, and the lunar cycle alone 

for regulation of agricultural and other activities. The nundinal cycle 

would track the local market day. 1 do not think the nundinal cycle 

had any astrological or ominous significance. The fact that these 

astrological parapegmata turn up in graffiti leads me to believe that 

they were fairly common in late republican and early imperial Rome. 

As near as we can tell fkom the available evidence. the Greek 

inscriptional pampegrnata did not incorporate dendars. This point 

differs fkom previous ideas on the history of parapegrnata which saw 

cornbineci astrometeorological and calendrical parapegmata king 

publïciy erected by Meton, Euctemon, and others. 1 have argued that 

although it is clear that Meton and Euctemon inaugurateci a 19-year 

cycle in 432 B.C., this was possibly used for the schematic 



determination of solstice dates in a lunar calendar, and that these 

solstice dates rnay then have been used for the calibration of an 

astrometeorological cycle, one which later found itself enshrined in 

attributive parapegmata such as Ptolemy, Geminus, and Miletus II. 

The core of the parapegma tradition is centreci on a need to 

regulate seasonal activities such as agriculture, navigation, and 

perhaps also warfare. These activities are so universal that it cornes 

as no surprise that we find apparently independent traditions in 

Mesopotamia, Egypt, and Greece. The Roman tradition is di8Licult to 

disentangie from the Greek, but there are elements of Roman 

agricultural practice that are indigenous.1 By the üme of the 

composition of ephemerides, the Roman interest in hemerology was 

king united with Greek astrometeorology . 
The parapegmata are fundamentaiiy astrological rather than 

calendrical or astronornical. It is their nature as  predictive tools and 

their application for practical ends such as the regulation of cyclical 

activities which aligns them with the hernerologies and with planetary 

astrology. The parapegrnata and their related texts and instnunents 

are part of a world which is reaiiy quite dmerent kom our own, one in 

which signs in the heavens were watched, awaited, and predicted as 

part of evcryday üfe for kings, estate owners , astronomers, and 

farmers m e .  

l For an attempt at distinguishing this, see Wenskus. 1998. 
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